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T H E  C R A Z I E S  A N D  T H E  P L A N 

“There’s really very little to think about but the strangeness of  LSD”, Sean said. 

From memory, he wasn’t talking to anyone in particular, just the room. A bit like 

me. He wasn’t trying to provoke any real discussion, either, he was simply filling the 

room with noise; noise for his own amusement. Well, at least that’s what I gathered from 

the smile on his face. He enjoyed chaos; being amongst it, adding to it, watching it 

spread. Not in any violent way, more in a circus-getting-out-of-hand-being-funny kind of  

way. He was distracted by his own silliness. The more seriously people tried to restore 

normality, the more Sean laughed. From the bits I had overheard in the days since he had 

arrived here, he suffered from being a manic-manic. He didn’t go up then down, only up 

then up again. He either found things funny or gut-bustlingly hilarious. Sure, it sounds 

better than some of  the other conditions on the insanity menu, but just think about it for 

a moment. It would be torture. The concept of  everyday things such as—oh, I dunno, a 

fork—were so farcical to him that he couldn’t simply enjoy a nice meal. The very idea of  

a book was so comical to him that he couldn’t sit down and read one. The death of  

someone close was known only as a clown’s sad skit. There was no proper sense of  

reality for Sean. Then again, there was no proper sense of  reality for any of  us. You see, 

this room that he was talking to was part of  a somewhat notorious wing of  Wellington 

Hospital, Ward 27: the mad house. 

To be exact, the room we were in was the ‘library’, a so-called ‘facility’ of  the ward. 

In reality, it was an empty, rundown room with two tatty couches that weren’t fit for 

donation to charity. The only other furnishing was a six foot tall bookshelf  with only one 

remaining shelf  and just four books, two of  which were the Bible. It must have been 

weeks since anyone had actually read anything in this library, years even since a story was 
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finished or a character arc completed. People here had enough going on in their heads 

without the deranged words of  some alcoholic novelist being whispered into their ears. 

No, this library was not a place for reading, it was a place to smoke cigarettes. The 

reason being was that the library was the only room in the ward that led to the stone 

courtyard outside, which was currently exposed to the pouring rain. And this courtyard, 

surrounded by a three metre high wall with inch-thick windows, was the only place on 

the hospital’s grounds where the smoking ban wasn’t enforced. It even had a rubbish bin 

with an ashtray at the base of  the wall to accommodate the habit. The library was 

therefore, unofficially, the indoor smoking area when it was raining. The logic was that 

letting patients smoke gave us something to do all day other than pester the nurses, or 

each other, or ourselves. The irony is that I didn’t pick up the habit of  slowly killing 

myself  with cigarettes before I was admitted to hospital for trying to kill myself. Now I 

was smoking nearly a pack a day. It soothed me and the smell of  my hands at the end of  

the day reminded me of  being in some European café. 

Anyway, I was sitting on one of  the cigarette-burnt couches having a fag of  my 

own. How much time had passed since Sean’s peculiar announcement? My cancer stick 

had grown about a centimetre of  ash since he had blurted out his musing, so somewhere 

between thirty seconds and a minute must’ve gone by without anyone having replied to 

him. Looking around the room, I realised that Sean was probably expecting me to answer 

him, if  anyone at all. The other four patients in the library were less ‘normal’ than me 

and Sean had probably noticed that he and I were the closest things to zero. 

Before I entered into what was probably going to be a rather pointless conversation, 

I took a moment to consider the potential answers the others might have provided. The 

Jesus-lady probably would’ve said something about Christ not doing drugs. She had 

become besotted with the ancient Jewish preacher after her son was killed by her 

husband a year ago. Ironic, but fair enough. I didn’t know her real name as she hadn’t 
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really been here all that long. From all accounts, this was her fifth or sixth visit since the 

murder. Jesus-lady was all I called her. 

Austin, a young Tokelauan guy who only ever stared off  into the distance with a 

cigarette dangling from his mouth, wouldn’t have said anything in a million years. In four 

weeks, I hadn’t heard him utter a single word. 

Helen, a morbidly obese woman, only ever spoke gibberish. She may have actually 

mumbled some reply, but if  she had, it had gone unnoticed, much like everything else 

she said. 

Then there was Anthony, an old man who’s primary concern in life was that Mossad 

agents were spying on him from somewhere within the hospital. The doctors, the nurses, 

the other patients, visitors, the cleaners—all suspects. He may have mentioned those 

pesky Israelis if  he wasn’t currently in a doped-up stupor, barely managing to smoke his 

cigarette. They pumped the poor old bastard with some heavy shit. Tranquilizers aside, 

he either would have mentioned his anti-Semitic conspiracy, or he may have remarked 

that he is in fact the first born son of  Queen Elizabeth II, making him first in line to the 

British throne. He was, of  course, undeterred by the fact that Prince Charles was nearly 

ten years older than him. I assumed these delusions were easier to face than whatever hell 

was really going on inside his head. 

So, it was up to me to respond to Sean, the ever-smirking lunatic. 

“What do you mean?” I eventually asked, coolly exhaling smoke at the same time. 

“Well, have you ever tripped acid?” Sean asked. 

I nodded. I sort of  knew what he was talking about already, I just wanted to hear 

him say it. Or rather, to try and say it. So far as I knew, despite coming up with E=mc2, 

humanity was still struggling to sum up the psychedelic experience anywhere nearly as 

neatly. The best efforts remain thesis long rants by jaded professors, burnt out hippies, or 

pseudo-spiritual wankers. So, I was curious, for the first time that day, as to how Sean was 

going to articulate that old conundrum of  the infinite mystery. 
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“Okay, so you’ve been to that place, yeah?” he asked. 

I nodded, “Sure, I guess.” 

“So then, you know? You know that ancient truth? That really important… something 

you were meant to remember but can’t for the life of  you remember out what it was?” 

He almost turning serious for a second. All I did to answer him was nod. That 

seemed to conclude the topic, at least from his end. I suppose he just wanted to not be 

alone? I respected that. Knowing someone else is as lost as you does help, a bit. Then, 

catching the serious look in my eye as I remembered my ineffable experiences, Sean burst 

out into laughter. 

“Gotchya!” 

Giggling to himself, he got up and wandered out of  the library. His work here was 

evidently done. 

I soon forgot about Sean and what he was talking about, not because thinking of  

such things (or rather, dwelling on them) was ultimately pointless, but because Helen 

began to piss herself. She was so out of  it on medication that she simply continued to 

smoke as she soaked her pants. Austin, just for a moment, broke his thousand yard stare 

to quickly get off  the couch he was sharing with her. The sight of  all the urine sent the 

Jesus-lady into a loop; walking backwards and forwards mumbling Pslams. Anthony just 

stared suspiciously through the window at the courtyard. 

It was at this point that I realised the company I was keeping could probably be 

abandoned for the solitude of  my room. It was safe to say they wouldn’t mind if  I quietly 

excused myself. Finishing what was left of  my cigarette, I left the library. 

The hallway just outside the library was where the main nurses station was. Along 

one side of  the corridor where a wall would normally be, a large viewing window 

separated the station from the ward, starting from about waist height. It was in this 

room, behind the glass, that all the medication and paperwork were stored. It provided a 

somewhat hassle-free monitoring position for the nurses, akin to a platform at a zoo 
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enclosure. Although, it wasn’t always clear to some of  the patients that they were in fact 

the attraction, often peering in at the nurses as though they were. To be fair, I guess the 

nurses never banged on the glass like they did. 

Continuing to my room, I walked by the nurses station and into the main living 

room of  the ward. In the living room was such a wide range of  disturbed realities that I 

don’t even really know where to begin telling you about them. I mean, I was certainly one 

of  them, but we’ll get to me later. 

Kenny, a thirty-something year old man that only had one level of  intensity, was 

clicking randomly on the lone communal computer. He didn’t know how to use a 

computer but he had seen others do it and was mimicking their actions. Then, with the 

exact same aura of  importance, he got up and inspected some rubbish on the floor 

before walking over to the Arab-dude and asking him, “How old are you?” Kenny didn’t 

stay for an answer, pacing off  somewhere else like a malfunctioning robot. 

The Arab-dude (no idea what his name was) replied in, well, Arabic, I assume. 

Whatever he spoke, he always walked around with his head low, mumbling songs in that 

language (Farsi?), unless, of  course, he was being interrupted by Kenny. I asked him once 

what he was singing, whether they were prayers or poems or something, but the only 

response I got from him was an offended sort of  frown. That was the extent of  our 

relationship. 

Playing an unconventional version of  chess were an unconventional pair; the 

severely cynical Māori-lady and the considerably deluded guy my age, Keith. Oh, that age 

is twenty-two by the way. Oh, shit, I haven’t even told you my name yet. Tom Alexander. 

Sorry. And apologies for my haphazard storytelling. I’m still trying to work out exactly 

what is happening here, as are you, probably. I’ll get better at this as we go along. 

Anyway, the pessimistic Māori-lady had been in hospital for ages but Keith had 

arrived about a week after me, apparently convinced that he was the ‘Emperor of  New 
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Zealand’. Good for him? I only knew his name, and Kenny’s, because they told me, 

repeatedly, what their names were. 

The two elderly men sitting on a couch together could’ve easily been old wise men 

discussing man and God and law; Plato and Aristotle. But they weren’t sage gurus of  the 

modern age, they were most likely having two completely different conversations 

independent of  each other, corresponding nothing. 

Then there was the man I simply called the Trucker. He had, perhaps unfairly to 

actual truck drivers, been given that nickname in my head because he was a hard-core 

bogan and loathed being told what to do by the female members of  staff. He was rolling 

a cigarette, an action which would normally require no sustained commentary excepting 

that he only had one thumb. Apparently, so I heard, he had cut the other thumb off  in a 

blind fit of  rage some years ago. When I saw him rolling smokes upon his arrival here, I 

figured if  he could do it, I could too. I’ve been rolling my own cigarettes ever since. 

Besides the nurses milling about, keeping the peace when required, there was only 

one other person in the living room. She was, by a measure of  years, the youngest 

patient. Barely out of  puberty, she was, in my humble and personal opinion, the most 

insane one of  us by far. Perhaps it was just me, but there was just something ‘off ’ about 

this girl. Put it this way, you wouldn’t leave her alone in a room with a baby. You just 

wouldn’t. 

After making my way through this minefield of  madness, I made it to my room. It 

was a lot more tranquil in here than out in the living room. Only having one dented 

reality in a small space helps calm things down. I laid on my bed and glanced out the 

window. Rain. It felt like it had been raining for days, weeks even. 

Sighing, I let the boredom wash over me. I hated the boredom. I hated this place, 

the meds, the staff, the monotony, sometimes the other patients, the food. It was all 

loathsome. However, what I hated most about this insane jail was the fact that they had 

taken music away from me.  
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The thing was, I wasn’t allowed shoelaces or even the small chord around a hoodie 

because doctors were concerned that I might try and hang myself. That was 

understandable. But then they said that my headphones posed a risk for the same reason. 

Now, granted, I’m pretty skinny, but there’s still no way in hell that headphones would be 

strong enough for me to hang from. I told them why it was ridiculous but then one 

young student doctor bitch said, “Well, also, too much stimulation can hinder the 

recovery process.” 

Fuck off. I hated student doctors more than anyone. They always had a knack for 

treating me like a lab rat. Just because they weren’t too fucked up to go to university. 

God, I hated them. God, I wished I could just listen to music. I was pretty broke, so I 

hadn’t bought smartphone yet, I still just had an older brick. I did have an mp3 player 

though, so if  I was just allowed my headphones, I would’ve listened to music all day, 

everyday, and my soul I would’ve bled. My music was stolen from me on my first day, 

which was about a month ago. A month without music. The computer in the living room 

didn’t have speakers and the radio was always set to ‘easy listening’ stations. All I had was 

the memory of  music, tunes and rhythms that were faint, distant and grey. Like the 

clouds above me with their constant flow. 

Had it really been a month? What the hell was I doing with everyday?  

What I wouldn’t do for a beer, or twelve. Or a joint. Anything to kill the boredom. 

Anything to distract me from me and my own head. The one place I’ll forever be in and 

the one place I don’t want to be in at all. Well, that’s not true at all. Screw being in the 

Middle East. Or just about any poverty and ignorance stricken place. Those poor people. 

When you begin to think of  all the suffering in the world—past, present and future—it 

becomes overwhelming. Think of  all the children that Vlad the Impaler had slowly and 

brutally skewered for his dinner entertainment. What were they thinking of  the world in 

their last agonising moments? I could dwell on things like this for days on end 

sometimes. 
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But you’re in my head, you get the idea. Its not a pleasant place, much like the world 

that spawned it. It’s a long series of  odd observations and strange thoughts with 

something always just out of  sight in the corner of  my eye. As soon as I look, it’s gone. 

It’s a series of  moments that question if  the previous moments even happened. Then, 

there’s the reason I’m in here, which I should probably go into a little bit. There’s an 

illogical piece of  me. It’s persistent in its pursuit of  permanent sleep, eternal hibernation 

from the never-ending winter. A little voice in my head constantly telling me to kill 

myself. 

Now, I know it sounds pathetic, I know it, but a girl (who we’ll refer to as her or she) 

dumped me and I couldn’t handle it. It wasn’t her fault, girls are allowed to dump guys 

and vice versa, I get it. But what she had inadvertently done was put a microphone in 

front of  that voice in my head. Soon, it was the only thing I could hear, drowning out all 

rationality. The cops arrested me before the train was even in sight. Despite being drunk 

as all hell, I’ll never forget how cold the tracks were as I weighted for my death to come 

hurtling towards me. Anyway, that’s how I ended up here. Sorry I didn’t tell you earlier, 

the words were hard to find. As it was explained to me on my arrival here, I was born 

with depression, it just needed a trigger to become deadly.  

So, they figured out why the last ten years or so of  my life have been, well, shit? 

Now I knew why high school had been such a drag. Now I had an identity to the 

whisperer in my head. Awesome. Only, I didn’t care about that. What I cared about was 

figuring out how to make the pain stop. Nothing effective was good enough for these 

hospital dicks for some reason. The suicide method wasn’t good enough, the alcohol 

method wasn’t good enough, the drugs method wasn’t good enough. 

Its impossible for me to tell you how long I lay on my bed for. Hours, maybe? All I 

know is that during that time I felt nothing but cruel sadness. I surely fell asleep because 

at some point I had the sensation of  being very confused. Must have been a dream. It 

felt pretty real, and as I had awoken without really realising, it may as well have been. 
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So, it was in this doped-semi-sleep when my best friend in the whole world 

appeared with a goofy smile in the window on my door. He usually wore this goofy 

smile, something that gave a hint to just how awesome he is. After knocking he came on 

in. Having overcome being born with mild autism, James Robinson never let his 

problems hold him back. More honest than Abraham Lincoln, more loyal than a dog and 

more genuine than… well, I don’t know, but he’s pretty fucking genuine. 

“Tommy, you dirty aboriginal”, James said as he burst into my room. He most 

certainly wasn’t a racist person and I most certainly am not indigenous to Australia, but it 

was greetings like this that made James a personal hero of  mine. 

“James”, I replied as I sat up. It was amazing how just seeing a friendly face could 

reduce the pain inside. 

“Woo!” James exclaimed as he pulled a chair up to the end of  my bed. He was 

always making these strange noises, always channelling some wonderful enthusiasm for 

life. His excitement and energy was contagious and it made him fantastic to be around. 

“How’s things, man?” he asked. 

I considered this briefly, knowing he probably wasn’t just making friendly 

conversation like most people are when they ask this question. 

“I’m getting there, bro”, was all I could offer him. 

Where ‘there’ was, I had no idea. For a while after that, neither of  us spoke. When 

visiting the mentally ill, silence really does say enough. Time is so limited and precious 

that the thought of  someone offering you theirs means more than words could ever 

articulate. 

“What’ve you been up to, man?” James then asked, breaking the silence. 

I chuckled sarcastically. My activities had been limited to smoking cigarettes, talking 

to crazy people, pacing the corridors or surfing an Internet more restricted than China’s. 

My parents kept offering to take me out for drives to see beaches, but the thought of  

being on a one-hour outing made me feel too much like a mental patient. Their constant 
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insistence that I join them on some pointless excursion to see where dirt met water had 

led me to banning them coming to see me. 

“Fuck all, dude”, I said before adding, “Just taking each day as it comes, you know?” 

Thinking about how depressing my depression was made me more depressed, so I 

changed the subject. 

“How about yourself ? Is work all good?” I asked. James shrugged his shoulders 

before hesitating. He worked on the wharf  and it was shit. I know because I used to 

work with him before I tried to top myself. 

“Oh, its not too bad, man. Going on holiday at the end of  the year. Should be 

good”, James explained with that admirable optimism I was so envious of. Rather than 

say a bad word about his employer, he found a silver lining. 

“True, whereabouts?” I asked. 

Geography was an interest of  mine, but for James it was closer to being a case of  

savants. He could see a photo of  a section of  coastline taken from space and pinpoint 

exactly where on earth it was. Ever since he was a kid, he’s known the unique shape of  

just about everywhere. 

Did I mention that I’ve known James for essentially all my life? We were 

kindergarten buddies. As a kid, I was never even really aware that James was different. He 

was always just James, my mate. That’s the way it still kind of  is. It’s usually only when 

outsiders come in and point out his strangeness that I notice. Sometimes this meant I 

would forget that he really is different. It meant that sometimes I supported him to 

challenge himself, but it also led me to occasionally push him beyond his capacity and he 

broke down. But then there were times when I did pick up on what others did. His funny 

turns of  phrase, his odd behaviour or concerns. In most of  those cases, though, I would 

just laugh at him and he would laugh back. 

“Don’t know yet, maybe go to Thailand, I reckon”, James said, detailing his clearly 

well thought out trip. 
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“Get some she-male hookers under your belt, aye? A couple of  lady-boys”, I joked. 

James screwed up his face, he had a vivid minds-eye and I enjoyed teasing him via it. 

“Do they actually exist?” he asked, making me laugh. 

“You’ll see, bro”, I said with a smile before asking, “Hey, how’s your brother getting 

on, man?” 

“Yeah he’s good, man. He let me go for a ride in his car with his partner who’s 

training him. Some guy called Donovan something, seems like an alright guy, been a cop 

for eighteen years”, James said. He then, rather excitedly, changed the subject, “I saw that 

Irish nurse, aye, man.” 

James LOVED women. I mean, don’t get me wrong, so do I. Hell, I just about died 

because I loved one so much. But James took this natural love of  the opposite sex to 

amazing new levels of  hilarity. Constantly flirting, he asked just about every mildly 

attractive woman he saw how her day was going. If  she responded kindly, James would 

hone in and go for gold. I’d say he’d get about one per cent of  the girls he approached. 

The shotgun method. 

“Bro, she’s pretty decent”, I said, confirming the hotness of  the Irishwoman. 

“Hard out. She looks like she loves dick”, James said eloquently. 

“She’s my nurse for the week, bro”, I added just to make him jealous. 

“You lucky man”, James said, genuinely envious. 

Was I lucky? Well, sort of. Sure, it was nice to be woken in the morning by a 

wingless angel, but it was kind of  tormenting at the same time. A woman as beautiful as 

her wouldn’t normally give me the time of  day. Not that I’m ugly or a loser, but c’mon, 

she could turn heads on a red carpet in Los Angeles. Obsidian-black hair, sea-green eyes, 

a petite frame and jugs for Africa. She was so close yet so far. She reminded me of  what 

having a girlfriend could be like. Her kind, purely professional smile broke my heart 

everyday. 
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Still, better than being woken by the old-man nurse named Bob. His bald head 

wasn’t as nice a showing of  skin as the Irishwoman’s cleavage. What was her name again? 

Flo! That’s right. I’d honestly spent more time looking at her ass than her name-badge. 

Did she know what she was doing when she put those tight jeans on everyday? I was 

convinced she was fucking with me. Breaking my heart with her effortless style. Bitch. 

“You should ask her out, bro”, I egged James on. He chuckled to himself. 

“I’ll just be like, ‘excuse me, my names James and you are beautiful’”, he joked, 

giving me a quintessentially James demonstration. He was pretty confident around the 

ladies, always remaining optimistic and friendly. His finest moment, as he would tell you, 

was when he hooked up with an arguable nine out of  ten. He just walked up to her at the 

bar and said, “Allow yourself  to be introduced to me.” 

Neither I nor any of  my friends could believe that it worked. 

But it did. Amazing. 

“Met any chicks recently, man?” I asked him. 

“Yeah but they don’t seem that keen to be honest”, he replied. What he meant was 

that he had met some drunk girl at a nightclub, gotten her number and pestered her via 

text message ever since. Persistence was his one and only strategy. 

“True, bitches be crazy”, I joked. 

Our conversation then stalled. Our bravado had run low due to the fact that we 

were reminded that we were in a mental hospital by a woman screaming somewhere else 

in the ward. It was presumably Helen, it usually was. Once she took all her clothes off  in 

the middle of  the night and screamed bloody murder in the living room. It caused quite 

the scene. 

“What’s that?” James asked. 

He was always doing this, asking questions with obvious answers. For example, if  he 

heard a police siren and saw a police car he would ask what was making a noise. Not 

because he didn’t know what it was, of  course he did. What he was trying to say was, 
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“Look, there’s a police car”, but his mouth was just faster than his brain. In this case he 

was trying to say, “Listen, someone is screaming.” It was only because I had known him 

for so long that I knew this. Most people simply thought he was an idiot. 

“Helen. She does that from time to time”, I answered him. 

I offered James a weak smile. I was embarrassed to be in the mental hospital. People 

knew I wasn’t as bad as the likes of  Helen, but I felt ashamed nonetheless. Ashamed. 

Imagine that! Imagine being ashamed for having cancer or a broken spine. But that’s just 

how this particular tumour grows. It’s really quite clever, cunning and manipulative. 

I needed to do something to take my mind off  things. In a normal situation that 

would be some description of  narcotic, but this wasn’t a normal situation. James was 

looking at me strangely due to Helen’s wailing. The fact that her commotion barely 

registered with me made me worried that this place was beginning to feel more and more 

like home. 

There were a few films in the TV room. A movie would be good. Something 

interesting. Snippets of  songs from the soundtracks would be refreshing too. 

“Want to watch a film, man?” I asked. 

“Yeah, man. Keen.” 

I got up and began leading him to the TV room. He was absolutely fascinated by 

the people he saw around him as we went. Not to be a dick or anything in regards to my 

very dear friend, but it was as if  he was meeting members of  his own species for the first 

time. I honestly mean that in the nicest possible way. The TV room was dark and empty. 

Oh, all except for Sean. He was watching a black, silent screen—hence my earlier 

assumption that nobody was in there. 

“Hey guys”, he said as we walked in. 

He kept his eyes on the dead television screen. Neither James nor I really knew 

what to do. Was it appropriate to interrupt him? 

“Hey man, can we watch something?” I eventually asked. 
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“Yeah… I’ve seen this before”, he said before cracking up and getting to his feet. 

Before either of  us could say anything Sean had left, laughing his way down the corridor. 

James looked at me with a justifiably confused expression on his face. 

“What the fuck is up with that guy?” he asked. I didn’t answer because, again, James 

wasn’t really asking a question. He was actually just saying, “That guy is fucking crazy.” 

We watched some shit movie, I can’t remember which. I wasn’t really paying 

attention. For large periods, I just shut my eyes and let whatever music was playing 

convince me that life had value. 

Halfway through the film the Jesus-lady stumbled in and started talking about Jesus. 

She mentioned something along the lines of  the film being godless. Oh, and every hour 

we were visited briefly by the hot Dubliner. It was her job whenever I had a visitor to 

make sure I was okay at regular intervals, much to James’ delight. He simply couldn’t 

believe my luck and mistook her constant check ups as a potential crush on either 

himself  or I. I had to explain to him there was literally zero sexual intent or chemistry. 

Then, during one check up, with the credits rolling, Flo poked her head into the TV 

room. 

“Perfect timing”, she said, “Lunch is ready.” 

I asked James if  he wanted to stay and join me for lunch before I realised what I 

had done. Eating at the communal lunch at the psych ward was an experience not for the 

faint hearted and I didn’t think James was really prepared for dining with some adult-

sized infants. It only takes a few meals to get used to it, but for the uninitiated it could be 

rather difficult to keep food down. 

Checking his watch, he decided he could stick around for a quick bite. The food was 

served in a room off  the living room, I suppose you’d call it the dining room. Usually the 

food was well below average, but today it was surprisingly not too bad. James’s appetite, 

however, seemed to vanish quickly, largely because of  Anthony’s particularly piggish style 

of  eating. 
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“I’ll just go to the bathroom, man”, he said politely after just a few mouthfuls of  

this experience. I understood. Although, it wasn’t more than thirty seconds before he 

came back. 

“Couldn’t you find the toilets?” I asked. He screwed up his face as he usually did 

upon imagining something disgusting. 

“There was shit all over the place. Like, shit. Actual shit”, he said. I laughed a little 

at how shocked he was. Routinely the bathroom facilities were decorated in human waste 

by one of  the many disturbed souls here. As I chuckled, James shook his head in 

disbelief. 

“How do you cope here, bro?” he then asked me seriously. 

I shrugged my shoulders. In reality, I didn’t cope. I hated it here. The nurses and the 

know-nothing doctors were really starting to piss me off. The thought of  escaping had 

entered my mind but I didn’t know how to. Even if  I did escape, they’d just chuck me 

back in here once they caught me. Probably for slightly longer as a result. Besides, half  

the time I was so depressed that a poo-covered bathroom barely registered a response 

other than… ha. 

“Got no choice, man”, I told him, “Just gotta wait until these meds kick in.” 

Truth was, and I knew it, that I wouldn’t get out until the staff  sensed that I didn’t 

want to die. Despite having friends like James, I still did feel suicidal. Why? Chemicals in 

my broken brain and the pain in my broken heart. 

“Are the meds good, man?” James asked. 

“The normal, everyday ones are shit. They’re the ones that are meant to be making 

me better but they just make me real tired and confused. I fucking hate them. But the 

ones to calm you down or put you to sleep are awesome. Almost as good as weed. 

Almost.” 

“True, is that what they gave you when you smashed that window?” he asked. 
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I laughed a little and nodded. About two weeks ago, frustrated at not being allowed 

music (for safety reasons) but being allowed to smoke (slowly kill myself), I threw a chair 

at a window. They doped me up so hard. I was like a zombie. It was AWESOME. Not 

the desired reaction, I’m sure. I really wanted to be given more of  whatever it was they 

had given me but if  I was too disruptive for too long I’d be moved to the secure wing. 

That’s where the criminally insane were and it was essentially a prison. A fine line was to 

be navigated. 

“Did you have to pay for it?” James asked. 

“Na. They said they’d make my parents pay but I don’t know if  they did. They fixed 

it straight away and still haven’t billed me so I dunno. They might wait until I leave”, I 

thought aloud. Just then, Flo walked by and reminded me of  her. I felt like shit. James 

was the opposite. 

“Bro, here she comes, should I introduce myself ?” he joked with a smile, blissfully 

unaware that my brain was hating itself. 

“No reason why not”, I spurred him on. He offered her a wave and she came over 

with a smile and tits. Her clothes were so tight, I was impressed by James’s ability to 

maintain eye-contact.  

“Hi, my name is James, I’ve known Tom since kindergarten”, he said. 

“Hi James, I’m Flo, Tom’s nurse. It’s so lovely to meet such an old friend”, she said. 

I swear she knew we thought she was beautiful. 

“Yup, bloody good mates, me and Tom. And with Francois and Philadelphia too”, 

James said, confusing her. It was a classic James mistake, forgetting that not everyone 

knew his friends, least of  all by the nicknames he had given them. 

“Bro, she doesn’t know who they are”, I said. 

“Oh, yeah! Shit. I mean, oops”, he said, making Flo laugh.  

“Well, I’m sure they’re grand if  they’re one of  Tom’s friends. He has so many 

visitors! And they’re all so wonderful. Especially your mum and dad”, she said. 
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“Oh, you’ve met Tom’s parents?” James asked. 

“Absolutely, they’re adorable”, Flo replied, “Are they going to be in today Tom?” 

I shook my head. James was the only visitor I had wanted to have in over a week. I 

told the receptionists not to let anyone on the ward to see me except James. Still, it hadn’t 

stopped my family from trying to see me a couple of  times, hoping I had reconsidered. I 

hadn’t. 

“Well, we’ll be going out for a drive this afternoon if  you want to come?” Flo asked. 

I declined, which was funny only because I could tell James desperately wanted to 

go for a drive with her. Flo seemed disappointed, she was like a mechanic who couldn’t 

fix a car. 

“Alright, well I’ll see you before dinner with your evening meds, okay?” she said. 

I just nodded, accepting whatever. 

As Flo walked off  to another patient (Austin, whose thousand-yard stare didn’t 

budge to acknowledge her shapely figure), James reached into his pocket and accidentally 

made that awful metal rattling noise keys make. It makes people suddenly feel the need to 

leave wherever they are. And, sure enough… 

“I should probably shoot off, man”, James said as if  apologising. 

I didn’t mind, I was grateful he had stayed for so long. 

“Hey man, all good, thanks for stopping by”, I said.  

“Sweet man, I’ll try to come tomorrow too, probably around twelve”, he said. 

“Cool.” 

James shook my hand firmly and smiled, “Stay out of  trouble, Tominator.” 

Tominator? I had never heard that one before. I smiled, “Yeah man.”  

Before he left, I was treated to something else uniquely James. One of  his distinct 

and characteristic traits was that he struggled to say goodbye. Not because he was sad or 

emotional, but because he didn’t understand when it was appropriate to actually leave 

after saying goodbye. This resulted in him slowly backing away saying variations of  
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farewells until he was gone, e.g. “See ya, Tom” … “Bye” … “Have a good day” … “See 

you later” … “Catch you round” … and it went on like this until he had left. 

I sunk a little when my good companion had vanished. Now what would I do? 

There was still hours and hours until lights-out. Lights-out was good because the nurses 

handed out blue sleeping pills like lollies. Within ten minutes of  swallowing a zopiclone 

(or a ‘zoppy’ as we called them) you were fast asleep. But I would have to endure hours 

of  myself  before that happened. 

For a while, I smoked in the library, but after eight or nine cigarettes I began to feel 

a little ill from all the nicotine. Then, for a long while, I felt sorry for myself. How could 

she do this to me? Fuck, I wish I wasn’t so pathetic. I was depressed about my reasons for 

being depressed. Jesus, what a fucking mess. 

The rest of  the day seemed to play out in slow motion. Grey shapes blurred. People 

mumbled. Smoke drifted. The clouds grew dark. Rain tapped the windows. Nighttime 

crept forward and hid the rainclouds in black. Another disturbing meal was shared and 

meds were dished out. God, just give me a damn beer. Anything to cull my thoughts, 

they had become a dangerous pest. 

As the effects of  pills and injections began to hit the other patients, they began to 

react. Some slept (that would soon be me), some drooled, some rambled, some smoked 

slowly, some inspired memories of  the old practice of  lobotomy and one, Jack, began to 

dance. He just sort of  ballroom waltzed in circles in the library by himself. Amused by 

this strange behaviour, the Jesus-lady stepped in as his partner. Together they danced in 

the library to laughter and smiles of  some other patients and nurses. It was actually quite 

a lovely moment. 

The Psych Ward Ball of  2013. 

Feeling tired, I made my way to my room. I felt a little fluid , g  o  o   e   y                

a    n     d               m      e      l       t       e        d                i         n         t          o                     

m                            y                       b                                   e                                         d 
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I woke an hour later. Damn meds always making me sleep. To be honest, though, I 

think I was happier asleep. Sleep is like a little suicide. It was just the groggy confusing 

sensation that these pills gave me that I hated so much. 

All of  a sudden, I wanted to eat something sweet. You could say I had the fancy-

drug munchies. Stumbling up, I walked out of  my room and into the dimly lit hallway. 

Everything was quiet. Only Anthony was in the living room, the others resting in their 

rooms for the night. On the computer, his face illuminated a soft blue from the screen, 

he seemed fascinated in whatever it was he was looking at. 

“Hey man”, I said, sitting on a couch nearby. 

“Hey dude”, he replied. 

“What you looking at?” I asked with genuine curiosity. Without looking up at me or 

taking his eyes off  the screen, he spoke in a very serious tone. 

“I’m checking out this website all about this building in America, bro. The United 

States of  America. It’s this top secret building that’s like a big shape”, he said. With my 

interest engaged, I got up and peered over his shoulder at the screen. He was looking at 

the Wikipedia page for the Pentagon. 

“It’s called the pen-ta-gon, apparently. Have you ever heard of  anything so fucked 

up?” Anthony asked. Where had this man been all his life? 

“Ah… yeah, I’ve come across this, man”, I told him, “Pretty cool, huh?” 

Before Anthony replied, one of  the night staff  entered the living room. The night 

staffers weren’t nurses, they were basically polite security guards who faked compassion 

fairly convincingly. 

“Hey guys, wrap it up, okay? Ten minutes til lights out”, the guard said before 

leaving. 

“Bro, I’m going to have a cigarette”, Anthony then said to me as he got up and put 

a nice looking cigarette in his mouth. 

“Sure”, I said blankly. 
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“Call Gill in Sydney, yeah? Gill Sanders. Tell him about this thing, man. He’ll blow 

the fucking lid off  it. Google his number, I think he’s in Sydney now.” 

“Okay, man, sure”, I said. Anthony and I had had many strange encounters and 

conversations. They were always interesting. Probably the highlight of  my time here. I 

always tried to humour him. Mad or not, people deserve respect. 

“Yeah, Gill Sanders. He might be in Melbourne. Track him down and tell him about 

this pen-ta-gon”, Anthony said before walking off  to the library. 

Alone in the living room, I was playing with the mouse, watching it dart around the 

screen before I even realised I was doing it. I chuckled a little to myself. Gill Sanders. 

Hilarious. And sad. Poor Anthony. 

Just then, a novel idea popped into my head. I wouldn’t normally check someone’s 

Internet history, but in this case, I was too intrigued at the wonderful possibilities of  

what else Anthony had been learning about. 

Going backwards in Wikipedia, it went: 

The Pentagon 

September 11 attacks 

World Trade Center 

New York City 

American Ballet Theatre 

Ballet 

Classical antiquity 

 Germany 

 Kurt Schneider 

 Schizophrenia  
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and then finally back to the homepage, Google, where ‘skittzafrenea’ had been 

searched. Anthony had obviously been reading up on his condition before getting 

distracted. But then I noticed it went even further back in time. Nobody had cleared the 

browsing history for days. It was the Internet as surfed by the insane. 

Intersane? Insanet? 

It was so utterly random and awesome. There were bizarre image searches, chaotic 

questions asked and weird corners of  the net reached. Coincidentally, earlier that day, 

someone had happened to visit a particular website and as a result, my life would never 

be the same. 

It was some website that hardly anyone ever went to and ended in .org or .govt or 

something, you know the sort. What drew my attention to it was that it was entitled 

‘Rights and Laws in Mental Healthcare in Aotearoa New Zealand’. Clicking on the link 

and briefly scanning the clogged text of  the legal document, I then noticed there was a 

section dealing with escape attempts, both successful and not. As I read bullet point after 

bullet point, one made my jaw drop and caused time to stand still. I read it over and over, 

making sure my eyes and mind weren’t teaming up and playing tricks on me. It was right 

there in plain (yet pretentiously complicated) English:  

“…if  the patient remains missing for a period lasting no longer than ninety days, that patient will no 

longer be bound to the terms of  the Mental Health Act 1991…” 

Shit. 

That’s how I could get out of  this never ending hell of  meds, boredom and smoke. 

I had already been here for thirty days and another ninety seemed certain. If  I wanted 

freedom, this was my only window. 

Instantly my plan developed quite clearly in my mind. All I had to do was climb the 

wall and run for the forests of  Mt. Victoria. They’d never catch me, I’m fast on my feet 
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and the forest was less than five hundred metres away. I then realised that I could almost 

guarantee any escape attempt by doing it at night time. The cover of  darkness would 

ensure I got away cleanly. Also, if  I left during the night, it might take longer for people 

to notice I was gone. This meant that no police would be notified until several hours 

after I had escaped. An important head start. I was too unprepared to do it tonight, that 

much I knew. Suddenly, I felt butterflies in my stomach. It was the first time in weeks 

that I had felt excitement of  any kind. The first time I had felt anything other than 

boredom or misery. 

I quickly shut the computer down and made my way to my room. Despite taking a 

zoppy, sleeping was made difficult by the thoughts and planning running through my 

head. It was like trying to fall asleep on Christmas Eve as a child. As I lay on my bed, the 

plan evolved and grew. First thing in the morning I would pretend like everything was 

normal; that is, depressing. During the day, I would slowly pack a bag of  all the things I 

would need on the outside, doing it piece by piece so the nurses wouldn’t suspect 

anything. Then, I would go to bed as normal but stay up til around one or two in the 

morning. I would then do the classic pillow-under-the-sheets-to-look-like-a-person-trick  

that you see in prison escape movies to fool the night staff  on their hourly checks. 

Sneaking out into the dark hallways, I would then make my way past the nurses’ station 

by creeping underneath the window and then head into the library. Creeping into the 

courtyard, it was as simple as standing on the rubbish bin and jumping up so my hands 

could clasp onto the top of  the wall. I’m a skinny white boy, lifting myself  up wouldn’t 

be too hard at all. And then freedom. 

“Oh yes”, I thought to myself  as I finally drifted off  to a chemically induced sleep, 

“tomorrow is going to be a good day after all.” 
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T H E  P L A N  A N D  T H E  C R A Z I E S 

When I woke, for a moment—just a moment—I didn’t know where I was. It was 

beautiful. Then, as the grey walls of  memory closed in on me, so did those in my 

hospital room. However, the usual mental heaviness waking induced in me was gone. 

Instead, I felt excitement. Waking with a new emotion was wonderful. Even if  my plan 

failed, at least it had given me that. What was the time? I checked the clock on my 

cellphone. Six-thirty-one. Flo wouldn’t be coming in for another hour to wake, tease, and 

drug me. Still, better her than Bob. 

As I tried to get more sleep, my mind wandered into vague territory. I fell in and out 

of  consciousness, sleeping and waking in a permanent daze of  blackness and excitement. 

Before I knew it there was a knock at my door. 

It was a slender and well-manicured hand that held the door handle. Her jeans were 

tight, her boots up to her knees, her hair was flowing. Goddamn, she was beautiful. 

“Hi, Tom”, she said with a smile and shimmer in her eyes. They were lush and green 

like her homeland. 

“Good to see you’re up. Did you have a good sleep?” she asked me, placing my 

meds with a paper cup full of  water by my bedside table. 

“It was alright”, I said, careful not to give anything away. 

“That’s good. Now, if  you just have your meds I can leave you to enjoy your 

morning”, she said. I glanced at her thighs as I turned my attention to the medication. 

There were the three red capsules and the two small white pills. They had tried explaining 

to me what each one did but I wasn’t listening. Concentration is a bitch when you’re 

depressed. So I had no idea what they did, I just took them. All I knew was that they 

made me feel like shit. But I swallowed them happily as it was going to be the last time I 
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had to take them. I stuck out my tongue to prove I had taken them properly. After 

satisfying her, she smiled at me again before leaving the room. 

“Thank-you, Tom. Get dressed and come have some breakfast, yeah?” she 

suggested with a flirtatious smile, shutting the door with a click. 

Staring at the ceiling, I had a million things to think about other than breakfast, but 

money was most prominent. I had my wallet and bankcards on me so on the outside I 

should still be able to access my weakly benefits. That was assuming they didn’t freeze 

either my account or my social welfare payments. It would probably be one way the 

‘authorities’ would try and flush me out. Choke me. If  that were a possibility, an ATM 

would need to be one of  my earliest stops. Then I would at least have some cash on me. 

If  the government did cancel my welfare payments I’d be well and truly, for lack of  a 

better word, fucked. Three months without any money would be impossible. I’d just have 

to cross that formidable bridge if  I came across it. 

For now, I had a couple of  cigarettes on me so I decided to have a pre-breakfast 

smoke. Dragging myself  out of  bed, I felt gluggy from all the meds. Goddamn, I 

couldn’t wait to be free of  this place. Waking up fresh would be a dream. 

I got dressed, and by that I mean I threw some pants and a t-shirt on, and checked 

my appearance in the mirror. To put it bluntly, I looked awful. I looked tired, scrawny, 

thin, and my hair was an absolute mess. At least I looked crazy, fit the role. 

See, that’s the thing, I didn’t feel unwell or sick, at all. Just really down. 

I just miss her touch. 

The way she smiled. 

Her kiss. 

Did we ever really fall in love? I did. Broken heart, that’s what my diagnosis should 

be. Not depression caused by a chemical imbalance in the brain. Wrong organ. 

I walked out into the harsh light of  the corridor. Austin was sleep walking out of  

the recently cleaned and yet to be shit stained bathroom. He went straight past me, 
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scuffing his slippers on the floor and staring into the distance. In the living room, only 

the Arab-dude was having breakfast. Dishevelled, he too looked the part of  a mental 

patient. I passed the nurses station just as the night staff  were signing off  for the day, 

handing over responsibility of  the crazies. The smell of  smoke greeted me before I 

arrived at the library. Who else was up and smoking so early in the morning? It was 

Helen, mumbling away to herself  as she took unglamorous drags, not exactly selling 

smoking as well as Hepburn did. 

“Good morning Helen”, I said as I entered the room. She looked up, saw me and 

gave me a smile. 

“Good morning…” she said before pausing and thinking, “What’s your name?” 

Most of  the other patients didn’t know my name, I was usually too quiet to be 

memorable. I sometimes wondered if  they also gave me nicknames, like ‘white-guy’ or 

‘skinny-dude’. 

“Tom”, I said as I put a cigarette between my lips. I told her a few times each week 

what my name was. 

“Oh, hi Tom”, she said, sounding more like a five year old than a middle aged 

woman. I stood by the bookshelf  and lit a cigarette. 

With smoke gently sliding upwards through the air, I happened to look over to the 

door that led to the courtyard. Suddenly, I realised there was an enormous hole in my 

plan. The door was closed and I could see that it was locked. Disappointment hit me as I 

realised this door to the courtyard probably got locked each night. Obviously, no nurse 

had come to open it for the day yet. Immediately my mind started racing, trying to keep 

up with my heart. This was going to be harder than I had first realised. Much, much 

harder. Somehow, I needed to get into the courtyard, I had to get past this door.  

I started to second-guess everything. Was night really the best time to escape? How 

about during the day, as soon as the door is unlocked by the staff ? Even if  there was 

nobody in the courtyard it was impossible to know if  any staff  were watching out of  
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other windows. If  I made a run for it during the day but failed, they’d keep me on 

lockdown for weeks. The secure wing, maybe. It wasn’t worth the risk. I would need to 

go at night, it was the only way to ensure I got the head start I so desperately needed. 

I needed access to the courtyard. I don’t know why I didn’t think of  this problem 

the night before, it was pretty obvious, of  course they lock the door. Blame the poor 

thinking on the medication. I felt like a musician who got blind drunk and recorded what 

he thought were revolutionary sounds, only to playback the next day and realise he was 

just humming to a single shitty chord. What was I going to do now? 

I knew that every night the nurses handed the ward over to the night staff  around 

ten o’clock. Could I somehow wait around and try distracting them during this often-

hectic handover? Cause some sort of  diversion? Provoke some chaos like Sean? I looked 

over at Helen and sarcastically wondered if  she’d be reliable enough to scream on cue… 

No, these options wouldn’t do. They relied too heavily on luck and I needed to be 

one hundred percent sure I could escape. This meant I would need to be either in the 

courtyard when the door was locked or I’d need a copy of  the key. 

As I smoked and watched the grey sky leak drizzle, I ran these two new options 

over in my head. There was little place to hide in the courtyard, even with the cover of  

darkness. Hiding there at night would have to be just a risky plan B. Plan A, therefore, 

was getting my hands on a copy of  those keys. I had just over twelve hours to do it. 

The nurses carried the keys. I was pretty sure they simply wore them on a clip on 

their belts. From memory, the keychain was connected to their belts with a simple trigger 

clip, the sort that kind of  looks like a questions mark ( ? ) with the little spring inside. If  I 

could secretly get my hands on a bunch, surely the unsuspecting nurse wouldn’t notice 

right away. I’d have to hide it quickly and then play dumb. 

But how would I even get my hands on the keys in the first place? Who the hell did 

I think I was, some slight-of-hand street magician? Man, this plan, which had gotten me 
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so excited the night before, was now making me just as depressed as everything else, 

perhaps even more so. 

I took a gloomy puff  of  my cigarette. This day was taking rapid turns to the 

disastrous. I took a deep breath, free of  cigarette smoke for a change. 

“There must be a way”, I kept telling myself. Just then, Bob, the short old nurse 

who wore a giant name badge reading ‘BOB’, came into the room. 

“Good morning”, he said to us with a smile. I didn’t reply, I just examined how he 

wore his keys. It was as I thought, just a simple trigger hook held the key ring to his belt. 

Unclipping them, Bob unlocked the door to the courtyard and let the fresh air cleanse 

the haze of  the library. 

“Come and get some breakfast, you two”, he said to Helen and I as he walked out 

of  the library, putting the keys back on his hook. Helen’s chimney-like lungs soon began 

to splutter up mucus and God only knows what else, so I wandered into the courtyard to 

get away from her. Pacing around, I finished my smoke and tossed it to the ground. The 

light splattering of  rain on my face was nice and soothing. It lowered my rising stress. 

But shit, seriously, what the hell was I going to do? 

I tilted my head back to let the droplets of  rain splash gently onto my cheeks. The 

water was refreshing and cool as it soaked into my skin. It was such light rain it was like 

walking through a cloud. This inspired me to close my eyes and imagine that I was in the 

clouds, flying… ah, there it was… a fragile moment of  freedom… 

I came back to reality and sighed. I could see nurses inside keeping me in the corner 

of  their eyes. Acting nonchalant, I paced past the spot where I would scale the wall. The 

rubbish bin provided the perfect platform to do this from. None of  that phase of  the 

plan was a problem, it really was all about breaking out of  the library. 

I couldn’t tell you how long I paced around outside, but my clothes were quite wet 

in what was barely mist, so I must’ve been ruminating for a while. Glancing inside, I saw 

the other patients lining up to get their breakfast in the dining room. Feeling cold, I 
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decided to join them. Stepping back into the library I saw Helen was still smoking 

cigarettes. 

“Hi Tom”, she said, taking me by surprise. 

“Oh, hey… are you coming to get breakfast?” 

“Yup I’ll be there soon.” 

Leaving the early morning haze of  the library, I made my way to the dining room to 

grab my breakfast. The usual zombie-like appearance of  the patients was amplified in the 

mornings; hair all over the place, faces not fresh, lazy dressing. I lined up for my serving 

of  cereal, toast, and fruit. Mulling over my problems as I queued up, I had to be snapped 

out of  it by the nurse behind the counter. 

“Tom? Tom, dear?” the nurse said, finally getting my attention. She smiled as she 

handed me a tray of  mostly sugar free food. My appetite was as depressed as I was, but I 

sat down and tried to eat something. I kept my head low, not paying any real attention to 

the people around me. Out of  the corner of  my eye I saw the creepy-girl crying about 

something. She was wearing fluffy animal slippers. 

It was all a bit of  a b l u r after that, blame it on the meds, and before I really knew 

it midday had arrived. Again, I assume that I fell asleep as I couldn’t really remember 

what had been happening. The next thing I remember was Flo’s soft voice quietly 

sounding in my ear. 

“Tom, sweetie, wake up”, she said. 

I opened my eyes and took a moment to figure out what was going on. To my 

sluggish surprise, I realised that I was lying on a couch in the living room. Patients, 

nurses and visitors were passing the time around me. How did that happen? Those damn 

meds were really dabbling with my perceptions of  time and self-awareness. 

I sat up, all groggy, and rubbed my eyes. Flo smiled that normally unattainable smile 

at me. It made my heart ache for her. Sleep had stolen two hours from me. Ten hours to 
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think of  a plan. Crouching by my side, her worry was clear and her keys dangled by her 

curvy side. 

“Are you okay?” she asked. 

I didn’t know how to answer her question without being sarcastic or nasty so I just 

shrugged my shoulders. What I wanted to say was something along the lines of  “She 

broke my heart, so parading your beauty in my face isn’t fucking helping.” 

“Just a bit tired are you?” she asked with banal tedium. 

I didn’t mind too much, though, as she was leaning a little closer to me than usual 

and she smelt nice. It was then that I realised that Flo’s keys were the ones I had the best 

chance of  stealing, purely because she dealt with me more closely than the other nurses. 

But how? 

“I don’t know”, I said, shrugging my shoulders. 

“Do you feel like the meds are helping?” she asked. 

I actually thought seriously about this. To be perfectly honest, the only reason I was 

taking any pills was because I kept falling asleep, committing mini suicides each day. It 

wasn’t because they made me feel any happier. I gave a single shake of  my head. 

“Okay, well, we’ll mention that to Dr. Stephens at tomorrows appointment. Your 

opinion is the most important one, we can’t help you unless you help us”, she said. I 

offered a disinterested shrug and kept staring at the ground. Naturally, the fact I intended 

to be in a drunken escape by the time of  tomorrows appointment went unsaid. 

“Alright. You should go back to sleep if  you’re tired. Maybe in your room, though, 

yeah?” she suggested. 

It sounded like a good idea, I needed to be alone to formulate a plan anyway. 

Getting those keys from Flo would be hard, but doable. After all, everyone was always 

telling me to think positively. 

I got off  the couch without saying anything. Flo saw me to my room and left. 

Pacing in the dim bedroom light, the steps I would need to take next slowly became clear 
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to me. I’d have to hit on Flo. Not only that, I’d have to kiss her, really hard, to take her by 

surprise. Then, while she was distracted with shock, repulsion, and pushing me away, I’d 

swiftly unclip her key from her waist.  Hopefully, she’d be so taken aback and assertive of  

her professionalism that she wouldn’t realise anything. By the time she realised her keys 

were gone, I would have hidden them and she’d have no idea when or where exactly she 

lost them. At least, I hoped that’s what would happen. 

It seemed like a plan that had a chance of  working. Not only that but it wasn’t 

exactly an awful prospect. Kissing Flo would be amazing. She was gorgeous and her lips 

were sparkling a soft pink toady. There was really nothing to lose. If  she didn’t catch me, 

I’d be able to escape. If  she did catch me or I failed, then at least I’d get to kiss one of  

the hottest women that had ever spoken to me. 

I continued pacing in my room as I thought things over, probably looking quite 

insane from the outside. When was the right time to do this? Probably sooner rather than 

later, purely because if  I failed I’d still have time to figure something else out and still 

escape today. The thought of  spending yet another day in this damn place made me 

miserable. I sat on the lino floor, resting against the side of  my bed. 

I needed to get Flo on her own so nobody else could spot my thieving. My room 

was the best place to do it. I had to lure her in somehow and start some pointless 

conversation, waiting for the right moment to make my move. Getting her in here would 

be a cinch. I would be the bait by simply falling asleep on the floor and she’d see me 

through the window in my door. Then she’d come in and try move me to bed. 

It was all feeling a little too easy. 

I reached for a pillow from my bed and pulled it to the floor. Coincidentally, I 

genuinely felt pretty shattered and was in need of  resuming my nap from earlier. Lying 

on the cool hard floor, I rested my head in the softness of  my pillow. Before I knew it, I 

was asleep 
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The settings and sensations were vague. Sitting on her bed, we were watching a 

movie. We sat close to each other. Then the scene changed and there was jazz music. 

Then she stared at me, saying my name with a blank expression. Soon, I realised she was 

speaking with an Irish accent. Then I knew that I didn’t know something. Rising up, I 

woke up, the real world materialising before my eyes. I realised I was still on the floor, in 

the same position and Flo was trying to wake me. 

“Oh, look! He wakes. Dear Tom, what are you doing on the floor?” 

I looked up at her. The torment that she was my nurse and not my girlfriend 

consumed me. She was kneeling next to me, her keys resting on her hip. I pretended to 

be sleepier than I really was. 

“Where am I?” I asked. 

“You’re on the floor of  your bedroom. Here, give me your hand and I’ll help you 

into bed”, she said, holding out her hand. I reached for her hand and the sensation of  

touch sent electricity all throughout my body. My heart, as broken down as it was, 

fluttered, like the stalling of  an engine. I sat up a little, resting on my elbows, there was 

no need to rush this, I may as well enjoy it. 

“What happened?” I pretended. 

“You must have really needed some rest, auto-pilot took over and just landed you 

on the wrong runway”, she said. 

“I don’t remember”, I lied. 

“Hmm, we’ll have to let Dr. Stephens know about all this drowsiness. It’s probably 

just as simple as altering the doses of  some of  your medication. But we’ll tell her 

tomorrow for sure. Are your parents and sister coming to that session?” 

I shook my head. 

“Oh, Tom. Why won’t you let them see you?” 

I didn’t really appreciate her prying, so I dismissively shrugged my shoulders. 

“I just want to be alone”, I said truthfully. 
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“That’s understandable, but too much time isolated from your friends and family 

can a bad thing too, you know.” 

“Yeah, I know”, I said. Offering me a comforting smile, she then helped me to my 

feet. I sat on my bed, as did she, her keys right there for the taking. Everything was going 

perfectly. I did my best to look glum, which didn’t require a lot of  effort. She fell for the 

trap and looked at me through sympathetic eyes. 

“How are you feeling?” she asked with that tone, that damn tone I had heard on 

repeat ever since I arrived here. 

“Pretty shit.” 

“What’s upsetting you the most?” 

“That I’m in this place”, I said, pretending to ‘open up’. 

“But this is a good place, Tom, it’s where you’re getting better”, Flo replied, poor 

thing thought she was making an inroad. 

“Yeah…” I trailed off  deliberately. The staff  were convinced I had depression and 

as a result I was becoming convinced I did too. Did I have depression or was I just 

pathetic? I was pretty sure it was the latter. How can you compare sadness to hearing 

voices or thinking you’re being hunted by the Wrath of  God? 

“Maybe spending time here for a while, resting up, staying away from drugs and 

alcohol, taking your medicine everyday, maybe all these things aren’t as bad as you think 

they are? It’s just some time to relax while we get on top of  things for you”, she said. 

I nodded, pretending to agree with her. 

“Have you ever dumped a guy?” I asked her, working my way towards my goal. She 

hesitated, a bit shocked at my bluntness. 

“Ah… I have, yes”, she gradually admitted. 

“Why?” 

“Well, sometimes peoples feelings for each other change over time. That’s just life. 

It has certainly happened to me before too. That hurt, but I didn’t let it destroy me.” 
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“Are you with anyone at the moment?” 

“No, I’m not actually. I’m single and its great! I’m really having the best years of  my 

life. Living in a new country, travelling, working, meeting new people. I’m totally free. 

Honestly, it’s really grand. Not forever, I guess, but for the moment”, she said as though 

trying to sell me on the idea of  being alone. Really, what I could tell she was saying was, 

“Please, for the love of  God, don’t ask me out or tell me you love me!” 

We made eye contact and both waited in a type of  suspended animation. She was 

probably thinking, “Oh, shit, no, don’t kiss me!” 

I went for it.  

Leaning towards her, I reached out with my right hand and placed it around her 

elbow, gently pulling her into me. I put my other hand on her waist by her keys and leant 

in. Locking onto her soft lips, it was the best sensation the hospital had given me. For a 

second or two, she was too stunned to really do anything. By the time she managed to 

push firmly against my chest and pull back, I had unclipped her keys. Clutching them 

tight to avoid their clattering noise, I slipped them swiftly into my pocket. By the time 

she had gotten over the unwanted feeling of  my tongue in her mouth, the keys had 

vanished without detection. 

“Tom! What are you doing?!” she spluttered. 

“I - I -I’m sorry”, I said regretfully, playing the part, staying in character. 

“Tom, I’m sorry too, maybe I shouldn’t have said some of  the things I did. Look, I 

should go. You lie down and get some rest. I’ll wake you up for dinner”, she blurted out, 

quite flustered. 

“I’m sorry”, I said again as she headed for the door. 

“That’s alright, don’t worry about it. You get some rest”, she said in the doorway, 

her figure framed perfectly like a work of  art. She shut the door and was gone. Poor 

woman. I felt bad for her, she’d probably get into some serious trouble after I escaped. 

But the feeling of  the keys in my pocket overrode all other emotions. 
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Enjoying my triumph, I almost forgot to hide the loot. Looking around my room, I 

hid the keys in a pair of  socks in my wardrobe. All I could think of  was how amazing it 

was going to be to get blind drunk. That was what was fueling me. I could barely contain 

my excitement, although I knew I must. If  anyone noticed my change in mood, however 

momentary it proved to be, they would know something was up. I needed to chill, play it 

cool. 

Pacing around my room again, I could feel my heart racing. Mellowing out my 

breathing, I then felt the swarm of  butterflies fluttering in my stomach. Now all I had to 

do was to act normal and depressed while biding my time. 

God, what was I going to do to pass the remaining hours of  my captivity? Just the 

thought of  having to spend more time in this place reaffirmed for me why I so 

desperately needed to escape. Sighing at the prospect of  immense and imminent 

boredom, I didn’t feel like sleeping. I figured I’d wander through the ward. Keeping 

subtle tabs on Flo would probably be a wise move. 

With the library as a destination of  sorts in mind, I traipsed, sufficiently depressed, 

past my fellow residents of  the ward. The Arab-guy’s monotonous ramblings once again 

confirmed for me that I was right in my decision to get the hell out of  here. That 

incessant mumbling noise he made was really starting to agitate me. I kept my head low 

as I made it to the library, looking just an inch in front of  my toes. The stuffy aroma, that 

of  chocking cigarette smoke, greeted me premature to my arrival as usual. Entering the 

room, however, I immediately regretted doing so. 

The Trucker was peeing in the corner while he smoked. Why did everyone have to 

piss in the library? The Jesus-lady was shaking her head, tisking and muttering Songs. 

Austin, the only other person in the room, was looking further than he could see as 

usual, silently puffing his life away. Eventually, it was all too much for the Jesus-lady. 

“You’re absolutely disgusting!” she said sternly. 
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The Trucker laughed at her anger and shook off  the last drops. Doing up his fly and 

taking a drag of  his smoke he turned to face her. 

“Yeah? Well, your beliefs are absolutely fucking disgusting”, he said with an 

offensive smile. 

“And what would you know?” she retorted, controlling her anger so well I felt an 

immense respect for her. The fight continued. It was all too much for me, so as the two 

argued, I quickly made my way through the door I would later be escaping from. 

The noise of  the library was soon distant and I found myself  in the middle of  the 

courtyard. It was lovely and quiet. The rain had eased but left the seats damp. Unfazed, I 

lay down on a concrete bench, letting the small amount of  moisture soak into my back. 

It wasn’t unpleasant. 

Looking up at the sky, all I could see was white. Darker grey patches soon moved in 

from the south, rain was coming back. The midwinter rain was going to be a drag on the 

outside. Still, it was better than being in hospital. Bunching my hood into a small pillow, I 

then lit a cigarette. Blowing the white smoke up, I watched it vanish against the backdrop 

of  clouds d r i  f   t   i   n    g 

Did I fall asleep again? Did I finish that cigarette? I must’ve fallen asleep, as the sky 

was darker by several shades. It had passed from afternoon to evening. I was so 

confused. How long was I asleep for? Why didn’t any nurses, or even patients, wake me 

up? Fuck, these meds. I sat up and looked around. Inside I could see Flo watching me 

wake up from the nurses’ station. She stopped what she was doing and made her way to 

the library. 

“You’re up”, she said, joining me in the courtyard. 

“What happened?” 

“Well, what do you think happened? You fell asleep and wouldn’t move. We tried a 

few times to move you but you can be quite stubborn, Tom. So we left you”, she 
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explained with a smile. I was slightly spaced out about the whole thing and must have 

looked it. 

“Hey, come get some dinner and I’ll give you your meds, okay?” she said. I heard 

her but I wasn’t really listening. What I was doing was thinking how her having a set of  

keys hanging off  her belt was quite the concern. I didn’t know if  she had just gotten a 

new set or if  she had found the one in my room. Surely she would mention something if  

she’d found her stolen keys hidden in my socks. 

She must’ve thought I was staring at her ass because she spoke with a certain tone. 

“Tom?” 

“Oh, yeah, right”, I said blankly, snapping back into reality. Just in case she did get a 

new set of  keys, I didn’t want to act suspicious and blow the plan. 

I begrudgingly ate dinner in the dining room with Anthony (why did he always sit 

next to me?) before Flo brought me my pills. The very last dose, hopefully. Even if  I 

wasn’t escaping, I knew she would’ve never been my nurse again. She then walked out of  

my life, forever, I assumed, I hoped, if  one can dare to hope. 

As soon as she was gone, I snuck off  to my room. Call me paranoid but I still 

checked the wardrobe. The keys were still there. Everything was as I had left it. I realised 

that in just three and a half  hours, I’d be free. This day had been a drag, but the night 

was going to be liberating. It was time to pack. 

My first thought was that I could only take what was in my room. I didn’t want to 

exit this room again unless it was forever. My resources were two plastic bags… and that 

was it. I could fit enough clothes in one bag and put everything else in another. A couple 

of  t-shirts, two pairs of  jeans, underwear for the week, a hoodie, and a raincoat were all 

shoved into one of  the plastic bags, which I then hid in the wardrobe. 

Placing my hands on my thighs, I made sure I had my wallet, my keys, and my 

cellphone (which had a thousand missed calls and unanswered text messages that I 

couldn’t even begin dealing with) in my pockets. My keys were somewhat useless, as they 
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only let me into my parents’ and sister’s houses, which I would be avoiding, but I took 

them just in case. In the other plastic bag, I quickly stashed my cellphone charger and 

toiletries. I hid it in the wardrobe as well. And then… I waited. 

The grey sky sunk further down the shade spectrum to black. I lay motionless on 

my bed. From past experience, I knew what would be happening elsewhere on the ward. 

Soon, the nurses would be gone, their long day over. Final teas and coffees would be had. 

Pajamas would be worn. Teeth would be brushed, then cigarettes would be smoked, so 

the teeth would have to be brushed again. 

I heard less and less noise as the minutes passed. Seconds were like tap drips. I saw 

all the lights in the hallway go out through the window in my door. I briefly thought 

about how this was my last chance to bail on the plan. It was something I had refused to 

let myself  think about all day. The entertaining of  this idea didn’t last long, though, 

because one of  the night staff  shined his torch through my door at me. They’d do this 

on the hour, every hour. He then opened my door when he saw I was awake and asked, 

“Did you have a sleeping pill, mate?” 

I shook my head. One of  them and I’d have been out like a light until morning. 

“Well, just try get some sleep, yeah?” he asked of  me, shutting the door and moving 

on to the next patient. I lay awake in bed for a few minutes, minutes which felt like 

eternity. My breathing was trembling in rhythm. Slowly, I crept out of  my bed, slipped 

my feet into my lace-less shoes and put my pillows under the covers to complete the 

oldest trick in the book. I moved over to the wardrobe and opened it. I held the two 

plastic bags in my left hand and Flo’s keys in my right. There were just four keys on the 

bunch, as long as I didn’t get spotted, I’d have time to try them all. 

This was it. 

As soon as I stepped out of  my bedroom, I was fair game for the night staff. They 

wouldn’t fall for the excuse of  going to the bathroom with all the baggage I had with me. 

They’d lock me in my room and dob me in. 
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Peeking out of  the door window, I saw the hallway outside was clear. As quietly as I 

could, I opened my door. Shutting my door behind me and keeping low, I headed 

towards the library. My heart was pounding so hard and so fast that I was almost worried 

about it giving me away. 

I made it to the living room at the end of  the hall and hid behind a couch. The 

silence and darkness made this place unrecognisable as the place I had spent the last 

month. Across the living room was the hallway leading to the library. The hallway with 

the nurses’ station. That’s where the night staff  would be. 

Keeping low, I dashed across the living room and hid just below the nurses’ station 

window, out of  view. Putting my back up against the wall, I saw their shadows in the 

rectangle of  yellow light on the floor. They were talking but I couldn’t make out what 

they were saying. My knees were trembling and my insides were wrecking havoc with my 

composure.  

There was no time to stop, however, every moment I stalled to dwell on my nerves 

could cost me everything. 

Shuffling along undetected, eventually I saw the doorway to the library in the 

distance. Making it past the nurses station, I stayed low and beelined for the library. The 

stale smell of  nicotine greeted me as usual. The smell of  freedom. I then wasted no time 

in getting to the infamous door to the courtyard. 

I tried the first key with no luck, but the second worked effortlessly. Gently, the 

door opened, letting the cold winter’s night air hit me. The chill was exhilarating. 

Stepping outside, I shut the door behind me, making sure to re-lock it to stall any 

advance to stop me. The riskiest part of  the plan was now ahead of  me. By running to 

the rubbish bin and jumping the wall, I’d be in the view of  the night staff  in the nurses 

station, if they were watching. I hoped to hell they weren’t. 
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Taking a deep breath and facing the bin, I bolted for freedom. Sprinting to the foot 

of  the wall, I looked over my shoulder. I couldn’t believe it. To my horror, they were  

already onto me, bursting into action. 

Tossing my belongings high over the wall, I then clambered on top of  the bin. As I 

jumped up, grasping the top of  the wall with my fingertips, I heard the library door being 

unlocked. Pulling myself  up, my feet escaped the clutches of  those in pursuit. 

“Hey! Stop! Stop right there, you little shit!” one of  them shouted as I threw my 

legs over the wall. Falling to the concrete below, my feet and bones took the impact. 

Adrenaline numbed the pain, however, and I turned to look at the night staff  through 

the windows in the wall. 

“Don’t fucking move!” another one shouted as I looked him squarely in the eyes. 

Some of  the night staff  ran back into the ward in search of  an exit and some tried to 

follow me over the wall. I quickly gathered up my bags and ran for the darkness of  the 

nearby forest. 

I was free. 
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I N  T H E  O U T 

Free, yes, but how could I have been so damned stupid? 

Pounding my feet on the concrete, I wasn’t able to run as quickly as I needed to 

because my lace-less shoes were slipping off. Why the hell didn’t I think of  this? I 

should’ve pre-laced them with something, taped them down with tape even! 

I was torn between ditching my only shoes and sprinting flat out or keeping them 

and going slower. Turning my head, I looked back to see the guards running out of  the 

hospital entrance after me. There was no time to kick them off, so I kept running. The 

adrenaline then increased tenfold when I heard the sound of  a car engine starting. 

Puffing, I then saw the car headlights cast my enormous shadow in front of  me. It 

slowly got smaller as I ran, they were gaining on me. I imagined racing my shadow, 

watching its legs move faster and faster. There was nothing to think about but remaining 

free. Tasting blood in my mouth, I forced myself  onwards, knowing I was hungrier than 

those hunting me. The sanctuary of  the woods was no more than a hundred metres 

away. Why did I smoke so many fucking cigarettes?! Those in pursuit were rapidly 

gaining on me, but my feet eventually saved me. Before much longer, I was leaping over 

fallen logs into the darkness of  the forest. 

Scratching my hands and face on twigs and branches, I plunged further into the 

woods, not stopping for a moment. I had no idea where I was going. However, it wasn’t 

long before I couldn’t hear or see the guards. My heart was racing, my lungs were 

burning, my legs were seizing up, and my face and hands were cut and bleeding, but I 

didn’t care, I’d done it. I’d fucking escaped! I was a fucking legend! 
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My triumph, although wonderful, wasn’t as glorious as I had imagined it would be. I 

was exhausted, sweating, stressed and covered in small scratches and cuts. After a minute 

of  panting and wheezing (damn cigarettes), I realised I had to keep moving. 

The night was so dark and the forest was so thick that I hardly felt as though I was 

running away from somewhere, so slow was my pace. Was I even a kilometre away from 

the hospital yet? While I ventured deeper and deeper into the woods, my cellphone 

started vibrating in my pocket. People were calling me, trying to talk me into handing 

myself  in. It’d been twenty or so minutes since I’d escaped and I wondered if  my parents 

and sister knew yet. Upon checking and seeing that it was my family calling, I let it go to 

the answering machine. Could they use my phone to locate me? One benefit of  having 

an old phone was I was pretty sure it didn’t have a GPS in it. Did I need a phone? Should 

I switch it off  just in case they could track me? 

It continued to ring as I hiked towards where I hoped the city was. Thankfully, the 

rain had drifted to another horizon and I was gifted the small blessing of  remaining dry, 

for now. Coming to a small clearing in the forest, I saw a tree stump that looked like a 

good place to rest. Sitting on it, I caught my breath and looked up through the empty 

patch in the forest canopy at the grey sky. There was a hint of  an orange glow in the 

rolling rain clouds above, the city illuminating them couldn’t be far.  

I checked on my phone, I had eleven missed calls and even more text messages. The 

hospital had notified my family who had then let James know. Most of  the missed calls 

and messages were from them, a few were from the hospital. I felt bad knowing how 

stressed out everyone would be and how much trouble Flo would be in. My justification 

lay in them drugging me everyday, destroying my sense of  life, teasing me, mocking me, 

demanding I endure the unendurable. 

I needed to visit an ATM and withdraw all my cash immediately but I was worried 

about being seen on the streets. I knew the police would be notified about me, but had 
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that happened yet? How actively would they be hunting me down? Would they use dogs? 

Even if  they didn’t, there was a chance I would be spotted by a patrol car. 

Nevertheless, I needed cash. I figured heading for Cuba Street would be my best 

option as it was seemingly always populated by candidates for the mental hospital. I 

should blend in no trouble. Once there, I’d get my cash and look for some alcohol. My 

God, how I just wanted to get wasted, delete my mind for several hours. I wouldn’t drink 

it anywhere public, though, that was a guaranteed way to get snapped up by the cops. 

Where I would drink myself  into oblivion consumed my thoughts as I scurried through 

the bush to the outskirts of  the city. 

Finally, I made it out of  the woods and emerged on some back street of  Mt 

Victoria. The suburb was quiet, rows of  neat homes residing next to each other. The 

streets, although I had known them my whole life, felt foreign, almost alien. Like I wasn’t 

welcome. An uninvited, eerie sensation filled the air around me. So this is what being a 

fugitive felt like. All those people sitting happy in their homes, or unhappy maybe, 

brooding resentment bubbling away unhealthily until they were just like me. 

As I walked through the still streets, crisp-white picket fences on either side of  me, I 

realised I would need to buy a proper bag to carry my things in. Plastic bags were too 

weird to keep your things in and attention could be drawn to me because of  them. All 

the more reason to get to an ATM. 

Crossing Kent and Cambridge Terraces, passing from suburbia into downtown 

Wellington, I kept to the quiet alleys. It was then that it suddenly hit me that I had 

actually escaped. This wasn’t a dream, or a video game, or was it? How much time had 

passed? I didn’t know, it ultimately didn’t matter anyway, time was no longer keeping me. 

Staying to the darkest patches of  the darkest streets and using parking lots and side 

streets when I could, I soon arrived on Cuba Street. Unlike the rest of  the city, which was 

in bed as this was a Wednesday night, Cuba had some atmosphere. 
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Girls wore short skirts despite the cold weather and guys bought them drinks. Bars 

played music, bums sifted for butts in bins, merchants sold cheap crap and buskers 

jammed on brick stages. Unfortunately, I wasn’t able to be part of  the scene and loitering 

was dangerous. I longed to linger and listen to the music. Instead, I kept my head low 

and passed the hipsters on my way the cash machine. 

I slotted my card into the machine and punched in my pin. Checking my balance, I 

was relieved to see just over three hundred dollars in my account. I withdrew it all, 

pocketing the fifteen twenty dollar notes in my wallet. Three hundred should last me til 

next benefit day, fingers crossed they didn’t cancel those payments. 

Popping into a nearby store, I used one of  the twenties to buy a pack of  twenties; 

Camels, the best death sticks on the market. Just two shops over was what I was really 

looking forward to, a bottle store. I’m usually a beer drinker but beer doesn’t get you as 

wasted as I needed to get. Cheap bottles of  wine was where my true freedom would be 

found. Three bottles should do it.  

Walking into the bottle store was like seeing the stars for the first time. It was a 

panorama of  glorious, infinite destruction. Bottles shone, draped in majestic labels and 

names. Bright lights contrasted the blackness of  the potential drunkenness they 

illuminated. The short, fat, balding woman behind the counter barely looked up as I 

walked in. Passing the dense selection of  spirits, I made my way over to the wine. 

Chardonnay, Pinot Gris, Riesling, Merlot, Shiraz—what’s the fucking difference? Who 

really cares? Grabbing, at random, a red and two whites, I walked over to the counter. 

“I.D?” the woman asked. 

I gave her my drivers licence and she glared at me briefly. Paying again with cash, I 

took my new black plastic bag of  alcohol with me and exited the store onto the street. 

Looking absentmindedly up and down the street, I realised I’d never thought of  

anywhere to drink. Damn concentration. This is as far as my scheming brain had allowed 

me to plot. 
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All I really needed was something that offered a little shelter and was away from any 

people. I wished I had enough money to stay in a hotel. Even just enough for a 

backpackers. Ultimately, I wished I could go to one of  my friends of  family, but they’d 

just turn me in. Shit, where was I going to drink and sleep? To my right was the 

waterfront and CBD. To my left was suburbia and a notoriously dangerous inner city 

park. I went left. 

Central Park, a homage to New York’s, separated the American-settled suburb of  

Brooklyn from the city. It was a large section of  bush that could accommodate several 

homeless-junkie-crazy people. I wasted little time in getting there, taking all the shortcuts 

my wayward youth had taught me. Graffiti, grunge, early warning signs of  a cyberpunk 

dystopia passed me by on my way. At last, I made it to the ominous gateway to the park. 

A long, dark pathway led deep into the black forest. Less exposed than on the street, I 

lifted my head up and followed the path into the black. Who might I run into in this 

place? Whoever they might be, I’m sure I, being the escaped mental patient, would be 

just as frightening to them as they could be to me. I hoped. After all, this park did hide 

local urban legends of  rapes and murders. I just wanted to find a nice spot to obliterate 

my exhausted brain. By the time I found a nice patch of  forest carpeted in pine needles, I 

was spent. 

Dropping my bags to the soft ground and sitting on a dry stump, I noticed the view 

of  the Wellington city skyline and harbour for the first time that night. It was gorgeous, 

partially framed by pine branches. The scene and city of  all my misery. I felt like an 

Arabian peasant having a back alley view of  the Sultan’s palace. Shit, is that Disney? 

As the white, blue, and orange lights sparkled against their thick black canvas, I 

opened my first bottle of  escape. I held it up to my mouth and flung back my head. The 

red wine tasted like a potent sour poison. Nasty. Six gulps later, however, and I began to 

get used to the taste. Then, as the spectacular wave of  inebriation that I had been waiting 

for started to arrive, I began to cry. 
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I missed her so much. What the fuck was I doing? I kept replaying all the wonderful 

memories I had of  her. Pathetic joke of  a man. It was like she was dead. I deserve to die. 

Like she was the one who had tried committing suicide, only she succeeded so needlessly. I 

took another swig. I hated thinking. And another. And thinking. And another. 

Tears rolled down my face as I sobbed and drank. My mind began to feel loose, 

unchained, gliding downwards. Every time I blinked I saw her face. Her hair. Her hips. Her 

elbow. The side of  her nose. An eyelash. The gentle warmth of  her breath. Her smile. Ha! 

What the fuck did she know? I didn’t need her, I had wine! 

I held the wine bottle up to the lights of  the city. I could see I was only halfway 

through it but was already feeling the effects quite strongly. Having not eaten much 

throughout the day, my blood-sugar was an easy target. Broken up by large intermissions 

of  closing my eyes while my brain felt as though it was on a rollercoaster, I finally 

finished the first bottle. 

Intense moments of  sadness paralysed me as I smoked cigarettes and emptied the 

second bottle down my throat. By now I was talking to myself, my brain in blah-blurgh-

mode !  b l u r g h ! ! 

Anything was thought or mumbled. My eyes were squishy, my head speed and 

stayed still at the same time. 

Fuck 

For a brief  second I woke from my sledgehammer-like sleep, just enough to realise I 

had passed out in the pine needles. Lifting my face out of  the prickly ground, I saw the 

sky turning pale blue, an awful sight for the common boozer. With a pounding headache 

in the mail, I reached into my clothes bag and took out my raincoat. Using it as a blanket, 

I rode the remaining alcohol in my bloodstream to sleep. A harsh breeze kept me awake 

for a while,  but eventually 

I woke several hours later. Coming to was fucking agony. The hideous feeling that 

someone had been pushing on my eyeballs while trying to crush my skull overwhelmed 
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me. The pretty nighttime view of  a South Pacific metropolis had been replaced with the 

overcast drizzle of  crap day in a nowhere government town. My eyes felt as through they 

should be leaking blood. Painfully opening them further, I looked across the forest floor 

and saw one empty bottle next to one mostly empty one. Next to them was the last 

remaining bottle. 

“What a lightweight.” 

Sitting up in the cold, I reached over for it and cracked it open. The only escape 

from a hangover this bad was more alcohol. The first three sips made me vomit, but the 

forth went down without too much trouble.  

As I felt my inhibitions lowering again, I realised I needed somewhere to stay. I 

thought about the homeless shelter but assumed they’d be in close partnership with the 

psych ward. Taking another gulp of  wine for breakfast, I imagined how lovely getting 

stoned would be, just a little high to take the sting out of  this hangover.  

That’s when it hit me: Luke’s place! Of  course. 

I decided I should go visit my long time drug dealer. Not only will he give me 

something for my hangover, but he may even let me stay a few nights until a more 

permanent solution to my vagrancy was found. Gathering up my meagre possessions, 

and brushing pine needles out of  my hair, I took another gulp of  wine. Halfway through 

the bottle, it must’ve already made me drunk as I threw the remaining half  down a bank. 

Tipsy, laughing to myself, I staggered off  towards Luke’s. In the bitter cold, I 

shivered as I walked. The thought of  buying some dope and smoking a joint kept me 

going. Not that Luke’s flat was a desirable destination, but it was better than an exposed, 

cold and damp forest, although only marginally. 

Bumped around from council flat to council flat, Luke, an ever-undeterred criminal, 

sold drugs out of  whatever abysmal residence the court put him in, including jail. He had 

been in and out of  prison since he was a teen, dealing more with the justice department 

than the education department. Or the health department. Only thirty-six-ish, he looked 
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fifty-plus. Two and a half  decades of  constant substance abuse had turned him into a 

meth-after-photo. A Mongrel Mob associate, he had the skin of  an old man and the 

laugh of  the Devil. He had long, slimy hair and wore revolting second-hand clothes. His 

decaying teeth gave hint to what his lungs and liver must resemble. But, for all his faults 

and disturbances, he was actually quite a likable guy. Having mastered the art of  small-

talk, an asset when running a gang's drug house, and having somehow not fallen to  too-

depraved a depth himself, he was rather friendly and charming. If  raised on the other 

side of  the tracks, he may have been a great businessman or politician. Instead, however, 

his innate capitalist skills were being exploited by the most violent and dangerous gang in 

the country. Still, he had his morals, his principals. I mean, sure, he’d sell drugs to 

children, but he’d never hurt them. Half  Maori, half  Pakeha, fully abandoned, Luke was 

the inevitable result of  a shitty colonial history that went untaught, the usually unseen 

undercurrent of  crap that went unwanted, unseen, writhing into the filth of  the 

unwashed people like himself, into the streets, and eventually into the gutters. He liked 

cheap beer and cheap cigarettes and comedy movies. Well, any movie, really. 

Taking a path that led to his flat, I pulled out my cellphone. I figured I should text 

Luke and make sure he was home before I went any further. I wasn’t sure if  he’d be 

awake this early, but it wasn’t like he kept normal opening hours, so it was worth a try.  It 

was seven-thirty. A wave of  missed calls had again rolled by. I composed and sent a 

message to Luke. 

U home? 

Luke couldn’t read or write, so I always kept messages simple. Arranging drug deals 

was all he knew how to do with the written word. He just recognised shapes. U home? was 

usually just answered with Yes. It was almost cute, endearing. 
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Quick service was one of  Luke’s hallmarks and it wasn’t long before my phone 

beeped. 

Yes 

I wasted little time heading there. Strolling through the early morning woodlands, I 

thought about some of  the stories Luke had told me about himself  over the years. Only 

God knew which ones were true and which ones weren’t. I doubt even he could 

remember fact from bullshit anymore. He once blew up a petrol station, apparently. He 

once fought off  a rival gang hit squad in jail by himself. He once got off  charges by 

fucking the judge. Of  all his tall tales, this one was the most outrageous on account of  

his being exceptionally hideous. Some of  the stories he had told me, however, did ring 

with a certain air of  truth. 

Like the time he had tattooed, awfully and by himself, a skull on his forearm. It was 

a terrible drawing, considering its permanence and prominence. He had done it while 

drunk, granted, after saving his baby sister’s life. Their mother had tried to kill the two 

month old with a hot iron, but Luke punched his mum in the face, knocking her out. 

Luke’s uncle, his mother’s brother that is, later beat the crap out of  Luke for hitting a 

woman. Luke was left in hospital for three months with a wired jaw. Some family, yeah? 

After hearing stories like that, I felt even worse for having depression. What the hell did I 

have to be depressed about? 

There were few cars on the road, just a handful of  people beating the rush-hour 

traffic to work. Their headlights, however, were so bright that it meant I couldn’t tell if  

they were cop cars until they had passed me. It made me nervous and it quickened my 

pace. Not only that, but the drizzle worsened into rain when I was still at least a 

kilometre away from Luke’s flat. Although, the water was kind of  nice, refreshing my 
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hungover body. I marched on, the thought of  marijuana, ironically to some, I’m sure, 

motivated me. 

Soon, the rain became really thick, prompting me to jog the final few hundred 

metres. Arriving outside Luke’s Housing New Zealand flat, I was greeted with crushed 

and cheap beer cans littered around the front door. Discarded cigarette butts acted as a 

sort of  welcome mat. This was not to suggest, however, that you must smoke outside, 

only that at various wasted points, people had. The front door itself  was boarded up, the 

glass having been broken during some dispute. Or a police raid. Knocking on the 

boarded up door, I stepped back and waited for Luke to appear. 

“Howdy, buddy”, he said as he opened the door. 

He said the same thing every time, as if  he were stuck in a western. I stepped inside 

the dilapidated house, holes in the walls testaments to the drunken history of  its tenants. 

Luke shut the door behind me and held out the sunglass container he kept his tinnies in. 

Opening it, revealing the silver foils of  weed, he looked to me. 

“How many you want, bro?” he asked. 

I thought for a moment, I may as well ask him now. 

“Ah, well, I was wondering man if  I could crash on your floor for a few days? I got 

money for a bit of  rent. Just until I figure something out”, I said. 

“Yeah, bro. No worries, cuz”, he answered me. “You get kicked out of  home?” he 

asked with that unsettling laugh of  his. 

“Na, ran away”, I said, partially truthful. 

“Oh, true”, Luke said, not asking any further questions, just like I had hoped. He 

shut the sunglass container and begun heading up to the main part of  the house before 

adding, “Come on up, bro. We’re just having some spots for breakfast.” 

“Mean”, I replied, very keen to get high and forget about my head-splitting 

hangover. Walking up the stairs, I heard the voices of  Luke’s three flatmates. They were 

laughing, probably because of  the dope and also because ignorance really is bliss. A 
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depressingly accurate cross-section of  the lower fabric of  New Zealand society; Skinny 

Al, Pete and Kelly were the closest thing to a family Luke had ever known. 

Skinny Al was skeletal. He was Luke’s ‘old friend’, which basically meant he became 

such a good customer that he eventually just moved in. In some ways he was kind of  like 

Luke’s sidekick, always hanging around. His nickname came well before the lung cancer 

that had made him really, really skinny. Sometimes now he was known as Cancer Al. 

Having survived his terminal diagnosis longer than expected, he never quit smoking 

things, however, and just became gaunter and gaunter. He never had hair to begin with, 

so I couldn’t tell you if  he had lost any due to chemo. The broken handrail by the stairs 

was his work, he was a wild drunk. 

Pete was about twenty years Luke and Skinny Al’s senior, making him sixty-ish. 

How he came to live here, I didn’t know. He looked as worn out and shabby as the 

furniture so perhaps he just came with the house, left here by the last tenants or the 

tenants before them. He said very little, in fact I don’t I had ever heard him speak, and he 

was always just… sifting, usually with a beer or a spliff  in his hand. Sometimes he 

watched the TV, but he always seemed miles away. 

Kelly was somewhat the odd one out, in a number of  ways, compared to her 

decrepit flatmates. She was a reasonably attractive girl of  eighteen, but instead of  living 

in a university hall and studying law or anthropology, she was hanging out with the 

biggest losers in the city—myself  included. The history of  how she came to live here is a 

carbon-copy of  Skinny Al’s backstory. These leeches sucked onto Luke and his weed like 

calves to a teat. It was depressing as all hell. The only way out of  that bleak reality, or so 

they seemed to think, was to revert back to the cause of  that reality. Principally, getting 

fucked up. Which, judging by the smell and glazed eyes, they were doing. 

Having met them all before, no big deal was made of  me entering the room. 

Making me laugh a little, Skinny Al was watching New Zealand’s greatest artistic 
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achievement, The Lord of  the Rings: The Fellowship of  the Ring. He turned to me with 

astonishment in his eyes. 

“Bro, have you even seen this film? This shit is fucking awesome. ‘Lord of  the 

Rings’, it’s called, or something, it’s fucking nuts, there’s like these black evil people and 

shit”, he said. 

“Yeah man. I’ve seen it”, I said. 

“Man, this shit is mental! Those battles at the start were fucking huge!” he reviewed 

the film a decade late. 

“Yeah man”, I said, sitting on a tatty couch across from him. Looking around the 

open plan lounge, dining and kitchen, I saw Pete heating up some spotting knives on the 

stovetop. 

Kelly was rambling on about some innocuous gossip, monotonous and sounding 

like a child telling a story, it was something about someone not paying for their dope. It 

wasn’t that funny or interesting and from what I could tell Pete wasn’t even listening. I 

sighed with exhaustion as Luke readied some buds on the kitchen bench. 

“Yo, this fella is gonna stay on the floor for a bit”, Luke told everyone, cutting 

Kelly’s pointless drivel short.  

“Your shout then is it?” joked Kelly as she started rolling a cigarette. 

“Yeah, hard out”, I said, taking out my wallet and putting a hundred bucks on the 

ash and beer stained coffee table. Changing my accent slightly to fit in better, I joked, 

“What does all that get me?” 

“A spot”, laughed Skinny Al. 

“Yeah mate, just leave that cash there, we’ll sort you”, Luke said. 

“Hurry the fuck up with those knives, man”, Kelly then said to Pete. 

“Ah, fucking…” Pete trailed off. 

Lifting the red-hot knives off  of  the stove, he then placed one blade on a small bud 

Luke had prepared. The bud stuck to the hot blade as Kelly picked up the filthy looking 
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top half  of  a plastic coke bottle. Putting her mouth on the mouth piece, Pete then held 

the blades under the cone. He placed the other hot blade on the bud, sandwiching it 

between the two knives. Smoke billowed upwards and Kelly inhaled it all in one powerful 

go. It was the only thing she’d ever be an expert at. 

She blew out the soft blue smoke. Man, I couldn’t wait to get stoned. It had been 

over a month since I had last smoked, so this session would knock me firmly back into 

the colourful realm of  nothing. It was a shame the location wasn’t nicer, but whatever, it 

would do just fine. 

“You’re up, young fella”, Luke said to me, getting another spot ready with Pete. 

I walked over to the kitchen and waited for the knives to heat up again. As I waited, 

I saw that the fridge was covered in writings and drawings. Of  note were the eloquent 

phrases ‘Violence isn’t the best option, but it is an option’ and ‘I will climb into Heaven 

on the heads of  my enemies’. I couldn’t help but wonder who had written them. 

I didn’t have to wonder for long, however, because my spot was ready. Placing my 

lips loosely on the revoltingly dirty coke bottle (a necessary sacrifice to make), I inhaled 

that magic smoke I had so craved. 

Holding it in for as long as I could, I breathed out my m i n  d 

The high came on pretty fast. Everything was weightless, more interesting and 

beautiful. After a Herculean effort of  five more spots, I quickly made my way back to the 

couch before doing so became too difficult. Sinking into the sofa, saying literally nothing, 

I found myself  watching the adventures of  the weird, magical fellowship. It kind of  felt 

as though I was watching an unknown history of  the real world. 

It took me a while but I soon realised that everyone in the flat was watching the 

film, all as captivated by it (and the weed) as myself. The only one who kept getting up 

was Luke as he dealt to knocks at the door. Some customers came upstairs briefly to take 

Luke up on his offer of  a free spot. It was another great business move on Luke’s behalf; 
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treating the customers well, getting to know them, building a relationship, ensuring they 

returned, etc.  

All the customers were fairly nervous white boys, like myself, but I like to think I 

always approached Luke with confidence and at least a touch of  street-cred. The buyers 

mostly seemed middle to upper class, they all had nice shoes, clean. Polite, slightly hasty 

and avoiding eye contact, they came in, got blazed for free and left. But they’d be back. 

Luke didn’t need to go to the London School of  Economics. 

The film ended and the flatmates dispersed along with the affects of  the dope. 

Without asking if  I wanted one, Luke handed me a can of  beer. Diesel. Awful, awful beer. 

The thought of  drinking again, surprisingly, I felt, made a lot of  sense. My vino breakfast 

had faded and although I felt like shit, I knew when I was drunk I wouldn’t care. So, the 

key was to not hesitate like I was doing, but to drink faster. 

“Cheers, man”, I said, taking the beer and silently calculating what time of  day it 

must be (around eleven, close to midday maybe). 

“Cheers, buddy”, Luke said as we tapped beers. 

I’ll admit the first sip was a little hard to swallow. My instinct to spit out the poison 

was putting up quite the fight. Just after I gulped the terrible brew down, Luke got a 

message on his cellphone. 

“Hey bro, your mate’s coming down”, Luke said, unaware of  the significance of  

saying such a thing. Immediately, I knew who it was. Simon was a guy I had worked 

briefly with at a bar about two years ago. I had introduced him to Luke one night and 

ever since then Luke has always referred to him as my ‘mate’. Simon knew some of  my 

friends and probably knew about my disappearance via Facebook or some other dreadful 

social media shit. 

“Oh, fuck”, I said. 

“What?” Luke asked. 
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“I really hate that guy, man. He’s so annoying, seriously. Yo, do you reckon you 

could not tell him I’m here? Just keep him at the door or something?” I asked, thinking 

on my feet. Luke seemed surprised. 

“He’s annoying?” 

“He’s just a dickhead, man. He slept with this girl he knew I was keen on”, I 

invented. That seemed legit enough. It made Luke angry, though, because he probably 

knew the pain that Simon’s supposed actions would cause (had it happened). 

“Does he need someone to sort him out?” he asked, the whites of  his eyes 

widening in a suggestion of  violence. 

“Na, just don’t bring him up here”, I said, holding this tiger by the tail. 

A few minutes later, Simon knocked and Luke made an easy fifty bucks. I just 

drank. Soon, everything became fluid and hilarious. Flashes of  beer cars, damned 

laughter and searing hot knives filled my memory of  that day. Drinking even more 

alcohol than the night prior, I hurtled towards blackness. 

Oblivion pulled me in like a supermassive blackhole. Listening to shit music, that 

seemed amazing at the time (merely because it was prostituting the most beautiful art 

form ever conceived of), I must’ve smoked thirty plus cigarettes. I was constantly puffing 

and pissing until I passed out. 

It was like being deleted. 

It was fantastic. 

Sometime later, I woke up in a room of  the house that I’d never been into before. 

Lying on the floor, I could see the sky out the window was as black as my memory. It 

was because of  my headache that I began thinking about painkillers which made me then 

think about my meds. I couldn’t tell if  I felt better or worse without them on account of  

either being constantly drunk, high or hungover. I noticed that someone had put a 

blanket over me, suggesting these wasters were at least caring people. Hearing voices 
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elsewhere in the house through the walls, I decided I should probably show my face. I 

was pretty sure I hadn’t done anything too regretful but I couldn’t be sure. 

Getting up and opening the door, I walked down the shabby hallway to the lounge. 

A thick cloud of  smoke hung under the mouldy ceiling. On the couches were Luke, 

Skinny Al, and another man who almost made my heart stop just because of  his 

appearance. It was so shocking and so unnerving that it was nearly impossible to act as 

cool as I had been so far. 

How could anyone remain cool in the presence of  such a man? 

With an enormous frame, he oozed power and authority wherever he sat. Built like 

an Olympic weightlifter, he had never heard of  Greece. He had a shaved head which was 

covered in tattoos. Every inch of  his beautiful Maori skin was etched with hateful ink. 

Vile motifs of  pure savagery and ignorance were smeared all over his head, face, neck 

and arms. Presumably, there were more on the rest of  his body but he was decked out in 

cheap looking clothes so I couldn’t tell. Easily the most frightening thing about this man, 

aside from his tattoos, was the meaning of  the vest he was wearing. Now, vests aren’t 

usually scary, granted, but most vests aren’t tired, metal studded leather with ‘Mongrel 

Mob Aotearoa’ written across the back. A British bulldog with a German army helmet 

rested in the centre under the lettering, snarling and drooling. This guy was a patched 

gangster. He was most likely a rapist. Or a murderer. Or both. 

When I walked into the room, all three men turned to look at me. With his face 

essentially black with ink, the whites of  this monster’s eyes stood out boldly as they 

locked onto me. It was like he was permanently doing pukana. 

“Hey! Look who woke up!” Luke mocked me, like Flo had done, making Skinny Al 

and the gangster laugh. 

“Fuck me, I feel like ass”, I said, trying not to let on that I was quite terrified of  this 

visitor. We briefly made eye contact and did the Maori-raised-eyebrow-hello. 
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“Chur bol”, he said and held out his hand. Nervously, I shook it. Jesus, he was 

strong. 

“Hey, man. Tom, nice to meet you”, I introduced myself, hiding the fact I wanted to 

leave despite having nowhere else to go. 

“Tom, I’m Mouse, bro”, he said. 

Mouse? His name was Mouse? Jesus, okay. I took a seat on the couch as Luke 

handed me a lit joint. It wasn’t until after I had passed the joint to Skinny Al that I saw 

what was on the coffee table: a smashed up cash register, a machete, an ounce of  

marijuana, and a rifle 

Instantaneously, I knew what had happened; Mouse had robbed a dairy or a bottle 

store or some other shop with these weapons and had come to Luke’s house to lay low 

from the cops. The ounce of  weed was probably just business as usual. Still, I needed to 

ask what had happened and I needed to do it in a tone that suggested I was morally 

ambivalent towards aggravated robbery. 

“Fucks all this shit?” I asked in a pseudo-blasé way.  

“Just popped into the local”, Mouse joked, knowing that I knew what was up. 

Opening a box of  Steinlagers, that I presumed was also stolen, Mouse opened a bottle 

with his teeth and passed it to Luke. 

“Lets celebrate, boys”, he said, opening more beers and passing the around. 

“Churrr”, he said, raising his bottle for the rest of  us to follow suit. 

“Chur”, said the three of  us. Sipping my beer, it made me queasy. Not wanting to 

vomit on an intoxicated sociopath, I leapt up and raced over to the kitchen sink. Spewing 

my guts out, all I could hear was the others laughing and cheering. Spitting the acidic 

beer-tasting-puke from my mouth, I turned to them and smiled. 

“Just making room for some more piss”, I tried to joke. 
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“Bro, you waste anymore beer and Mouse will fuck you up”, Skinny Al joked. I 

looked to Mouse with a little more fear than I would’ve liked, wondering how he’d 

respond. 

“Don’t worry brother, I only waste pigs and cunts that try to fuck me… oh, and 

anyone who wastes my fucking piss”, he said with an ominous laugh. I didn’t find it 

anything close to humour but I laughed and wiped my mouth. 

“Fuck, sorry, dude”, I said. Man, preparing myself  to lunge into self  destruction for 

a third time in twenty-four hours was harder than you’d think. Did I really escape the 

mental ward? But after what Mouse had said, I had to at least finish my first beer. 

Heading back to the couch, the room’s attention finally drifted away from me back to 

where it must’ve been before I walked into it. 

“Reckon he saw your face, man?” Luke asked Mouse. 

“Na, bol, I had this up, he wouldn’t have seen shit”, Mouse said as he lifted a red 

bandana from around his neck over the ridge of  his nose. For a moment, he looked 

utterly lethal, able to tear down a government, before he pulled it off  again. 

“After Mace dropped me off  here, he was gonna head up to Carterton to give the 

car to Lee and Api and all those cunts”, Mouse explained. 

“How much is there?” Skinny Al asked, lustfully gazing at the cash register. 

“Fuck knows, cuz. Let's count it”, Mouse said. 

He pulled open the bashed cash register, rolling out the money tray. The jingle of  

the coins made the three of  them chuckle with greed. They were the placeholders for the 

lowest part of  the spectrum of  crime, the New York City banksters on the other 

extremity. Their excitement was something I found hard to mimic, but I had to seem a 

little bit pleased. 

“Here, you’s count the cash, me and Cancerman here will count the coins”, Mouse 

ordered. 
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“You can call me Cancerman but can we count the cash? I’m shit at maths and 

coins are harder”, Skinny Al said. Suddenly, Mouse quickly snatched the machete up off  

the table and held the end of  it against Skinny Al’s neck. 

“I’ll call you whatever the fuck I wanna call you and you’ll do whatever the I tell you 

to”, Mouse then burst into laughter just as he was about to finish his threat. Skinny Al 

was pretty shocked but Luke joined in the laughter. After a second I laughed with them. 

Inside, however, I was completely stunned, and nervous laughter was my result. 

“Fuck, I almost had it!” Mouse said jovially. 

“You gotta let him count the cash now man”, Luke said, seeing how shaken up 

Skinny Al had become. 

“Alright, alright. Don’t cry, you dying cunt”, Mouse said as he tossed the ten dollar 

notes into Skinny Al’s lap. He looked humiliated and angry, but mostly just scared. 

I couldn’t help but feel sorry for Skinny Al as I counted the silver and bronze coins. 

He was on borrowed time, a last chance to live, and here he was counting stolen money 

from a violent crime and being treated like dirt in the process. At least he had his 

friendship with Mary-Jane, she was never mean. 

There was four-fifty in silvers and one-thirty in bronze. Not a lot, even for a bottle 

store. So it was with great surprise I heard Mouse laugh and take a sip of  what he 

probably felt was a well earned beer. 

“Three thousand, two hundred bucks”, he said proudly. 

“Got forty-five here, man”, Luke added. 

“Five dollars eighty”, I said. 

“Ah… one hundred and ninety”, Skinny Al eventually confirmed. 

“So… how much is that all up?” Luke asked. I did the math slowly in my head. 

“Three thousand, four hundred and forty one dollars and eighty cents”, I said. 

“And all for just two minutes work”, laughed Mouse. 
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Finishing my beer made me think about leaving. The sooner I got the hell away 

from Mouse and the evidence of  this serious crime the better. I had no idea where I 

would go but I had to get out of  this flat. It just had to be done delicately. 

“Want another beer, bro?” Mouse asked me, catching me a little off  guard. 

“Oh… ah, na I’m all good, man. I might actually shoot off, aye”, I caught myself  

saying. 

“Huh? Weren’t you gonna stay for a few days, man?” Luke asked confused. I was 

concerned Mouse could and would smell my fear. 

“Oh, yeah, na I don’t wanna get in the way man”, I said. 

“Na its all good, man”, Luke said. 

“What the fuck is going on?” Mouse asked with a dark frown. 

“This guy wanted a place to crash for a few days but now he wants to go”, Luke 

explained. 

Mouse knew something was up but he didn’t know what. 

“You leaving because of  me, brother?” he asked. 

“Na, man. I just better take off ”, I said, unconvincingly. 

“Where?” Mouse asked, taking my reply as a yes. 

“Nowhere, just a mate’s place”, I said, growing increasingly worried for my 

wellbeing. I may be suicidal but a slow painful beating was not exactly an ideal way of  

going about ending your life. 

“But you gave me a hundred bucks for rent”, Luke said, rather puzzled and 

hammering the nails in my coffin. 

“Oh, yeah…” I said. Unable to think, I seized up. Fear was getting the better of  me 

“Bro, who is this cunt?” Mouse then asked Luke. 

“He’s a customer”, Luke replied. 

“For how long?” Mouse asked, eyeing me up. 

“Ages.” 
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“Its been like three years, aye Luke?” I pleaded my case. 

“Fuck up”, Mouse said. 

I had never been so afraid in all my life. 

“Bro, he’s all good, he’s one of  my best customers”, Luke then said, protecting his 

market. Great businessman. 

“I don’t trust him”, Mouse said. 

“He’s cool, man”, Luke defended me. 

“Well, why is he leaving all of  a sudden?” Mouse asked me before looking me in the 

eye and adding, “Want me to beat it out of  you, cunt?” 

“What? Na, bro. What? Na, I guess, I’m just worried about the cops showing up”, I 

stammered, partly truthfully. 

Mouse glared at me, looking deep into my soul, seeing if  I was being honest. 

Satisfied I wasn’t lying, he chuckled to himself, deflating the tension in the room. 

“Fuck, bro, you had me scared, man. I thought you might’ve been trying to rat us 

out to the pigs. Na, bro, they don’t know about this pad. Honest, that’s why I’m here. I’ve 

only done six months in prison, man, I ain’t dumb, I don’t get caught. We’re good, man. 

We can stay here for ages”, Mouse said. 

His ability to go from murderous paranoia to casual conversation petrified me. 

“Oh, sweet”, I managed to say. 

I was now trapped in an even crazier mental home. 
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M A D  P L A N E T 

Mouse was a complete animal. 

“Hey, Mouse. How come they call you ‘Mouse’?” I asked with Dutch courage. 

“Coz I ain’t no fucking rat!” he proclaimed, so drunk, unhinged and dangerous. His 

reply made everyone laugh, me nervously. Pete and Kelly had returned to the never-

ending piss-up at some point during the night. In the midst of  the chaotic debauchery, I 

missed them coming back from wherever they went. I didn’t want to ask where they had 

been for fear of  what their answer might be and by the dilation of  their pupils I could 

already make a near enough guess. They were probably spaced out on some combination 

of  letters; P, PCP, LSD, MDMA, DMT, 2-CE. All possible contenders. 

This house was a centre of  escapism, yet all I wanted to do was escape it. Too much 

escapism simply renders you lost, which is where my five drinking buddies appeared to 

be. Being lost to momentarily forget that insurmountable pressure of  being human. 

“I thought it was because you have a small dick”, Kelly joked. 

“Watch your mouth, girl, or you’ll find out how big it is”, Mouse warned her. I 

couldn’t be sure if  he had just threatened to rape her or if  that was how a guy like him 

flirted. 

“Hey, once you choke Kells, give Al a go. He loves a bit of  black cock, don’t you 

Al?” Luke laughed. 

“Ha-ha”, Skinny Al said sarcastically. 

The conversations continued in this theme of  vulgar banality and fear for hours. I 

just drank, smoked and sank. I was drowning in a pool of  nothingness, my mind slipping 

away. As my mind’s eye cascaded through darkness, the others kept drinking and 

drugging heavily. God knows how long it was, but I eventually retreated from the cliff-
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edge of  unconsciousness when I realised things in the room had turned violent. More 

violent than usual. 

Mouse was standing behind Pete, his left arm wrapped around Pete’s chest and his 

right arm holding a red hot spotting knife to Pete’s neck. With the searing blade just an 

inch from the wrinkled surface of  Pete’s skin, for some reason Mouse was threatening to 

give him a brand nobody could ever be proud of. 

“Mouse, cuz, chill”, Luke tried to reason with him. 

“It’s just a spot, man, he didn’t mean to skip your turn”, Skinny Al added, 

desperately trying to quell the enraged gangster. Pete remained quiet throughout all of  

this but his eyes were screaming for help. Having wet himself  and shaking in fear, Pete 

was a pathetic sight. Mouse was a bully, a child in an adults body, just as dangerous if  not 

more than a toddler at the steering wheel. 

“Yeah? I’ll make sure this cunt never forgets me again”, Mouse said as he pressed 

the orange metal into Pete’s neck. I’ll never forget one of  the only sounds I’ve ever heard 

Pete make. It was awful, like a pig squealing. Mouse dropped him to the floor where he 

quickly scuffled over to the sink and began pouring cold water over his neck. 

“Fucking hell, Mouse! Now you’ll have to drive the spots”, Kelly said in annoyance. 

“Fuck off, I don’t take orders from fucking women. You drive the fucking spots. 

Get me a beer, Cancerman”, Mouse said to Kelly and Skinny Al respectively. Skinny Al 

begrudgingly handed Mouse a beer, he avoided eye contact but didn’t go as far as to 

mutter something under his breath. 

“You know what your problem is?” Luke asked Mouse rhetorically. 

“Fuck off ”, Mouse said, sitting back down. 

“You can’t see yourself ”, Luke said, taking my wakening self  by surprise. 

“What?” Mouse spat back. 

“You forget that you look like a fucking beast and so you over compenstate when 

you’re trying to fuck with people”, he added. It was a clever point, omitting the use of  
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the word ‘compenstate’. It was a doubly impressive when you consider how drunk, 

stoned, and generally shitfaced Luke was, and how violent Mouse was, the target of  his 

point. 

“Fuck off ”, Mouse mumbled into his beer. 

The others all seemed to think I was asleep and I wanted it to stay that way. I was 

out of  the way and they weren’t taking any notice of  me. Closing my eyes before they 

met someone else’s, I listened to their lives play out, realising I was practically ‘playing 

dead’. 

“You’re talking shit”, Mouse said to Luke. Kelly must’ve been helping Pete cool his 

burn, pissing Mouse off. 

“Leave that filthy cunt alone and get on those knives, girl”, Mouse then barked 

across the room. I heard her hop to it. 

“Turn the TV on, man”, Mouse then said to Luke. 

“Nothing’s on”, Luke replied. 

“Na bro, I wanna watch the late night news, let’s see if  they mention anything about 

the bottle store”, Mouse explained. 

The next thing I heard was the voice of  a reporter. After some inane political story, 

there were reports about the continuing chaos in Egypt and Syria and then a boring piece 

on some unsolved murder somewhere in America. Then, Mouse’s day was in the news. 

“Fuck yes!” Mouse celebrated as the report began. 

“…the bottle store, in central Wellington, was robbed this afternoon by two armed 

men. One of  the men, seen here, was carrying a machete, and the other, seen here, 

wielded a rifle. After threatening the staff, they stole the cash register and a box of  a 

dozen beer. Police say they are working on several leads and are advising the public not 

to approach any suspects”, the news anchor read out. 

“Booya!” Mouse cheered idiotically as Luke turned to television off  again. 
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“What leads do you think the cops have?” Skinny Al asked. Mouse blew off  the 

suggestion, his ego bigger than his muscles. 

“Pigs ain’t got shit, Cancerboy”, he said, sipping his beer, smug and proud. 

The rest of  the conversations I heard that night were too stupid to remember. The 

only surprise came when Luke, the guru of  the group, brought up his topic from earlier 

regarding Mouse. He said something along the lines of, “You need to see yourself  the 

way other people see you”. 

It stuck with me for the moments before I fell asleep. 

It felt like a thick, deep sleep. I didn’t dream, it was time for my truly abused brain 

to truly rest. Pure blackout. It seemed to last a while, although, not long enough. 

A knocking at the door woke me to a throbbing headache. My eyes felt like bruises, 

my throat raw from smoke. I was ill, poisoned by my own hunt for oblivion. I needed 

days and days of  rest, but as it would seem, I wouldn’t even be given another minute. I 

sat up on the couch to see Luke make his way over to the door. 

“Fucking customer! Text before you knock. I’ll smack this bastard in the balls”, 

Luke said angrily as he went down the stairs to the front door. Looking around, I realised 

how much of  a shit hole I was sleeping in. Crushed beer cans and cigarette butts were 

everywhere, ash floated in spilt beer on the coffee table. However, I instantly forgot 

about the cesspool once I heard Luke speak. 

“Oh, fuck. Hey officer.” 

The cops! From the conversation that followed, I discerned that there were two 

policemen at the door. 

“Mr Leenders, good morning”, I heard one say. 

Straight away I knew it wasn’t me that had drawn them here, it was Mouse. But I 

was still on the run and was now in even more trouble for keeping Mouse’s whereabouts 

a secret. 

“How can I help you?” Luke asked. 
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“We’re looking for your friend, Tui Harris, otherwise known as ‘Mouse’. Do you 

know where he is?” the same policeman asked. 

“Na, haven’t seen him in ages.” 

“Well, we just want to talk to him in relation to an incident in the city yesterday. 

Now, can you confirm that it’s true that he’s been going by the alias ‘Mouse’, is that 

right?” 

“Don’t know… doesn’t sound like a name he’d use, he’s fucking huge.” 

“Yes, well, there’s rumours floating around the streets that someone called ‘Mouse’ 

may have some information that could be useful for us. Your name was also mentioned. 

But… you don’t know anything, am I right?” the officer asked dryly, knowing he’d 

sooner get blood from a stone. 

“My name was mentioned? By who?” Luke asked. He wasn’t so much shocked that 

he’d been implicated, just curious. 

“We can’t tell you that, Mr Leenders. But if  you can help us track down Tui or 

Mouse or whatever he calls himself, we’d be very grateful. The sooner he meets with us, 

the sooner we can leave you guys alone”, the other cop spoke for the first time, telling a 

lie of  his own. 

Just then, Mouse walked into the living room. Before I could warn him not to 

speak, I guess for my safety and not his, he yawned and spoke loudly. 

“The fuck is all the noise?” 

I was filled with dread as the policemen heard him. 

“Who was that?” one asked urgently. 

“Oh, that’s my flatmate, Pete”, Luke said quickly. Comfortable under pressure, 

comfortable with law breaking, and moral corruption; once again, Luke could’ve been a 

great businessman. 

“Where the fuck is everyone?” Mouse then asked me. I kept mouthing “the cops” 

silently to him and pointing frantically to the door. Eventually, he understood me and 
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ducked down. Crouching low, he ran over to the coffee table and to my horror he picked 

up the rifle. I was too frightened to shout, “No!” 

“Tui? Tui Harris? If  you’re up there, I strongly advise you come and speak with us 

now”, one of  the cops called out as Mouse checked that his rifle was loaded. He ran to 

the top of  the stairs and pointed the gun at the front door. 

“Fucking come and get me, you pig shits!” he yelled, aiming his gun at them. Luke 

ducked and began scurrying up the stairs as the cops quickly hid on either side of  the 

doorway. One of  the cops reached for the radio on his bulletproof  vest. 

“Control from seven-one, we have the rodent! He is armed and dangerous! No idea 

how many people are in the house, requesting backup immediately!” he said, his voice 

trembling through the airwaves. 

“Fuck off, you motherfuckers!” Luke shouted as he ran over to the coffee table and 

grabbed the machete. He stopped when he noticed me petrified on the couch. 

Whispering “run”, he then rushed over to backup Mouse.  

“Luke! Tui! Put down whatever weapons you have! The Armed Offenders Squad is 

on their way! Whatever guns you’ve got, they’ve got way better ones! You’re totally 

fucked, lads, so just come out now!” 

It was louder than I expected it to be, partly because I wasn’t really expecting it, but 

Mouse pulled the trigger in reply, blasting a hole in the wall by the door. The vibration 

rattled my bones. 

“Shots fired! Shots fired!” one of  the cops shouted into his radio. Luke and Mouse 

took the momentum to run down the stairs. Mouse leading the way, they ran outside and 

I was unable to see what happened next. My heart leapt every time I heard another 

gunshot. 

I suddenly found myself  alone in the living room, Kelly, Skinny Al and Pete were 

nowhere to be seen. Knowing I had to get as far away from this place as possible, I stood 

up. However, I then stalled. 
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In front of  me was an ounce of  weed and thousands in cash. Despite witnessing 

serious crimes, I couldn’t help but think about committing one of  my own. With three 

months of  underground survival in front of  me, thousands of  dollars would be an 

enormous advantage. 

I knew it was wrong. I knew it made me a criminal and in for some bad karma. But 

even still, I looked around for something to put the money and drugs in. Picking up a 

pillow I ripped the pillow case off  and stashed everything in there. I bolted for the room 

I had slept in before I had met Mouse. 

Bursting through the door, I saw my clothes and other possessions still in their 

plastic bags. Scooping them up quickly, I opened the window and tossed everything to 

the ground outside. Climbing through the window frame, I dropped down to the 

overgrown grass below. Gathering my stolen items, I ran for it. Sprinting in the opposite 

direction that the cops had arrived, I could still hear gunshots as I made my second dash 

for freedom in as many days. 

Ducking under trees and jumping fences to cross through people’s backyards, I 

didn’t stop running until the faint popping of  Mouse’s rifle came to an end. Wheezing, 

my head spun. Everything went blurry and colourless. 

Hiding in some bush by the road, I calculated that I was at least five blocks from the 

scene. The events of  the last few minutes would be all over the news later toady. Had 

anyone’s blood been spilt? Had the policemen survived? 

I felt dizzy, the approaching sirens of  backup sounded like alarms to my overused 

body and mind. I collapsed into a heap in the safety of  the bush. A few police cars sped 

past me on their way to the crime scene. I sighed with relief  when I realised I had gotten 

away. Having never had such an adrenaline rush in all my life, I was taking deep breaths, 

trying to slow down my heart. Even though my nerves were completely shot I knew I 

had to keep thinking ahead. The moment I behaved stupidly, the moment I would be 
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captured and taken back to hospital, maybe now with a criminal conviction. The secure 

ward awaited foolish actions. 

Was I far enough from Luke’s house to be safe? Could I walk along the street, act 

normal and not be stopped by cops? It seemed naïve but it might just work. Running 

would be ridiculous and I couldn’t risk staying here so I crept out of  the bush when the 

coast was clear. I began innocently walking towards the city. 

Sirens were distant. 

There had been no gunfire for a while. Was that a good thing? Fuck, how did I end 

up in this situation? Walking away from a shootout with thousands in cash belonging to a 

violent gangster, all because she broke up with me. Or, rather, because I fell for her. Did I 

still feel suicidal? I hadn’t really had the chance to be suicidal over the last few days. I 

didn’t have time to feel like killing myself. Although, now I did. Especially since I had 

stolen someone else’s money. What if  the police did get killed? I would be partly to 

blame for not alerting them that Mouse was there with a gun. What if  they had kids? 

What if  those kids had to grow up without a father because of  me being a coward? That 

would probably make me kill myself. Literally the only silver lining I could find was that 

at least Mouse didn’t have the money anymore. Hopefully he was in custody. Him and 

Luke. 

I managed to walk a few more blocks before I saw another cop car. I could feel my 

legs trying to seize up but I forced them to keep walking. The police slowed down 

slightly and I could feel their eyes on me. I looked up at them and they sped up towards 

the scene of  the shooting. Poor bastards, so close yet so far. Heading towards the city I 

suddenly remembered that I wasn’t meant to be out in the open. Even in suburbia. 

With my limbs still trembling, I sat down at the nearest bus stop and tried to think 

clearly. My mind was racing so quickly, replaying the image of  Mouse firing the first shot 

over and over. The sound of  the policemen screaming for calm and rationality echoed in 

my ears. The panic of  those few seconds. The thoughts of  violence and fear. God, 
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everything was becoming so surreal that it was hard to believe I wasn’t having some 

terrible month-long nightmare. All I wanted was for her to make things better with her 

smell and touch. 

I needed somewhere to stay but I had nowhere. Luke was my only contact who 

wouldn’t contact the hospital or police. I’d probably never see him again, unless it was on 

the news. If  I did see him in person again, it wouldn’t be pretty. Where was I going to 

go? Other than homeless people, I had no one to turn to. Refuge centres would 

eventually turn me in, no doubt being in cahoots with the psych ward. 

“Shit, shit, shit. Think Tom!” I thought to myself. 

I then remembered that I had just stolen thousands of  dollars. For now, I could 

afford at least a few nights at a hotel. There I would get a bed, a bath, privacy, time to 

plan my survival for the next three months and, above all else, wait for the heat from 

Luke and Mouse to cool down. 

I decided to call a taxi and get a ride to a hotel in the city for two reasons; nobody 

would expect it of  me and I felt like I deserved to treat myself. Ignoring the missed calls 

and unanswered text messages, I arranged for a cab to come collect me. When it finally 

arrived, I was thankful it was the back of  a taxi and not a cop car that I was getting in. I 

took a moment to gather myself  as the cabbie eyed me up in his rear-vision mirror. 

“Where to, mate?” he asked through a thick Somali accent. What was a nice hotel? I 

would have to downgrade eventually, but why not splash out just for a night or two? 

“Ah, the Intercontinental Hotel thanks”, I said. 

“Sweet as”, the driver said. 

I appreciated his attempts to sound like a kiwi, not that I think immigrants should 

try and sound like locals, it just made him come across a cool sort of  guy. Driving me 

away from Luke’s, he attempted to make small talk. I did my best to answer him, weary 

of  the police cars speeding in the other direction. 

“How’s your day been, bro?” he asked coolly. 
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I felt like saying “You have no idea” but considering he was most likely a refugee 

from a nation run by warlords, it probably wouldn’t have been an accurate statement. 

“Yeah, not too bad”, I said casually. 

“You from New Zealand, aye?” he asked. 

“Yeah.” 

“Visiting family?” he assumed. 

“Yeah, that’s the one. Just my uncle”, I said. 

None of  my answers opened up the conversation so eventually it just died, which I 

was pleased about. I was grateful I hadn’t said I was here for work, what kind of  

businessman looks like I did and carries their possessions around in a pillowcase and 

plastic bags? As the houses turned into shops and the suburban roads turned into inner 

city streets and alleys, I rested my face in my hand against the window, partly to ease my 

gigantic hangover and partly to hide myself  from the hordes of  people outside. What day 

was it? Must be Friday, hence the suits. 

Merging with some other taxis, we came to the high rise hotel. Legend has it that 

Bob Dylan once stayed here and booked out the top three floors for himself. I couldn’t 

quite do that but somewhere near the roof  sounded good. Great views and if  everything 

got a bit much it was just a few seconds and eighty metres down to the exit. The so-

called permanent solution to the temporary problem. 

I gave my driver a tip not too worthy of  suspicion, although I’d loved to have given 

him more. A man in a fine suit welcomed me as I entered the grand lobby through gold-

framed revolving doors. Inside, another hotel employee offered to take my belongings to 

the front desk. I declined them politely. The marble floor made ladies’ heels echo. Of  all 

the guests, I must surely have looked the most bizarre. 

The girl at the desk was beautiful, surely why she was employed, with perfect skin, 

shinny hair, and a heartbreaking smile. Her eyes were a blue, a deep blue. I tried not to 

stare. 
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“Good morning, sir. How are you today?” she asked. Sir? Ha! 

“Yeah, good thanks. Have you got any rooms on the top floor?” 

“One sec, I’ll just have a look… ah, yes, we do. Is it just yourself ?” 

“Yeah, thanks.” 

“Great, and how many nights are you in town for, sir?” 

“Ah, can I just book one for now? I’m not a hundred percent sure what my plans 

are yet, sorry”, I said, feeling a little like a big shot despite looking like crap. Typing away 

on her computer, the girl was wearing a name badge which read ‘Jackie’. Oh, I wish I 

hadn’t read the name badge. Why did that have to be her name? That was her name. It 

bummed me out just seeing it written. Soon, the girl finished doing whatever it was she 

was doing on the computer and handed me a key. 

“What name should I put down on the room booking, sir?” 

“Tom… Jackson”, I lied, her name still lingering in my mind. 

“Sure thing, Mr Jackson, that’ll be three hundred and sixty five dollars”, she said. 

Reaching into my pillow case, I pulled out some twenties and gave them to her. There’s 

no doubt that at this point she knew something was up with me, but I was paying, 

seemed friendly and wasn’t acting suspicious in any other way. Being eccentric isn’t a 

crime after all. 

With the transaction completed, we parted with fake smiles and I pocketed my keys. 

I then made a beeline for the lifts. Thankfully, I was able to ride from the ground floor to 

the eighteenth floor without the elevator stopping. As it climbed, I sighed with relief  to 

myself. Jesus, what a morning. Easily the most hectic one of  my life. I nearly passed out 

at just the thought of  a warm bath and a long, long sleep. 

Nothing but sleep.  

With a chime, the doors slowly opened and I made my way to the room. The carpet 

was soft and patterned vibrantly, not the least bit faded or worn. Room 1859. Isn’t that 

the year Darwin released his book on evolution? In my room was an exquisite bed with 
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linens that could have easily been from Persia, or somewhere else exotic. Everything was 

soft white, a world away from Luke’s place. I laid back onto the covers and felt myself  

sink into slumber. 

  

         red lips 

         silk 

         being in the sun 

   

When I woke up seven hours later, those were the only three things I could recall 

from the dreams I’d had. As the afternoon sun began to set early for a wintry evening, I 

lay motionless in a hot bubble bath. The bathroom wasn’t covered in shit either, making 

this a truly luxurious experience. I soaked in the tub until the sky went black. All the 

grime I’d put myself  through in the past few days was finally dissolving. Almost feeling 

the alcohol and nicotine seep out of  my pores, I could’ve drowned in this bath if  it were 

not for that jerking reflex that keeps you awake. There are far worse places to die than in 

a fragrant pool, however. 

Feeling refreshed, I dried myself  with an enormous white towel. Putting on clean 

clothes, I almost felt good about myself  for the first time in months. Almost. Before I 

reminisced on my guilt too long, hunger rumbled. I had never ordered room service 

before so I decided to give it a try. Looking at the menu for something nice, I eventually 

settled on the T-bone steak with eggs, fries, and gravy. A chocolate sundae for desert. 

While I waited for it to arrive, I checked out the balcony. The hum of  the city, the 

low frequency buzz of  a living urban web was heard. Nowhere near the scale of  some 

world capitals like Tokyo or Mexico City, a city this size does go to sleep sometimes, and 

like most who slumber, it looks peaceful during those moments. 

The city was cold under the stars, the brooding clouds sometimes letting them in. 

Standing amongst the towers of  the CBD gave me a hint of  the sensation of  being a 
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comic book superhero or villain, looking over innocent citizens, perched high on New 

York’s art deco architecture. It was my dream to visit New York. Or maybe it was just my 

dream to visit the New York I dreamed of. It was probably awful. Still, standing high 

amidst a city, I almost felt like a success story of  some kind in my Manhattan apartment, 

of  course I also had one in Los Angeles and London. But that fantasy was lost in a 

gentle breeze. The chill of  it persuaded me to go back inside. 

A knock at the door told me my dinner had arrived. It smelled fantastic and tasted 

even better. By the time I finished my sundae, the six o’clock news was starting. Turning 

on the flat-screen, high-definition, wall-mounted, sixty-inch television, I was presented 

with the ‘highlights’ of  the upcoming news hour. There was the Syrian Civil War, the 

upheaval in Egypt, some lame political story, something about a young pop star 

somewhere, and then: a shootout between police and Mongrel Mob members. National 

evening news. That’s the problem with New Zealand, it’s too damn small.  

Worried what the report might say, and being sober for longer than at any other 

point since my escape, I decided to get drunk. I felt physically fit and mentally shit, so it 

was the perfect time to have a drink. Opening the notoriously expensive minibar, I found 

a mini bottle of  Jack Daniel’s. Twisting off  the cap, I downed the fire-water in about six 

seconds. It burned my throat but after a couple of  minutes I could swear I’d had a few 

beers. Just so happened that there was a six pack of  Stella Artois in the fridge. I opened 

the first one just to get rid of  the whiskey’s aftertaste but the other five followed pretty 

freely. 

The news was horrible, absolutely horrible. 

Bright colours, dramatic music, sexy women and the constant reminder that my 

problems paled in significance compared to some other people in the world. The Syrians 

were watching their country fall to pieces around them, killings of  women and children 

occurring everyday while the perpetrators chanted “Allahu Akbar” on repeat, clear 

indications of  madness gone further than should be possible. 
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There was little to be remembered about the local policy argument. In contrast to 

the plight of  our Arab brothers it was mind-numbingly dull. Sorry for going on about 

the Middle East, but considering what was happening there, the news that a so-called 

musician had been in a public breakup was nothing short of  offensive. Then, after A 

Clockwork Orange-like viewing of  a commercial break, the gorgeous news anchor told the 

country about my morning. 

“Police in Wellington have called for a nationwide hunt for two criminals 

responsible for a violent attack this morning which left two officers wounded. With a 

rifle and a machete, the two known Mongrel Mob associates, Tui Harris and Luke 

Leenders, were unprovoked when they attacked Constable Mark Conway and Sargent 

Harrison Freeman, sending them both to hospital with, amazingly, just minor injuries. 

The officers’ work in surviving the incident is being praised by the Police Commissioner. 

There is also strong evidence to suggest the firearm that was used by Harris is the same 

one that was used in yesterdays bottle store robbery. The Armed Offenders Squad 

arrived quickly at the scene of  the shooting but the two men had fled. The pair are to be 

assumed armed and dangerous and should not be approached. Police are urging anyone 

with information to come forward.” 

The next story came on and I hit the mute button, needing time to think things 

over. There had been no mention of  me and the two cops were in a stable condition. 

That was all good news. Very good news, actually. However, both Luke and Mouse were 

still at large. Did they know I had stolen their money and drugs? Were they after me? 

And whatever became of  the other flatmates? I needed answers to these questions. But 

where would I go to get that information without getting hurt in the process? Thinking 

was made harder thanks to the latest submergence of  my brain in booze. 

This whole thing had gone so horribly wrong. Fucking Mouse. An unwanted 

antagonist, needlessly wrecking my life, who may or may not be out there to get me. 

Jesus. Jesus bleeding Christ. There was really nothing I could do about this nightmare 
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tonight, so I figured I should just enjoying this evening and worry about my mess in the 

morning. With the beer going down well, I was starting to feel that buzz that usually 

called for a party. I needed music with this booze. 

In the corner of  the room there was an old stereo. It looked like it hadn’t been used 

in a while, but I noticed it had a CD player. It had been a decade since I had actually 

purchased a CD, but as it was a Friday there would be late-night shopping hours, so I was 

inspired to quickly nip down to the nearest music store and buy myself  a soundtrack to 

get smashed to. Music was worth risking going into public for, and besides, neither 

Mouse nor Luke would be in the CBD, they’d be out in the suburbs or the Hutt Valley or 

the Wairarapa. 

With my hood up, I could see my breath billow out before me in the cold of  night 

as I walked down the street. Within three blocks of  the hotel I stumbled upon an open 

record store. Entering the shop, I thought about a musician friend of  mine, this guitarist 

called Paul, and how he had once said to me, “If  I were only allowed to take one album 

to a desert island it would be The Beatles’ ‘White Album’. It has everything; bluesy 

mellow vibes, heavy rock, folky stuff, psychedelic trips, introspection, whimsy and pop.” 

Feeling like I was stranded on a desert island, I went straight to the B section and 

found the self-titled double-disc classic. Heading back to my hotel room, I remembered 

that I needed more cigarette papers. Quickly stopping at a store, I restocked on this  

essential item and scurried back to my lonely five stars. Rolling a joint, I got high out on 

the balcony and before the weed hit me too hard, I put the album on and sank into my 

bed. Coincidentally, I left the television on mute, giving me an incredibly bizarre 

visualiser. With my head swirling to the sonic rhythms and intense stimulus, my mind 

wandered. 
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dreams, sweet dreams for you 
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By the time the late night news bulletin was starting, I had come back to earth 

slightly. I was experiencing enough sobriety to take in the news and not just spin out into 

random trains of  thought. It started as usual with the miserable Middle East, children 

crying, women wailing in intolerable grief, men rushing about with guns in the ever-

frantic daze of  life. Not really news at all. 

Then there was a recap about the local political scandal followed by the brain-cell-

killing story about the singing idiot. Just like during the six o’clock news, the story about 

Mouse came on fourth after an ad break. Straight away, however, I knew something was 

different. The news anchor, another gorgeous woman, casually read out her piece as if  it 

affected nobody: 

“A violent shootout in Wellington this morning has left two police officers in 

hospital overnight and two dangerous criminals on the loose. Linked to the Mongrel 

Mob, Tui Harris and Luke Leenders, pictured here, attacked Constable Mark Conway and 

Sargent Harrison Freeman with a machete and a rifle. The fight broke out while the 

officers were at Mr Leenders’ house, questioning him on the whereabouts of  Mr Harris 

in relation to the armed robbery in central Wellington yesterday. They are believed to be 

the same weapons used in both attacks. Police are combing the area for the pair and are 

asking for the public to report any suspected sightings, but strongly advise people to 

avoid contacting the two. In a strange development to the case, police are requesting for 

a potential witness to come forward. Found in one of  the bedrooms at the house where 

the shooting took place was the driver’s licence belonging to an escaped mental health 

patient. Thomas Alexander, seen here, is being urged by police, friends, and family to 

hand himself  into either the police or Wellington Hospital. He is wanted for questioning 

but is not facing any criminal charges. It is believed Mr Alexander may have been staying 

at the house after escaping from Wellington Hospital on Wednesday night.” 

The horror I experienced at seeing my photo in the evening news made the hairs on 

the back of  my neck stand up. A cold blanket had been draped over my shoulders and it 
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was heavy. My openness to paranoia was exploited and my gut churned. I was pacing the 

room frantically before I even knew it. 

“Okay, breathe, calm down, breathe”, I thought to myself, “lets just think about this 

a moment.” 

The whole country now knew that I was on the run from their trusted law and 

medical institutions. They knew my name, my face, that I was crazy, and that I had ‘ties’ 

to the Mongrel Mob. Holy mother of  God. This was bad. 

What was I going to do? 

Do I hand myself  in, offer my useless witness statement and in return spend 

months back in the nut house, doped up on their heavy duty synthetic drugs? Or, do I 

stay free, free to rebuild my life, free to take the drugs of  my choosing, free to kill myself  

if  need be? Free to wait for my freedom, future and fate, whatever their forms. 

There was now the added danger of  Mouse, Luke, or other Mongrel Mob members 

getting their hands on me, a consequence I would probably not survive. But neither 

would I survive much longer in hospital. All things considered, I decided to stay free. 

Freedom is better than safety, right? 

I needed to lay low, or lower than low. How far down society would I need to fall? I 

didn’t know, all I knew was that I had to get out of  this hotel room. 
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H U M A N I T Y ,  I N C .  

In the hallway, I closed the door to my room as a sense of  sadness hit me. I was 

abandoning this luxury for the streets, and although I had slept there, I didn’t even get to 

enjoy one night, chased out by the media. I’d do anything to go back in time and not stay 

at Luke’s place. 

Carrying my cash, weed, and other possessions, I waited nervously for the lift. 

Paying for my room service and minibar use wasn’t part of  my plan, there wasn’t time.  

Sure, when the hotel staff  realised in the morning that I was gone, they’d check their 

security footage, see it was me and contact the police. But I’d be long gone.  

On the ride down to the ground floor, my mind travelled through all the next steps 

I’d have to take. Catching my reflection in the mirrored wall of  the elevator, I realised I 

would need to change my appearance. Short of  shaving my head and growing facial hair, 

however, I had no ideas. Being bald with a beard would have to do. This meant I would 

need to buy a bottle of  water, scissors, a razor and shaving cream. 

The warm, golden glow of  the lobby filled the elevator as the doors parted. Apart 

from a man behind the front desk, no one else was in the lobby. The sensation of  being 

watched subsided when I passed through the revolving door and left the light of  the 

lobby behind, replacing it for the welcoming darkness of  the street. 

A few cabbies who spoke the same language were gathered around the car park 

smoking cigarettes. From their actions I could tell they were talking about football. They 

barely looked at me. Most people probably hadn’t seen my face yet, not until the morning 

news, at least. This should help me quickly get all my shopping done without people 

stopping me. 
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Quiet streets gave my nerves a slight reprieve; a second of  stillness, an intimate 

pause in the concrete jungle. The vacant streets trailed off  to the horizon, everyone in 

their homes. Across from the hotel, in Post Office Square, a brick building housed a 

store. The elderly Indian woman behind the counter looked up briefly as I entered, 

quickly going back to watching her Bollywood soap opera on a small television beside the 

cash register. Picking up the things I needed, I also grabbed some muesli bars and a loaf  

of  bread for later. After paying, I found myself  in Post Office Square. 

Where now? What comes next? 

The cool air and gentle breeze reminded me that I was an animal. My animal 

instincts then kicked in and told me I needed some shelter. But where? Damn, had it 

really come to this? Was I homeless? It appeared so. This meant I was a rookie and I 

needed to find some veterans who could show me the ropes. Where do homeless people 

hangout in this city? Up Cuba Street ways? Newtown? The CBD? Was I meant to just 

sneak around the city until I found some rambling homeless man and ask him for 

survival tips? It seemed I was. I’d just have to hope I came across one who was in a state 

of  mind that was helpful. I had the two currencies that were accepted in the homeless 

world, cash and drugs, so I should be able to get something out of  someone. 

Keeping to the lesser used streets, I made my way to the bohemian district. Only 

few were about in the cold, women travelled with company, footsteps echoed in the 

alleys and the chill kept all rushed and homeward bound. Stressful dramas in the 

towering monoliths of  commerce came to a rest for the night, most office lights having 

been switched off. A few stars poked through the clouds, reminding anyone watching 

that they were part of  something bigger, that eternal mysterious truth that many refuse 

to acknowledge. 

Before actually making it to Cuba Street, I saw some old men getting drunk in a tiny 

garden by a car park, on the corner of  Dixon and Victoria. Not the kind of  people you 

would usually approach unless you wearing a blue uniform, they were sitting on a park 
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bench, smoking salvaged tobacco and drinking long sought after alcohol. The gleeful 

damned. These guys turned up to a party in their youth and simply never went home, 

they never got off  the ride. These guys had clearly lived life in the fast lane, they looked 

ancient and extremely tired. There was a bigger one and a smaller one, but other than 

that it was hard to tell them apart as they were equally dishevelled. They stopped talking 

as I approached them, sensing that I wanted something. 

“Hey guys”, I said. 

“What do you want?” the smaller one of  them said through a tremendous slur. 

“I’m looking for somewhere to sleep on the street tonight, do you guys know of  

anywhere I could go?” 

“Can’t have my spot”, the bigger one said coldly. 

“Sure, that’s fine. Just, can you tell me where could I try?” 

The smaller one thought a moment, no easy feat. 

“You could try the bins by the church over there”, he said, pointing to a crucifix 

rising above some buildings in the distance. 

“Bins?” I asked, not liking the sound of  this option. 

“Yeah, the clothing bins. You just gotta climb through the slot.” 

“It’s pretty snug in there, dry, nobody to bother you. Just make sure its not taken 

before you climb in”, the bigger one then said. 

It sounded alright, all things considered. Not a permanent solution but a bed for the 

night at least. 

“Do you know how to defend yourself, bro?” the bigger then inquired, a little 

ominously. 

“Ah, yeah I guess.” 

“Have you ever heard of  the five elements?” he went on. 

“What do you mean?” 
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“Well, you’ve got fire, water, earth and wood”, he said. My worries for my safety 

dropped at this as I realised he was just drunk and talking nonsense. 

“What’s the fifth one?” I asked. 

“What?” 

“The fifth element. What’s the fifth element?” 

“Oh, yeah, na… so you’ve got fire, earth, ah… metal! Wind and water.” 

“Right…” 

“Honestly, bro, you take at least two of  those five elements into any fight and you’ll 

win every time. They come together to create a trifecta. You’ve got your arms, that’s 

wood and metal, then there’s your legs. They make a circle and you can either use it 

creatively or destructively”, he explained, moving his finger clockwise and then anti-

clockwise in mid air. 

“Right”, I said, fairly used to having these sorts of  conversations. His free self-

defence lesson wasn’t finished, however; he had more wisdom to impart. 

“Did you know you can knock someone out just by punching them in the arm, 

bro?” he asked me. 

I shook my head, not sure if  he was right or not. It wouldn’t have surprised me if  

he was though, some martial artists could do impossible things. 

“What technique is that, man?” I asked, actually a little curious. 

“What? Na… it’s just fighting, general fighting, bro. I don’t know. But trust me, you 

remember those five elements and you’ll be alright”, he said. 

General fighting? Fair enough. I appreciated his concern for my safety, even if  his 

advise was useless. 

“Hey, thanks so much, guys”, I said genuinely, walking away. 

As I headed for the cross atop the spire, I heard them resume their laughing. What 

they were laughing about, I do not know. Did they? Their cackling rung in my ears, 
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getting fainter as I crossed the street and rounded a corner. Emptiness haunted these city 

streets, I began to feel more and more alone.  

In the grounds of  the old wooden church sat two clothing bins. Small metal boxes 

no more than a few metres squared, tiny. I had often donated old clothing to bins such as 

these in the past, never considering that one day I’d be climbing in one and sleeping in it. 

Climbing carefully over the spiked iron fence of  the church, I crept over to the bins. 

Knocking on the side of  one of  the bins, I wasn’t expecting to get a response. Through 

the metal, however, I heard a man say, “Taken.” 

Moving onto the next bin, I hoped for a vacancy. Nobody murmured anything after 

I knocked, so I was relieved to have found somewhere to sleep. Knowing that this was a 

busy part of  town during the day, I decided to shave my head now to minimise the 

chance of  people identifying me in the morning, whatever my movements would prove 

to be. 

Looking around the grounds for some kind of  mirror, I had to settle for the stained 

glass windows on the side of  the church. Dropping my bags at my feet and taking out 

the pair of  scissors, I stared into some green glass and began hacking away at my mop of  

hair. Snipping haphazardly, I could almost feel my identity falling away with my hair on 

its way to the ground. Nearly cutting my ear, I was reminded of  the maddened van 

Gough. With random patches of  long and short hair sticking up about my head, I looked 

even more insane than I did before. I could barely recognise myself. Staring the green 

tinted window, I wondered who the person in the reflection was. It most certainly didn’t 

feel like me and I didn’t feel comfortable in his presence. I felt like a complete stranger to 

myself. This person staring back at me was someone I knew nothing about. Was this 

really the face I’d been looking at from childhood to adulthood? 

First, it just happened for a fraction of  a second, but then it happened for a few 

seconds more; a bizarre sensation of  not knowing who I was. It was one of  the most 

surreal occurrences in my life, despite the grim circumstances under which it happened. 
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This intense feeling of  amnesiac isolation soon faded and I was left puzzled by it. I 

shook it off, stupid drugs, stress and tiredness were wrecking me. 

Life, man. Insane shit. 

I squirted the drink bottle of  water onto my head, shivering in the cold. Spraying 

the white shaving cream over my head, I couldn’t help but laugh a little at how ridiculous 

I looked. Then, I gently pressed the razor against my skin and slowly pulled it along my 

scalp. Trails of  bare skin cut through the foam and before long, I was completely bald. 

Washing the remaining foam off, I dried myself  with an ‘acquired’ Intercontinental towel 

and ran my hand over my head. The new look felt cold and looked strange. With a beard 

firmly on the way, it wouldn’t be long until my identity was completely warped. 

I made my way back to my clothing bin and pushed my belongings through the slot. 

I then awkwardly and somewhat painfully clambered through it myself. It was a tight 

squeeze but I managed to get in and land on the soft layer of  donated clothes. Without 

much leg room, I huddled up in one of  the corners and tried to lie in a comfortable 

position. The musty smell of  the old clothes made it hard to breathe without feeling ill. I 

got nestled in and, without much warning, I burst into tears.  

In the sanctuary of  the dark, I wept. 

Suddenly, everything just hit me all at once; her, this mental illness nightmare, the 

panic of  being on the run, the fear of  being caught, the sadness at the thought of  my 

distraught friends and family, the hangovers, the tiredness, the shame of  failing a suicide 

attempt and, most devastatingly of  all, the temptation to try kill myself  again. An 

enormous weight on my shoulders just got too much and begun to crush me. I knew I 

was in the middle of  the city but I honestly felt as though I was at the bottom of  the 

ocean, the pressure of  the water pressing down on me. I was in the coldest, darkest and 

loneliest place I’d ever known. I held my head in utter despair, the emotional pain was so 

ingrained my teeth ached. Did I cry for ten seconds or an hour? I couldn’t tell you. 
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Exhausted by my sorrow, I sniffled as I reached out for my ounce of  weed. Drugs 

would help me get over myself  and go to sleep. Using my nearly dead cellphone as a 

torch, I rolled myself  a joint and sparked it up. Within the first few puffs, I was 

transported to a world of  subtle bliss. The bin was full of  smoke and I was almost asleep 

when there was suddenly a banging on the outside of  my bin. 

“Taken”, I called out, not believing how popular this clothing bin scene was. 

“Na, I know. I was just wondering if  I could have some of  your dope?” I heard 

what sounded like an older man saying. Getting up, I peeked out the slot and was 

surprised to see Pete standing outside my bin. 

“Oh, hey”, I said to him, wondering if  he would recognise me. 

“Do I know you?” he asked suspiciously. Perhaps I had given him more credit than 

he really deserved, maybe he had been totally out of  his mind the entire time I knew 

him? Or, maybe my disguise was really effective? It wasn’t really safe basing anything off  

of  Pete’s reactions to things.  

I needed to know about Mouse and Luke, but I wasn’t sure how loyal to them Pete 

was. After what had happened between him and Mouse, I doubted he would tell them 

where I was sleeping. 

“It’s me, Tom. Luke’s mate. I stayed at yours for a bit before shit went crazy”, I 

reminded him. It finally clicked. 

“Oh, yeah… so, can I have some weed?” he asked, creating no illusion that he was 

my friend for anything other than a fix. He had no intention of  narking on me. I was 

feeling pretty gone and had about a centimetre or so to go on my joint, so I gave it to 

him. 

“Finish it off, man”, I said as I handed it to him. His filthy fingers plucked it from 

my comparatively clean ones.  

“Hey, bro, you were at the house when the shooting happened, aye?” I asked, as he 

puffed his brain away. 
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“Yeah.” 

“What happened to Mouse and the others?” 

“Al and the girl got picked up on their way to the Rolleston Street flat, but the cops 

let them go after a day”, he said. Taking another drag to finish off  the joint, he then 

paused a moment. 

“Luke and that asshole Mouse got away to Carterton. They’re pissed at you, man. 

Said they were going to ‘gut’ you. I went to the night shelter but they kicked me out so 

now I’m here. Hey, thanks for the smoke”, he said in a rambling, continuous monotone. 

He walked to his bin and climbed back in, totally disinterested in me. I was reeling from 

the shock of  what he had so casually just said. Mouse and Luke knew for certain that it 

was me who had robbed them and they were definitely out to get me. 

“Okay, calm the hell down, they haven’t caught you yet”, I thought to myself. 

One thing was certain, I had to get out of  the city. This whole thing just kept 

snowballing on me. Just a few days in and I’m already not looking good. How was I ever 

going to make it to three months? 

Getting comfortable, I ran through my options. I could either get out of  this bin 

and begin my journey to the outskirts of  Wellington tonight, or I could stay here, sleep 

and deal with it in a few hours time. As I drifted without much choice into the second 

option, the perfect place to journey to and stay come daylight came to mind. 

On the very outskirts of  the city was a hill that overlooked the only entrance into 

Wellington’s harbour. High atop this hill, above a sheer cliff  face and a beach facing the 

formidable Cook Strait, ruins of  the oldest surviving generation could be found. Dug 

deep into the banks of  the hill, peering out over the harbour entrance, were the large 

concrete remains of  abandoned artillery positions, built to protect from a potential 

Japanese invasion during the Second World War. They were covered in graffiti, mindless 

scrawls of  paint from my generation, which was just as lost as any other. 
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The emplacements were sheltered, isolated, and most importantly, Mouse and Luke 

would never find me there. It was to romantic fantasies of  spending my days by the coast 

in ruins of  war that I finally fell asleep. So exhausted was my brain that it didn’t even 

attempt to dream. 

After maybe six hours of  pure black sleep, I was woken gently by a woollen jersey 

being dropped on me through the slot. Thankfully the donor didn’t notice I was inside 

and walked off. 

Peeking out the slot, I saw them get into their car and drive off  under the pinking 

of  a new dawn. It must’ve been about seven in the morning as there were not many cars 

on the road and only a few people walking to work. Making sure the coast was clear, I 

pushed my belongings through the slot, making the bin regurgitate clothes. Climbing out 

the slot, awkwardly and painfully again, I regathered my things. Normally sentimental, I 

didn’t give a second thought to leaving my bin behind.  

I went to call a cab only to realise my cellphone battery was flat. If  the police had 

been able to track my movements, at least they wouldn’t be able to any more. Worried 

about being spotted, I hastily made my way to Willis Street to wave down a taxi. Catching 

a lone cabbie’s eye, he drove over to me. Hopping into the back seat, we eyed each other 

up in the mirror. 

“Good morning, sir, where to?” the middle-aged Chinese man asked me. 

“Seatoun, I’ll tell you where exactly when we get there.” 

“Seatoun… sure”, he said before pulling out. 

I liked this driver, he didn’t ask for more details than he needed. I sighed with relief  

as we moved quickly through the waking city. Soon I’d be far away and alone. I’d also be 

able to stay there for more than one night, which was something I longed to be able to 

do. Rain began to fall, making the concrete darker and the day harder. Heading out of  

the city, we went through the Mount Victoria tunnel before we soon came to the sea. It 

was wild, the wind was high, coming from the south. White and furious, the water 
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pounded the coast by the airport. An enormous jet plane leapt off  from the end of  the 

runway into the low lying mist. What chaos. Before long, we climbed some hills and then 

rolled on into Seatoun. 

“Ah, can you take me to Breaker Bay?” I asked my silent driver. 

“Sure”, he said, possibly his favourite word. 

Pulling into the Breaker Bay car park at the base of  the hill, the open Cook Strait 

and Pacific Ocean could be seen; unleashed might, moody and untamable. Paying the 

driver, he drove away from what felt like the edge of  the earth, back to the city getting 

out of  bed. I was left standing alone on a long road in a blue mist. 

Specks of  rain were hitting my head so I put my hood up. Looking up, I saw the 

cliff  faces rising high above the beach. A thin path trailed all the way up to the top of  the 

hill where the gun emplacements hid amongst the trees. Getting wet in drizzle and sea 

spray, I dropped my head and marched through the gravelly sand to the path. Climbing 

through the soaked bush and shrub, I eventually made it to the top of  the hill, just under 

the cusp of  the mist. 

Under the towering pines, hiding in the ground, the abandoned emplacements 

jutted out over the cliff  face at various points. The first emplacement I came too was too 

dangerous to access. Its back entrance had been blocked by fallen trees leaving only the 

gun slot to climb in through which hung over the cliff. The second emplacement, 

however, had a clear back entrance with a rusted iron ladder leading down to it. Lowering 

myself  into this cold piece of  history, I walked into the main bunker where the gun 

would have been housed. Walking across the circular tracks that were once used to 

change the artillery’s trajectory, I stood by the gun slot and looked out at the view it 

offered. Staring out at the turbulent ocean, I couldn’t help but think about my 

grandfather. 

When he was my age, he was in the RAF, fighting Nazi Germany as a tail gunner on 

a Lancaster Bomber. He once told me the story about the time a Luftwaffe plane shot a 
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bullet through the glass bubble around him. All the air was sucked out of  the gunnery, 

forcing him to vomit into his oxygen mask. It filled up to just under his nostrils. 

Breathing, just, he continued to fight. Me on the other hand? I was crazy, hiding in a ruin 

of  his war. 

Taking my eyes off  the sea, I looked around my new home. It was pretty much what 

I had imagined it would be; grey and cold. At least the colourful spray paint which was 

splattered around the walls made it less demur. The vibe that this graffiti gave off, 

however, was not overly pleasant, especially the dominant piece that read:  

“ Killing Cunts Since Ages Ago - Humanity, Inc. ” 

The fact that the tagging all looked fairly old gave me some comfort. If  it were 

fresh, it would’ve meant that this place was frequented. There was only one beer can 

forgotten in the corner too, suggesting that teenagers probably didn’t drink here that 

much, otherwise there would be more. There was also no evidence to suggest there had 

been any other homeless people staying here. Relatively clean, the ground was mostly dry, 

just covered in leaves and twigs. Spider webs filled the corners. It wasn’t much, but it 

would do. 

In the middle of  the circular track, where the gun would’ve panned for enemies, a 

slightly raised platform provided the best location for a bed. I placed my bags on this 

raised centre and wondered where I could gather materials to build a nest. This line of  

thought then led me to wonder how was I going to do anything. Where would I get 

food? Where would I go to the bathroom? 

It was at this point that I realised I was probably completely screwed unless I got 

someone to help me. Well, it was the first time I was willing to admit it. What I needed to 

do was instantly clear to me, however, it was so cruel that I had to push it out of  my 

mind. Reluctantly, I let myself  consider it. If  I went through with it, I would be one of  
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the worst people in the world. People would think extremely poorly of  me. I know what’s 

right and what’s wrong, and in the spectrum of  things that people do, it wasn’t that bad, 

but it was still reprehensible. 

I would have to manipulate James and get him to help me. By steering his good 

nature and hijacking his kindness, I could convince him to buy me food and other 

supplies to help me survive out here. Obviously, I’d pay, but that wasn’t the problem. The 

problem was he would have to keep it a secret. Knowing James as closely as I did, I knew 

how hard this would be for him. It would torture his conscience. He would be torn 

between helping me the way I wanted and helping me the way everyone else wanted. The 

stress would bare down on him like a ton of  bricks. He could become an emotional 

wreck. The guilt would eat him. And me. But, then again, he was probably worried sick 

about me now anyway, so at least he would be at ease in that regard. Wouldn’t he? I saw 

no other way to make it to ninety days. 

God, I was such a piece of  shit. How could I really consider this? He was my best 

friend. But he was also the only person I could turn to. Everyone else would turn me in, 

everyone else would know what’s best for me. Only James would hear me out. Only 

James would listen to what I actually wanted. Only James would be gullible enough to 

pity me. 

All I needed him to do was buy me a sleeping bag, a pillow, a small gas cooker, a pot 

and some food. Other than that, I just needed his silence. 

It was then that I remembered something extremely problematic: James’ brother, 

Patrick, the new policeman. James would have keep our secret from his own brother. I 

wondered which bond was stronger; that between two constantly arguing brothers or two 

constantly laughing best friends? 

James had kept other secrets from his brother, but nothing like this. But was I really 

going to go through with this? Was this the line that once crossed there would be no way 

I could ever redeem myself ? 
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The fact that I truly was a giant asshole was becoming quite hard to ignore. God, I 

felt terrible. I entertained the idea of  handing myself  into the hospital for the first time 

but the thought of  spending months and months just… existing… in that place was 

intolerable. Seconds would melt into days. I’d black out. Then be in. Over and over. Shit 

on the walls, pills on my tongue, nonsense in my ear. Laughter and screaming as everyone 

smokes cigarettes, slowly passing through time until passing away. No, hospital was not 

an option. However, something else was. 

Not only was it the most effective option but it was also the easiest. Just metres 

away there were cliffs with jagged rocks below. I began to panic slightly at the prospect 

of  being dead in just a few minutes. Did I really want to die? 

I knew that me dying would be harder on James than keeping my whereabouts a 

secret, but from where I was sitting, it seemed like the best option by a long way. None 

of  this surviving for three months just to get a shitty job afterwards, selling some crap to 

people lucky enough not to realise how pointless it all is. I would be procrastinating my 

whole life just to die one day anyway. Fuck that. 

Testing my nerve, I exited the emplacement and stomped over the long grass to the 

cliff ’s edge where I came to the precipice of  my life. Looking down to rocks below, the 

wind and mist slammed their coldness into my face. Something held me back from 

jumping, however, and it wasn’t my intense self-loathing. It wasn’t the thoughts of  my 

hopeless future nor was it the the fear that those rocks may really hurt. 

It was the image of  my mother crying from the uncontrollable grief, guilt and 

sorrow that she had brought a child into the world with a rotting mind. She was sobbing 

because she had given life to a son so incapable of  joy that he killed himself. I stepped 

back from the cliff  edge, not because I wanted to endure more of  this absurd world, but 

because I didn’t want my mother to suffer. Even if  I had written one, no suicide letter 

would convince her that it wasn’t somehow her fault. Only me, alive and well, could 

spare her from that torment. 
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Although it would make me a worse person, I decided to talk to James. He worked 

on the waterfront and finished at five in the evening, so at four-thirty I would get a cab 

to the docks and wait by his car. Then I would beg for his help. Man, what a mate I 

turned out to be. 

I made my way back to the emplacement and tidied it the best I could. Making a 

suitable nest for myself, I got stoned. Feeling terrible, I got stoned a second time. Then, 

as my dreadful mood persisted, a third and fourth time until I finally blacked out in a 

sleepy sort of  stupor. 

I woke up around mid-afternoon, feeling ill both physically and mentally. My 

stomach reminded me that I hadn’t eaten since I had ordered room service the day 

before, precisely why I was going to see James. Taking all my belongings with me, I left 

the emplacement and waited near the road, my hood covering my face from passing cars. 

After half  an hour or so I saw a cabbie passing by and waved him down. The usual 

conversation was had and the taxi made its way to the docks. 

Rolling through the city, I saw the hordes of  happy people; either they were without 

problems or they had enough resolve to live through them. Thinking about those people 

who became PhD students or successful entrepreneurs after growing up in war torn hell 

holes always made me feel like an enormous loser. I’m arguably one of  the most 

fortunate creatures to have ever lived on this earth, yet here I was trying not to kill 

myself. Why? Was it do to with perspective? Maybe. Maybe it was my ‘illness’?  

“Bullshit! You’re just a spoilt twenty-first century Westerner who can’t handle 

comparatively minor problems”, I thought to myself. 

Paying my driver, who sped off  in the endless hunt for more money, I walked over 

to James’ car park. The docks were nothing but hard concrete and cold, rusty metals. 

Abandoned brick sheds stood unsteadily on the reclaimed port. Macho truck drivers and 

some suave suits investing millions milled about. None of  them noticed me sitting 

patiently by James’ car. He would be finishing in about five minutes, giving me some time 
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to think about what I would say to him. However, by the time I saw him leaving the port, 

cranes rising high behind him, I’d thought of  nothing. There was no good reason to help 

me, other than it was what I wanted. I swallowed my integrity and prepared to 

manipulate the most genuine person in the world. 

From a distance of  about forty metres he noticed me and stopped walking. A cool 

breeze reminded me that I was now bald and must look quite bizarre, especially to 

someone who had known me my whole life and had recently only heard from me via 

frightening bits of  information in the news. Apprehensively, he continued walking 

towards me. 

“Tom?” he asked tentatively. 

“Hey, bro.” 

He made it to his car but kept a safe distance from me. 

“Where have you been?” he asked, unable to stop staring at my head. 

“Just around the place”, I said. James looked angry with me, something I had never 

experienced in our twenty-plus years as friends. 

“Where the fuck have you been?” he asked again with frustration. 

“I’m sorry, man. I’ve had to keep to myself, you know?” 

“Been looking for you everywhere, man. The news and police are looking for you 

too”, he said. ‘The news is looking for you’, a classic James comment. 

“Yeah, I know”, I said glumly, realising how much I missed his company. 

“You have to go back to the hospital, man”, he said before pausing and asking, 

“What happened to your hair?” 

I rubbed my hand over the stubble on my head. 

“I shaved it off  so people don’t recognise me.” 

“Are you going to go back to hospital?” 

“Na, man.” 
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“Please, Tom, I can take you there now if  you want? It’s good there, man, they look 

after you”, he said with real concern. 

“Sorry, bro”, I said, holding my ground. James knew me and he knew when my 

mind was made up. 

“Why are you here then?” 

I sighed and paused a moment, feeling Satan’s claws digging into my soul as the 

time for me to be a total bastard arrived. 

“I need your help, man”, I eventually said. 

James frowned suspiciously, he’d already offered to help me and I’d turned him 

down, what the hell kind of  help was I asking for? By the look on his face, he was 

imagining the worst. 

“Help with what?” 

“It’s nothing major, bro, I just need you to buy me some stuff. I got plenty of  cash. 

I just need someone I can trust not to dob me in to buy me some gear.” 

“Gear for what?” he asked, at which point I realised he knew nothing of  my plan. 

“If  I can hang low for three months, bro, the hospital will have to take me off  their 

books and I’ll be a free man. It’s the fastest way for me to get out of  that crazy fucking 

place. So, after a couple of  really fucked up days, man, I’ve finally found a place to sleep. 

I just need someone to help me out, like, maybe once every two weeks buy me some 

food and when the three months is up, I can finally get my life back on track”, I 

explained. 

“You want me to buy you food?” 

“Yeah. Maybe just a sleeping bag, a pillow, a gas cooker and a pot too.” 

“Where did you find to sleep?” he then asked, avoiding saying yes or no. 

“I can’t tell you, bro. Not because I don’t trust you, man, I do, it’s just that if  anyone 

found out that I had contacted you, that’d be the first thing they’d try get out of  you, 
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‘Where is he?’ You know what people are like, man. It’ll just be easier for you if  you 

don’t know.” 

“So, I have to pretend that I haven’t heard from you or seen you?” 

I nodded, making him mull over his options. 

“But what if  someone found out? I’d get in heaps of  shit, man”, he said, trying to 

reason with me. He was right, he’d get into some trouble but not heaps. The thing was, it 

was a risk I simply needed him to take. So, it was at this exact moment that my status as a 

no-good-dirt-bag became undeniable, it was at this moment that I turned my best 

friend’s qualities against him. 

“James, man, I’ve got nobody else to turn to. Everyone thinks they know what’s 

best for me, everyone else would sell me out to the hospital in a flash. I can’t go back 

there, man, I just can’t. You have to help me, bro. All I need is food and some stuff. But, 

I guess I can’t make you”, I said. 

What a load of  crap. I knew exactly what I was saying and who I was saying it to. I 

knew I had already ‘made’ him help me. Poor James, good really stands no chance when 

it comes to the cunning of  evil. He sighed, thinking precisely what I wanted him to. 

“Alright, man, I’ll do it”, he said as if  he’d been defeated. I was so disgusted with 

myself  that finding his compliance a relief  was difficult.  

“Thanks, man. Seriously, when this is over, I owe you big time. Like, mega fucking 

big time. Anything, I’ll be your guy, okay?” I said. 

James nodded, avoiding making eye contact with me. This made me suspect that he 

knew what I was doing, what I had done. 

“What do you want me to get you again?” he asked. 

I handed him about three hundred in cash. 

“Canned food, a can opener, a gas cooker, muesli bars, apples, some beers, a pillow 

and a sleeping bag. Maybe go to an adventure, hiking type place, they should have it all, 
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except the food. Supermarket for that stuff, I guess. And there’ll be plenty of  money left 

over, man, so you keep it. I have plenty of  cash”, I instructed him. 

He nodded to himself  as he pocketed the money. 

“I can go now, but I’m not going to buy you any beers. I’ll be back in, like, forty 

minutes to an hour.” 

“Thanks, man, you’re a lifesaver.” 

Still avoiding eye contact, he got into his car and started the engine. 

“I’ll be back soon, man”, he said as he pulled out and drove off. 

When his car disappeared from view I sat down on the concrete and sighed. That 

was the worst thing I’d ever done to someone in my entire life. I felt like Judas and 

remembered how his story ended. It made sense. 

Sitting with my back to the brick wall of  an unused building, I rested my head up 

against the bricks and watched the world go by. White seagulls glided against grey skies. 

Trucks coughed up fumes as they transported all manners of  crap to all kinds of  places. 

As time passed, I almost began to feel the brick wall absorb me. Soon, I’d be just another 

unnoticed rock or hunk of  rusted metal, another abandoned idea, another pointless 

endeavour. My mind drifted with the breeze. I began thinking about James and his lack 

of  eye contact. Then, suddenly, a paranoid thought hit me. Was he really going to get 

that stuff  for me or was he going to send someone down to take me back to hospital? I 

bolted up in panic, my heart beating awfully fast. 

I felt the urge to run and hide, to get out of  the open. Spotting a skip in the 

distance, I briskly walked over to it, looking over my shoulders as I went. As I hid, I 

began to calm down and think a little more rationally. Would James really double-cross 

me? Did he really know what the score was? The answer had to be no, it just had to be. 

And, sure enough, the answer was no. James arrived back a few moments later, alone and 

with the items I’d requested. I shook my paranoia off  and sighed with relief. 
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“That’s everything you asked for”, he said with a tone that indicated he clearly knew 

this was wrong. 

“Thanks, man.” 

An awkward silence followed, so I broke it. 

“Did you wanna hang out for a bit, man?” I asked, desperate for company. 

“Got dinner with the family now”, he said. 

“True, sweet as”, I said. 

Lingering here wasn’t good, so I organised to meet James again, saying, “I’ll see you 

here in two weeks then, yeah? We’ll do the same thing? Just food next time, though.” 

“Sure thing man. Look after yourself. And please, hand yourself  in.” 

He saved this moment to look me in the eye. He looked sad and afraid. Before I 

could say anything, he got into his car and left. I watched him drive away with dread. He 

was in quite an emotional state and had to have dinner with his family, pretending 

everything was fine. He knew what was at stake, however, so that might keep him from 

giving anything away. Then again, knowing the stakes could stress him out even more. 

Either way, as his car vanished from view, I had a bad feeling about what I had done. 

I gathered my stuff  and hailed down a taxi. On my way back to the gun 

emplacement, all I could think about was what I was putting James through. It was dark 

when I made it back to my nest. Setting everything up, I rested my head on my brand 

new pillow. I fell asleep, silently praying to any god that might be listening that James 

could hold his nerve. 
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T H E  T H I R D  P E R S O N 

Tessa Robinson was busy preparing the four thousandth meal of  her married life, 

stirring the rice that would be part of  her risotto. Having just gotten home, she only had 

time to kick off  her heals before getting the tea on. She sighed in the heat of  the stove 

and the tiredness of  a long day. She loved her husband and their two sons dearly but they 

ate like horses and could hardly boil an egg between them. 

“Bloody useless men. I sure as hell am not doing the dishes”, she thought to herself. 

The kitchen she was slaving away in was at least a nice one. Recently renovated, the 

white marble tiles were warm under her feet thanks to the wonders of  underfloor 

heating. And, at risk of  feeling like a nineteen-fifties housewife, she had admitted to 

herself  that she did in fact love having a walk in pantry. 

Tessa and her husband made a combined total of  quarter of  a million a year. 

Franklin, the man of  the house, would be home shortly with their eldest, Patrick. She 

was proud of  both her sons, they were absolutely marvellous in her eyes. However, she 

was particularly brimming the day Patrick graduated from police college. 

The family cat, Yogi, rubbed up against her leg and meowed. Tessa refused to feed 

yet another male, forcing Yogi to wait for his favourite person to return home. Yogi 

loved James, followed him everywhere, slept on his bed, curled up next to him on the 

couch and always meowed excitedly whenever he came home from work. 

Worried slightly about James, who should’ve been home an hour ago, Tessa left the 

rice and the kitchen to look for the phone. Crisp-white skirting boards framed the floors 

of  the other rooms. A rich green carpet, clean and soft, stretched throughout the house, 

lying underneath the thick dark wood of  the dining room table. Elegant chairs were 

stitched with fabric of  the same deep sea green. Flowers rested in a vase of  glass and 
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water, purple with a gentle scent of  lilacs. If  one were to look close enough, they’d notice 

tiny dents on the table’s otherwise flawless surface. They were from die being rolled 

during family board game nights, proof  that this was a home rich in more ways than one. 

Walking into the lounge, Tessa saw the phone and rung James’ cell. 

“Hey mum, I’m driving at the moment, nearly home.” 

“Okay, see you soon”, Tessa said before hanging up. With her mind at ease, she 

went back to preparing her Italian meal. A few minutes later, the front door opened and 

James walked in, sending Yogi into an excited meowing frenzy. 

“Mum, it’s me, I’m home”, James called out, putting his coat on a hook and giving 

Yogi a pat. 

“Hi dear, where have you been?” she asked. He walked into the kitchen, doing his 

best to pretend everything was normal. 

“Andrew offered me an extra hour for two hours pay”, he lied. Tessa smiled at her 

baby, suspecting nothing. 

“Oh, that’s good, hun. Are you hungry?” she asked kind of  rhetorically, knowing 

how hungry James usually was after work. Only, today he was too nervous to eat. 

Somehow he’d have to force it down. Everything had to be normal. 

“Yeah, pretty hungry.” 

“Good, I’ve made some lovely risotto for us. Patrick’s coming.” 

James’ stomach turned at the thought of  his brother, the policeman, being at  

dinner. 

“Oh, great”, was all he was able to say. 

“Yeah, will be nice to see him. Your dad’s picking him up”, she said, turning the 

temperature down on the high-tech stovetop. After putting biscuits in Yogi’s bowl, 

making him munch and purr, James turned to his mother. 

“I’m just going to go get changed” he said, desperately trying to hide his growing 

anxiety.  
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“Okay, love.” 

Turning one-eighty on his heels, James left the fancy kitchen and headed to his 

bedroom. Covering the walls of  James’ bedroom were not pictures of  supermodels, 

musicians or film stars, but rather maps and flags of  Croatia. With an aunty living just 

off  the Adriatic coast, James had been to the country to see her and had become 

obsessed with it ever since. Now, however, his mind was overrun with other things. 

He did his best to remember the various calming techniques his specialists had 

taught him over the years. All he could recall was something about breathing. Pacing back 

and forth in his bedroom, breathing deeply, James’ pulse sped up when he saw his 

father’s car pulling into the driveway. Growing up with Patrick always picking on him, 

James was now even more psychologically outmatched by his older, bigger brother now 

that he had the power to arrest. Watching his father get out of  the driver’s door, James 

watched as his brother emerged from the passenger’s side. Despite being off-duty, out of  

uniform, and totally unsuspecting of  his brother, James was panicking. He took some 

more deep breaths as Franklin and Patrick opened the front door and greeted the chef. 

Remembering that he had said he was going to go get changed, James quickly swapped 

his worn out wharf  clothes for jeans and a t-shirt. 

“Hey, muppet! Dinner’s ready!” Patrick yelled from the kitchen a few minutes later. 

James stared at the mirror on his wall, psyching himself  up like a boxer preparing to 

head out on the long walk to the ring. 

“You don’t know anything. Whatever they say, you just keep quiet”, he whispered to 

himself. 

Shaking off  his nerves, he went downstairs. Franklin was setting the dining room 

table as Patrick turned the television on in the living room. 

“Hey, mum, did you hear about that murder?” Patrick called out from the living 

room. Serving up the risotto onto four square plates, Tessa screwed up her face a little. 

“Pat, dear, do you have to sound so excited about it?” 
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“Haha!” Patrick called out sarcastically before adding, “No, seriously, one of  the 

men they reckon Tom Alexander was with wound up dead today. Not the guy that 

robbed the bottle store, the other one.” 

James overheard this as he entered the dining room and sat down at the dinner 

table. He felt a strong flutter beneath his ribcage, it was certainly unpleasant. 

“Dead?” Tessa asked, a little shocked. 

“Yeah, they found his body in the boot of  some car in Hastings. Should all be in the 

news soon”, Patrick explained. 

“Well, you just sit down and have your tea before you go worrying about that”, 

Tessa said in a motherly tone. Putting their meals on the ornate placemats, Tessa sat 

down to the glass of  red wine Franklin had poured for her. Sighing, she took a well 

earned sip. 

“How was work, dear?” she asked her husband as he placed the expensive 

silverware on either side of  their plates. 

“Oh, you know, it was there. Not as exciting as Pat’s, I don’t think”, Franklin said, 

taking his seat at the head of  the table. 

“Do you know if  Tom is hurt?” James asked, quietly rating his level of  deception 

pretty highly. 

“Na”, Patrick said as everyone finally sat down to the family meal. 

“I hope he’s alright”, Tessa said sympathetically. Franklin and Patrick scoffed over 

their creamy Italian dish. 

“For his family’s sake, if  not his”, Franklin said coldly. 

“Dad!” James protested. 

“Franklin, really?” Tessa added. 

“What? You can’t seriously defend his actions”, Franklin said. 
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“Yeah”, added Patrick, leaping into a hard-line defence of  his father’s opinion, 

which he obviously shared, “He volunteered to be homeless and hang out with homeless 

people and criminals. He hasn’t given his family a moment’s consideration.” 

“Shut up, Pat! You don’t know what he’s thinking”, James said. 

“Come on, guys, please… let’s just have a nice dinner and hope for whatever reason 

that Tom turns up alive and well soon”, Tessa mediated. 

For a few minutes after that, banal small talk and weather conversations were 

explored for the sake of  polite peacekeeping. The table was tense, though, two sides 

having clearly emerged. There was the ‘Tom Is An Inconsiderate Asshole Camp’, 

populated by Franklin and Patrick and the ‘Tom Is Unwell And Needs Support Camp’, 

consisting of  James and Tessa. Dull chitchat made a poor distraction from the obvious 

elephant in the room. Eventually, however, despite Tessa’s attempts not to have an 

argument accompany her delicious work, the topic of  Tom’s disappearance arose once 

again. It was really only a matter of  time. 

“How did that guy die?” James asked his brother. 

“What guy?” Patrick asked. James often did this, he would bring up old 

conversations without giving those he was talking to any warning or reference. 

“That guy Tom was meant to have been with”, James said. 

“Oh, he was found with bruises around his neck so he was probably strangled. 

Nobody knows who did it yet but all the fingers are pointing at Mouse”, Patrick 

explained. 

“I thought Mouse was working with this individual, though?” Franklin asked. 

“Yeah, supposedly”, Patrick said as he rolled his eyes. He swallowed a mouthful of  

rice before launching into a rant that went like this: 

“That’s the thing with these guys. They join gangs in search of  ‘family’ and 

‘belonging’ and all that crap, but the minute a tiny bit of  cash or junk rocks up in front 

of  them, they all climb on top of  each other to reach the so-called ‘top’. Top of  what? 
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Top of  a pile of  rejects who get stoned all day? These guys are seriously the lowest form 

of  life on the planet. Why everyone with a gang patch isn’t automatically locked up and 

chemically castrated is beyond me. Like, honestly, why do we afford these scumbags 

human rights, considering all the decent people’s lives that they’ve ruined? Yet, even 

when we have them prisoner, we don’t do anything, we just cage them for a couple of  

years before letting the bastards out to spawn a new generation of  criminals! It pisses me 

off  to no end.” 

There was an awkward silence after that, the kind that usually follows such an open 

profession of  opinion, regardless of  what it is. 

“Well, some of  them turn their lives around, don’t they?” Tessa said with the liberal 

lukewarmness that infuriated her eldest. 

“I doubt the percentage is very high. Honestly, there are so many people everyday 

that I can’t arrest that shouldn’t be allowed on the streets. They’re honestly just scum, it’s 

unbelievable”, Patrick said. The chaos from Syria echoed around the dining room via the 

news in the living room. 

“Allahu Akbar!” was screamed on repeat as an RPG struck a truck of  some 

description carrying aid. Patrick seemed to have finished his piece, allowing the 

conversation to gradually start over. 

“Those Arabs need to chill out, I reckon”, James said. 

Considering the recent media saturation, it was a naïve enough comment from a 

naïve enough guy. However, it sent Franklin off  on a tirade of  little known histories of  

the CIA’s meddling in the Middle East during various decades of  the twentieth century. 

Because Winston Churchill did this, the Shah did that, so the media said this but the 

rebels did that, et cetera, et cetera. It was the usual kind of  unsolicited lecture well-read 

older men often treated their families to. 

All of  this socio-economical-geopolitical-historical crap went straight above James’ 

head. He knew a phrase here and there that was being said, but on the whole, it was a sea 
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of  meaningless words interspersed with the odd familiar one. All he cared about was 

Tom, who was either in serious trouble or none at all. He was somewhere out there, with 

his sleeping bag and gas cooker. James tried but simply failed to understand why Tom 

hated the hospital so much. There were hot Irish girls and zero responsibilities to be 

dealt with, what else did he want? 

There was something else playing on James’s mind; he usually talked a lot more than 

he had been this evening and he feared that if  didn’t say something, one of  these three 

people that knew him best would notice his silence. 

“Did you guys see that picture the Mars rover took of  itself ? The best selfie ever 

taken, they reckon”, he blurted out. The reference to the audacious advancements of  

science was received with poor enthusiasm. 

“Yeah, well, maybe the Americans should look after their poor before landing things 

on blimmen Mars”, Franklin said. 

Soon enough, the plates all ended up empty, so to Tessa the meal been another 

wonderful family memory to cherish, despite the straying into some nasty conversational 

territories. The time came for the table to be cleared, so Franklin and Patrick got up and 

started the dishes. This gave James and his mother a moment to converse in semi-private. 

It was when the aura of  dining room was safe that James spoke.  

“I really hope Tom is okay, mum.” 

“Me too, dear. Me too.” 

James wished he could open up to his mother. He needed to talk to someone. But 

he knew he couldn’t, especially with Patrick around. Patrick would interrogate him to 

exhaustion and tears. James knew that Tom was smarter than him, so he should trust 

Tom and not tell anyone, right? Anyway, even if  James wanted to tell his family where 

Tom was, he couldn’t. Literally all he knew was that Tom was alive and would be on the 

docks in two weeks, hopefully. 
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“I just feel really sorry for him, I don’t think he really knows what he’s doing. He 

doesn’t realise that he should just go back to hospital”, James said glumly. 

“I know, sweetheart”, his mother said with a comforting smile. 

“Andrew said that most people who escape from mental places turn up or come 

back really quickly. Do you think Tom will?” James asked with that characteristic, 

incessant worrying that Tessa had tried so hard to help him deal with all his life. 

“I don’t know, honey. All I know is that when he does show up, he’ll need you to be 

there for him. Until then, we just have to help out his family.” 

“Yeah…” 

James’ head was low, almost as low as his hopes that he would Tom in a fortnight. 

Several days later, as rain splattered their windshield, Constable Patrick Robinson 

and Senior Constable Donovan Marks sat in their patrol car. Eating their lunch, they 

watched the wipers clean the water away, briefly revealing the crime-ridden world outside. 

Parked on the side of  the road in central Newtown, they were privy to some of  

Wellington’s more bizarre inhabitants. It was a crossroads of  the trendy, the alternative, 

the ill, the addicted, the downtrodden, and those who had sought asylum. 

One such soul, an elderly man, was crossing the road when saw the cop car. Drunk, 

he walked in front of  the car and pulled a silly-drunken face at Patrick and Donovan. 

The sight of  this old dude made them both sigh and laugh. 

“This guys been around forever, pretty harmless”, Donovan said to Patrick. 

“What’s his name?” 

“Oh, shit… good question. Something like Johnny, Johnny Rapanui or something. 

Johnny, anyway. He’s been alright recently, haven’t had to deal with him in a while”, 

Donovan said, taking a bite of  his steak and cheese pie. 

“Newtown, aye? Crazy part of  town”, Patrick reflected. 
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“Crazy streets are better than mean ones, bro. Although, in saying that, it can be 

pretty fucking mean round here too. The psych ward isn’t far, rent’s cheap, students… it 

can be mess when it wants.” 

“Have you ever known anyone in the psych ward?” 

Donovan shook his head, “I’ve arrested plenty, but I haven’t known anyone 

personally. You?” 

“Sort of. One of  my little brother’s mates is that guy who escaped and got mixed up 

with that Mouse asshole.” 

This took Donovan by surprise. 

“Really? What’s he like? The patient, I mean.” 

“Um, he’s a bit of  a dick, really. His old man’s a lawyer, not a bad bloke, but yeah, 

Tom’s a bit of  a pussy. He tried to top himself  just because some stupid bitch dumped 

him, you know? Like, grow a pair of  balls, man.” 

“Was she hot?” 

“Who? The girl? Not likely, probably fat.” 

They shared a laugh as they finished their lunches. Donovan looked out the window 

at some Americanised Polynesian youths; NBA singlets hanging low, hoods up, not in 

school, listening to rap. 

“The thing that sucks about being a cop in the city, man, is that you know, wherever 

you are, no matter how hard you work, you’re always within at least, like, a hundred 

metres from something taking place. You’re always closer than you think. You just gotta 

hope it’s mostly petty shit, you know? Because there’s always something going down right 

under your nose, somewhere”, Donovan said as he watched the truant kids go down a 

side street. Patrick chuckled at the hopelessness of  urban law enforcement before a call 

came through the radio for them to attend a suspected domestic disturbance. 
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“Oh, joy”, Donovan said dryly as he started the engine. As they made their way to 

the scene of  the violence, Patrick couldn’t help but think about what they had just been 

talking about. 

“You’re always closer than you think”, he thought to himself. It struck him as highly 

unlikely but maybe his brother did know something about Tom. If  it helped to catch 

Mouse then it was worth asking. 

Later that evening, around eight o’clock, when it was chilly and wet out, Patrick 

arrived outside his parents’ place on his motorbike. Off  duty, he still carried himself  with 

the same aura as if  he were working. A constant state of  alertness occupied his mind, an 

uncertain suspicion of  everything. It gave his eyes and personality an intensity that could 

sometimes be intimidating. With his helmet under his arm, he knocked on the wooden 

front door with his padded leather glove. The thudding of  his fist boomed through the 

otherwise silent home. After a short wait out in the cold air, Patrick was soon greeted by 

James. 

“Hey, dickhead, who’s home?” 

Having had a long day at work, James was tired and hadn’t really had the energy to 

stress about Tom or his secret. However, at the sight of  his brother, everything came 

back to the forefront of  his mind. He did his best to stay cool. 

“No one”, James replied, leaving the door open and turning to head back to the 

living room where the television could faintly be heard playing, “What do you want?” 

“Where’s mum and dad?” Patrick asked, ignoring his brother’s question. 

“Went to the Everett’s place for dinner. What are you doing here?” James asked 

again, settling back down in front of  the television, eyes locked onto the Discovery 

Channel. Patrick sat down, saw the African wildlife documentary playing and reached for 

the remote. He changed the channel, surfing the selections cable offered and infuriating 

James. 
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“Fuck off, Pat! Why are you even here?” 

“Just came to see my little bro. Go get me one of  dad’s beers.” 

“Get it yourself, you dickhead”, James said, reaching for the remote but missing as 

Patrick pulled it away. He then punched his little brother in the lower thigh, giving him a 

dead leg. James held his leg in the dull pain as Patrick laughed. 

“Go get me a beer! I’m a guest.” 

Shaking his head in annoyance, James got to his feet and, limping ever so slightly, 

wandered into the kitchen. 

“Dad will be pissed that you drank his beers, you idiot”, James called out as he 

opened the fridge, making the cold green beer bottles clang together. 

“I’ll just tell him it was you”, Patrick said, coming to a stop at the sports channel. 

“You’re such a dick, man”, James said as he opened the bottle and walked back into 

the lounge. Before he gave the beer to his brother, however, he took a quick sip in an 

attempt to have the last laugh. Patrick didn’t give James the satisfaction of  letting him 

annoy him and just drank the beer without bother. For a moment, they watched the 

European football highlights in captivated silence. 

“Did you want to stay for dinner?” James asked, resigned to the fact he had lost 

sovereignty over the television. 

“Are you making something?” 

“Was just going to cook some pizzas.” 

“Oh yeah, I’ll have one”, Patrick said before seeing the replay of  a fantastic goal, 

“Suarez is the fucking man, bro, honestly, look at that.” 

“I could do that”, James joked. 

“Fuck off, dick, you still live with your parents.” 

“Shut up, Pat, you dick! It’s only until I save enough to move out.” 
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The brothers talked football and traded insults until Franklin’s plundered beer was 

finished. Leaning forward, Patrick placed the empty bottle on the coffee table, using the 

action to change the tone of  the evening. 

He paused a moment, not letting go of  the bottle, much like a pensive chess player 

not taking his finger off  a recently moved piece. With his rook in position, assessing the 

situation, Patrick decided it was time to do what he had come here to do. 

“Bro, can I ask you something?” 

James looked to his older brother with a frown, the body languages of  the both of  

them were speaking rather loudly. James wondered what was coming. 

“About what?” 

Patrick gave a further moment to think about how to word what he needed to say. 

“I need you to be honest with me, okay?” 

James nodded slowly as Patrick took a deep breath and asked, “Do you know 

anything about Tom Alexander?” 

Never a good liar, even at the best of  times, James was caught off  guard by his 

brother’s question. It was a tactic Patrick had planned on, knowing his brother all too 

well. The initial, momentary fumble from James was all Patrick needed to know his 

brother was hiding something. 

“What do you mean? I don’t know anything”, James said unconvincingly. Patrick 

sighed, knowing he had to be patient and careful. 

“You haven’t gotten any texts from him or anything?” 

James did better answering this question as he didn’t have to lie. 

“Na, honestly I haven’t, you can check my phone”, he said, offering his brother his 

cellphone from his pocket. 

“Have you tried contacting him?” 

“Yeah, heaps, but he never answers and now his phone just goes straight to the 

answer machine”, James confessed openly. Patrick nodded along, what James was saying 
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was consistent with what he’d heard officers on the case saying. Patrick tried another 

approach. 

“Alright, well if  you do hear from him, you have to tell him to go back to the 

hospital. There are some seriously, seriously fucked up people out there that want to get 

their hands on him. He wouldn’t last two minutes if  they found him, trust me. These 

guys are fucking psycho, James, and I doubt Tom knows just how dangerous they can be. 

They’re killers. They’re sick. I know it’s probably hard and all because he’s a mate, but if  

you know anything, bro, you have to dob him in. Honestly, if  you’re truly his friend, 

don’t let him stay out there alone, these guys will eat him alive.” 

The guilt James was now experiencing, a rip in the tissue of  his heart, it was 

precisely this strain that Tom had anticipated and loathed himself  for burdening James 

with. Tom knew this moment would arrive eventually but did what he did anyway, much 

to his own disgust, for the momentary help it would provide him. Patrick could sense 

that very strain on his little brother. 

“Everyday he’s out of  hospital, bro, he gets sicker”, Patrick lamented, reading his 

brother with his eyes, looking for an in. James had been scared straight. His loyalty 

battled his fear but eventually it gave in. The complexity of  the rights and wrongs in this 

circumstance was far too great for him to cope with. Was he to help a friend, to ‘help’ a 

friend, or to help a ‘friend’? 

“Why are people after him?” James asked, postponing the moment of  truth. 

“Well, he might’ve witnessed a serious crime so he could help convict someone if  

he gave evidence. Plus some guys at work think, they’re not sure, but they think he 

might’ve stolen money and drugs from the Mongrel Mob. He’s in deep, bro”, Patrick said 

sternly. At hearing the scale of  the troubles facing his friend, James decided to do 

something he had practically never done, break someone’s trust. 

He did so with a heavy heart. 
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“Three days ago, when I had just finished work, he was waiting by my car”, James 

eventually confessed. Patrick was pretty stunned at this, it was quite a big deal. 

“You saw him the night we had dinner here?” he inquired, surprised and annoyed 

he hadn’t picked up on anything. 

“Yeah, he wanted me to help him buy some stuff.” 

“What did you do? Did you tell him to hand himself  in?” 

“Yeah, of  course, but he wouldn’t. He’s shaved all his hair off  to look different and 

everything.” 

“What did he want you to buy?” 

“Like, a sleeping bag and food and stuff. He wanted me to get him beer but I said 

no way would I do that for him”, James said. 

For a while neither of  them spoke. Patrick’s mind was too busy racing with possible 

questions, his curiosity spiked. 

“Did he tell you where he was staying?” he soon asked. James shook his head as he 

began welling up. 

“He wouldn’t tell me. I’m sorry, Pat. I know I should’ve told you and mum and dad 

but I just didn’t know what to do. Am I in heaps of  trouble?” James asked, holding back 

the tears and speaking in a quivering voice. Patrick noticed his brother was shaking and 

trembling. In an act of  brotherly love, he put his hand on James’ shoulder in an attempt 

to reassure him. 

“Na, mate, you’re not in any trouble”, Patrick said before adding, “But was there 

anything else Tom mentioned? Anything at all that might help us get him back to the 

hospital?” 

James then realised that there was something else Tom had said. 

“He said he’d be back on the wharf  at the same time in two weeks”, James said, “I 

guess so I can buy him more food.” 

Patrick couldn’t believe his luck. 
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∴ 

I didn’t speak a word for two weeks. Even if  there had been someone to talk to, I 

wouldn’t have had anything to say. My time in the emplacement was as eventless as a 

small town in the middle of  the countryside. To be perfectly honest, there really isn’t 

much worth telling you about. 

It rained heavily and constantly, which was actually really nice because it kept 

anyone from hiking and exploring the hilltop. I collected this rain water to drink and 

wash with. A ditch further along the hilltop acted as my unglamorous and exposed toilet. 

For the first time in my life I grew a full beard, making me feel like a man, and I shaved 

my head a few more times to maintain the disguise. I also ate terrible food that I had 

cooked atrociously. 

Being in a state of  not needing to go to sleep and not needing to wake up for days 

on end, not to mention the copious amounts of  dope I was smoking, meant that I slowly 

but surely started to lose my already misplaced mind. Waking in the middle of  one night, 

I was disturbed to see a figure that I knew wasn’t really there. It is a scary thing to know 

your sanity is slipping. You’re never sure if  or when it might cross the point of  no return. 

It’s even scarier when you know you’re only a few weeks into a three-month-long 

commitment of  this madness. 

In a lighter moment, when I was sitting outside the emplacement, looking down on 

the sands below, I realised it was actually a nudists beach. However, unlike the French 

Riviera, no beautiful women ever came to this beach. It was always old and fat men. 

What made it worse was that the water was freezing cold, as it was the middle of  

goddamn winter, so these naked guys wouldn’t walk in very deep. The water usually came 

up to just under their dicks, leaving them visible to all. Thankfully, the weather was so 

bad that not many nudes bathed, and if  they did, it wasn’t for long. 
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Over the days, the ocean became my one and only companion. I would sit for hours 

and loose myself  in its relentless nature. Time only ever moved slowly in its presence, as 

if  out of  respect. Somehow, the vastness of  the sea began to reassure me that if  I did go 

permanently insane, everything would be okay. 

By the time thirteen days of  this lifestyle had past, I was really looking forward to 

seeing James again. Latching onto a piece of  reality would be healthy. Waking late in the 

afternoon on the fourteenth day, I had to rush in order to get a cab to the docks in time. 

Having not experienced a single person coming across the emplacement in the two 

weeks I had been there, I decided it would be safe to leave most of  my belongings 

behind. All I took with me was my rapidly shrinking ounce of  weed and my thousands in 

cash. 

A short wait in Seatoun ended with a taxi driver picking me up after I waved him 

down. I had totally forgotten how much of  a sight I must be, but was reminded by the 

strange and constant looks the cabbie kept giving me. Not to mention how badly I no 

doubt stunk, surely the reason he wound his window down.  

The city was a busy grey-blue blur. Green, red and yellow lights melted into each 

other as they sped about in a myriad of  directions. People, people, people. Fucking 

madness; the inescapable chaos of  too many subjective realities. Finally making it 

through the maze of  rush hour traffic, the taxi soon came to the docks. I couldn’t have 

timed it any better as James was just walking to his car as I did the same. 

“Hey Tom”, James said, rather demurely. 

“Mate, how’s things?” 

I could tell by the expression on his face that ‘things’ weren’t well. 

“I’m okay, how are you?” he asked with much more concern in his voice than the 

last time we met here. 

“I’m okay, man. Getting a bit bored but I’m okay.” 

“That’s good.” 
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There was obviously something on his mind, his body language was essentially 

screaming. 

“What’s wrong, bro?” 

This question caused his eyes to dart over my shoulder for just a fraction of  a 

second, prompting me to spin on my heels. I saw Patrick and his partner marching 

towards me. They were in uniform and very much on duty. 

“Tom, I’m so sorry. They’re not going to arrest you. They just want to talk to you”, 

James said in a guilt-ridden panic. I didn’t wait around long enough to hear what they had 

to say to me. By now I was used to running away from people and situations and without 

a split-second of  hesitation, I did it again. 

“Tom! Wait!” I heard Patrick yell as I sprinted off. 
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N E W S P A P E R  T A X I S 

I was tired, so tired. 

But there was no time to dwell on my exhaustion. I was running as fast as I possibly 

could. Dashing along the waterfront, dodging cars and trucks, some of  them by mere 

centimetres, I tried to think about where I was actually running to. Patrick and Donovan 

were in hot pursuit and I wasn’t losing them. I needed a destination. 

Hurtling myself  across busy lanes of  traffic, I decided to head into the railway 

station. If  Patrick and Donovan were able to follow me over the road they might lose me 

in the crowds inside the main terminal. It was all I could think of. 

After nearly being hit and being blasted by car horns, Patrick and Donovan made it 

across the street. Peeking over my shoulder as I ran, I saw them coming after me. 

Thankfully the commuters, tired public servants and white collars, were doing a great job 

of  clogging up the platforms. Some people were running late for their trains, so I wasn’t 

the only one running. 

Storming into the main terminal, I must have bumped into at least seven or eight 

strangers. The towering ceiling of  the grand entrance echoed everyone’s frantic footsteps, 

creating a sea of  noise. A million thoughts were going through my brain as I burst out of  

the entrance of  the station. I stopped momentarily to decide where to go, then I saw a 

place to hide. The horde of  ‘normal’ people approaching the station covered me as I ran 

towards a large pohutukawa tree in the distance. 

Between the large stone pillars gracing the station’s clock, Patrick and Donovan 

came to a stop. Hiding behind the tree, I saw them fail to spot me. I would’ve sighed 

with relief  if  I had had any breath to spare. Regaining my composure, I waited for the 

pair of  cops to give up and vanish from sight before I even thought about what to do 
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next. And when I did give it a moments thought, I felt terrible. Running as fast as I had, 

it hadn’t dawned on me just how screwed I now was. My instinct to run had overridden 

my instinct to think. It had all happened so damned fast. 

Seriously, what was I going to do now? 

People began noticing as a cold panic attacked me. A sickening spinning almost 

made me collapse. Knowing only that I had to get away from all these people, I looked 

up and saw an entire taxi rank full of  cabs. The green FOR HIRE signs glowed in the 

rapidly darkening evening. 

Unsure if  I had made a scene or not, I staggered over to the rank as quickly as my 

trembling legs would allow. Opening the back door of  the nearest cab, I virtually plunged 

into the back seat. The driver was standing outside smoking a cigarette, which was good 

as it gave me time to gather myself. In the relative safety of  the taxi, it finally hit me that 

I was in shock. 

When the driver heard the door open and close, he took a long final drag of  his 

smoke before tossing it to the ground and getting behind the wheel. Adjusting his rear-

vision mirror, we made eye contact and exchanged hellos. 

“Where to?” 

Where to? Shit. I had absolutely no idea what I was going to do now. I had no more 

allies, I was completely alone. 

“Seatoun”, I found myself  saying. 

“Seatoun…” the cabbie confirmed, pulling out of  the rank and into the traffic. 

Slowly making his way through the city, the cabbie ignored me, which gave me time to try 

and process the absolute nightmare that had just happened. How was I going to survive 

two and a half  months on my own? 

I wasn’t the least bit angry with James. He had done the right thing and I wasn’t that 

much of  an asshole that I blamed him for it. He was just looking out for me. If  I was in 

his position, I’d have done the exact same thing. 
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Was surviving in the emplacement even the least bit possible without some kind of  

help? How would I get supplies? The notion of  shoplifting came to me but it was far too 

risky. The last thing I needed was more attention. This was indeed the most stranded and 

abandoned I had ever made myself. It was as if  I had killed myself, but I still had to 

survive for some unknown reason. I truly knew how it would feel to be a ghost, 

particularly one that only haunts itself. 

Winding through the wet, grey city, we eventually made it back to Seatoun. When 

the taxi abandoned me by the coast, I still didn’t have the faintest idea what I was going 

to do. Defeated, hungry and afraid, I retreated to the cold stone sanctuary of  the 

emplacement. I curled up on my filthy bed in the fetal position. Seeing bugs crawling 

around inside my sleeping bag caused me to cry. 

Fuck depression, seriously. I didn’t even know what it was! All I knew was that it felt 

like there was this ‘thing’ inside me constantly persuading me to make horrendous 

decisions, butcher my relationships, and plunge my life deeper into a dark abyss. It 

wanted me ruined. It’d stop me doing anything it knew I might enjoy. It’d make me do 

things I knew were just going to make me more miserable. But no matter how hard I 

tried, I couldn’t figure out what this ‘thing’ was. Was it the manifestation of  a chemical 

imbalance or was it some subconscious desire to suffer? 

It was so damned confusing. Why did feeling so sad feel so good? I made myself  

hurt because this ‘thing’ kept telling me I enjoyed it. Often, my will was so lost and 

overpowered by it that I was more it than me. It was cruel. After convincing me, yet 

again, that misery would be comforting, I would soon be left to realise I had been played 

the fool, again, even more desperate than ever before. It made me think that losing my 

mind was the only way to you cope with losing my mind. What was even more confusing 

for me was that every time this ‘thing’ felt further away and I was happy, I was always 

tempted to see my old tormentor again and prove it didn’t scare me. And every time I 

gave into that temptation, I was reminded, horribly, just how awful this ‘thing’ really was. 
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Lying on my sleeping bag, the thought of  being in the hospital suddenly didn’t seem 

so bad. Talking to Anthony in the library, I’d listen to him rant on about something in 

the ‘sky’ called the ‘moon’. Yeah, the library is where I’d smoke a nice cigarette. 

Was I reminiscing about the psych ward? Something needed to be done, the 

emplacement was clearly becoming just another prison. It was this moment when I 

realised I needed to leave Wellington, and not just the city, the whole damn region. Too 

many people here knew me, even if  I looked different, I’d get caught soon enough. I 

didn’t know a soul in Auckland, and it was big compared to Wellington, so I decided to 

head there. An early morning bus full of  tourists would probably be the safest option. 

Once on the bus, I’d figure out my next moves. 

Unceremoniously, I gathered my stuff. Before I abandoned the emplacement 

forever though, I took a moment to say goodbye to my surreal home of  two weeks. 

Walking along the cliff  top back to Seatoun, I wondered who would come across the 

‘bed’ that I had left behind in the emplacement. Kids, probably. Taggers, eventually. 

Maybe someone else like me? 

Turning back to get a final glimpse of  the emplacement, I pressed on through the 

wind and rain towards Seatoun. In the centre of  the small shopping street, a few people 

were doing some late-night dinner buying while others waited for busses or got off  

them. I liked that it was raining, it made people keep their heads and eyes low, too in a 

rush to notice me. Hopping into what felt like the one millionth taxi cab, I asked the 

driver to take me to the railway station. Naturally, he didn’t pick up on the irony of  me 

heading there. I doubted Patrick and Donovan would still be there, they surely had real 

police work to do. 

We left Seatoun through its hundred year old tunnel. Of  all the taxi drivers I’d met 

in the past few weeks, this one was my favourite. He didn’t make small talk, he chewed 

gum with obnoxious confidence and he was listening to old school blues music from the 

nineteen-twenties. It was real slow and sorrowful. Damn, it was fine. He had it turned up 
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loud, which I liked as it hinted to an assumption on his behalf  that his music was going 

to always be more interesting than anything any customer had to say. 

At some point during the drive, I realised that this might be the last time in a long 

while that I’d get to see Wellington roll by my eyes. This was the only city I had ever lived 

in or ever learnt the streets of. It was the only city that had ever known me and the only 

one I had seen naked. Going around a sharp corner a little quickly, the driver gently 

rubbed the curb with his tires, giving the cab a small jolt. The brief  shake drew my 

attention to a newspaper that another passenger must’ve left on the back seat. Having 

been out of  the loop for two weeks, I was curious to see what had been happening in 

this crazy thing called civilization. 

Politicians were corrupt, money was still the power behind the throne, and the 

birthplace of  human civility was falling to pieces. Then there was something about a man 

called Edward Snowden revealing some Orwellian nightmare of  epic proportions. It all 

seemed pretty typical, or so it first seemed. Something soon caught my eye and the irony 

is that when I read this particular article, no bigger than a slim column, my heart almost 

stopped. 

It was a piece updating the public about Mouse and Luke. The fact that Luke had 

been found dead over a week ago was shocking enough without the additional 

information: 

“Emma Alexander, the sister of  escaped mental patient and potential witness Tom 

Alexander, said in a statement yesterday that their mother had suffered a heart attack and 

was in Wellington Hospital recuperating. She refused to comment on whether it was the 

stress of  her brother’s situation that had been the cause of  their mother’s condition.” 

For a moment, all the light from the world seemed to fade. The humming of  the 

taxi on the road, the blues, all became a monstrous roar in my mind to which panic and 

fear enveloped me from all sides. 

My mum had a heart attack? Because of  me? 
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Just when I thought I couldn’t hit a point any lower, I cascaded right into one. Not 

unlike depression, it seemed my quest for freedom had endless amounts of  ‘rock 

bottoms’. One after the other. 

My mother had suffered a heart attack because of  me? Not only that but she had to 

suffer the indecency of  having her name connected to an awful pair of  criminals. How 

close had she come to death? Was she going to be alright? Questions screamed out inside 

my brain. Everything was blurred, this was the single worst piece of  information I’d ever 

been given. Only monsters hurt those who gave them everything. Not even Hitler ever 

hurt his own mother. Was I a monster? 

“Stop making this about yourself !” I angrily thought to myself. The taxi driver 

continued to pull Wellington away from me, unaware of  the emotional turmoil of  his 

fugitive customer. Caught in a terrible moment of  fear that seemed unending, I realised I 

needed to get out of  the cab. 

“Ah, sorry, can you pull over? I need to get out here!” 

“Huh? You want me to wait for you?” the cabbie asked, disappointed to only earn 

half  of  his expected fare. I stretched out my hand with a crimson hundred dollar note. 

“No”, I said quickly as I gathered my things in a hurry. His eyes bulged at the sight 

of  the cash, effectively a seventy-five dollar tip. 

“Okay, thank-you, sir”, I heard him say as I exited his cab and found myself  in a 

rainy Newtown. 

The taxi driver drove off  and disappeared into the rain and night. Getting drenched, 

I sat on the curb in a pointless attempt to steady my trembling legs. The roads around me 

were desolate, much like the mood inside me. Their emptiness gave me room and time to 

think. Or, at least, try to think, process things. It was still in the process of  hitting me, 

the knowledge that I had literally broken my mother’s heart. As the final drive of  

realisation rammed into my chest, I began to weep. 
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My poor mother. I could see her now, lying in a bed, probably more depressed than 

I supposedly was. Then, as my tears fell into the rapids of  the gutter, that ‘thing’ in my 

mind grinned. 

“Why are you crying?” it asked rhetorically, “This is perfect. If  your mum dies, 

there’ll be nothing holding you back. You’ll finally have the guts to kill yourself, you 

useless pussy.” 

Like a broken record, it taunted me and coerced me, seducing me like the cutest girl 

in the world wearing the finest lingerie. But, wasn’t this ‘thing’ just me? I was saying these 

things to myself, wasn’t I? 

Once more, I realised I had made this disaster all about myself  so I decided to do 

something about it. Getting to my feet, I knew what I was about to do put everything in 

jeopardy, but it had to be done. No longer was my freedom my top priority, my mum 

was. I had to visit her, I had to go to the hospital; a ‘suicide’ mission back to the place 

where this chaos began over three weeks ago. 

Fortunately, the hospital was just a few blocks away from where my panic attack had 

ejected me from the taxi, and through the thick rain, I could see the towering complex at 

the end of  the street. The large chimneys of  metal loomed a bit further in the distance, 

they were so faintly visible it was as though I wasn’t really seeing them but remembering 

them from my time smoking cigarettes in the courtyard. Each step closer towards the 

imposing demureness of  the hospital brought me closer to possible captivity. But I had 

to keep on going. 

Feeling the water run down my face, I began to think of  my plan of  attack. It was 

just past seven and visiting hours ended at eight-thirty, meaning I didn’t have to rush 

things. There was time to dry myself  off  and get changed into clean clothes so as to not 

draw too much attention to myself  for the next phase, finding my mother. My best 

option was to access the hospital from underneath via the car park in the basement. In 

the shelter and darkness of  the car park I should be able to get changed without anyone 
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noticing. Then the information desk on the floor above should tell me everything I 

needed to know. I wasn’t even a little bit sure of  what I would do once I found mother’s 

bed, I’d have to wait and see once she was before me. 

After what seemed like an age of  walking in the rain, I eventually came to the 

hospital. Sneaking around the outskirts, I was careful to avoid going anywhere near Ward 

27, not because it was on my way but because a piece of  my brain might convince me it 

would be a thrill. Curiosity killed the cat. 

Shaking my head to remove the rain and any dangerous thoughts, I ducked under 

the car park barrier and into the shelter of  the basement. Wiping my eyes clear, I scanned 

the rows of  cars between the mighty concrete pillars holding the building up. It was 

quiet, most cars were idle, their drivers sitting by a loved ones bed. Spotting a row of  

four-wheel drives and vans against one of  the outlining walls of  the car park, I walked 

over to them. Once hidden from view I swiftly got dry and changed. Deciding not to 

take my possessions with me, I stashed them out of  sight behind one of  the earthquake-

strengthened pillars. Checking my reflection in a van window, I decided that I looked as 

respectable as I possibly could given my circumstances and headed to the elevators. 

As a middle-aged couple fed the ticketing machine coins, grateful offerings to the 

parking gods for allowing them to visit a sick relative, I pushed the up arrow and waited 

for the doors to open with a chime. Stepping into the lift, I took a deep breath and 

pressed the ‘G’ button. Enclosed in the small metal room, I felt it hoist me up a floor. 

The doors opened, revealing the large white-tiled lobby of  the hospital. 

With a roof  three stories high and enormous glass windows at either end, it was a 

vast atrium designed to reassure people that this was a place of  the utmost confidence in 

science and medicine. It had the opposite effect on me. 

In a corner by the main entrance a woman sat behind a desk with a glowing ‘i’ 

symbol. My footsteps tapped and echoed about the lobby as I crossed it. The sound 
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alerted the receptionist to my presence and she looked up from a book she was reading. 

With a kind smile, she put her book down. 

“Hi there”, she said, inviting me to ask her something. 

“Hey”, I replied, nervous she might know my face, “I’m looking for my… aunty, 

she’s a patient but I’m not sure where.” 

“Sure, what’s her name, love?” she asked me, ready to type. Before I told her it was 

Alice Alexander, I saw a newspaper sitting by her keyboard. Although it made me come 

across as rude, I decided not to answer her question. 

“Actually, can you just tell me where people go after having heart attacks?” 

She certainly found this a strange reaction but thought nothing of  it. 

“Okay, well, that would be the coronary care unit. Do you know how to get there?” 

I shook my head. 

“You just head to the very end of  the corridor over there, turn left and take the 

elevators to the fourth floor. You can’t miss them”, she said, pointing to a long hallway 

behind me. 

“Great, thanks.” 

Turning on my heels, I crossed the lobby noisily again. There was only one other 

person in the corridor, a short woman walking towards me far from the other end. Her 

head was down and she had an umbrella in her hand. I couldn’t see much else, the 

hallway was so long. 

In fact, it stretched so far that it had an in depth historical timeline of  the hospital 

stretching back over a hundred years. For a short while as I walked further through time, 

I paid a thought to all the poor people who suffered mental illnesses in the past. The 

accusations of  demonic possession, the electrocutions, the prejudice, the isolation, and 

the cruelty. What they must’ve lived through was too overwhelming to think about right 

this minute. 
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The damn faded images of  the past distracted me just enough not to notice that it 

was Flo walking towards me. My heart stalled momentarily, as did I, only to keep going as 

I realised I was wrong. It wasn’t Flo, just a similar looking woman that must work 

somewhere else in this place. Was I becoming paranoid? The woman probably knew 

something was up with me as we crossed by each other. It wouldn’t have been farfetched 

if  she had recognised me, but if  she did, she didn’t do anything about it. I was sure I was 

safe, just freaking out. This place was intense. I needed to calm down. I could’ve sworn 

that was Flo. 

Making it to the present day on the timeline, I saw the elevator doors at the bottom 

of  a stair network that trailed off  to different buildings and ailments. Waiting for one of  

the lifts was torturous, the lighting was so artificial and so damn bright that I felt naked. 

Looking around to make sure nobody was near, I spotted a couple of  carefully 

positioned security cameras. What was it that Snowden guy had said again? I couldn’t 

remember. 

Just then, the doors opened. Bracing myself, I was hoisted up to the fourth floor. 

The lights weren’t as bright on this floor, a nice change. It was preparation for the 

departure of  visitors and eminence of  bedtime. The pure-sterile scent filled my nostrils 

as I eyed up the dim hallways on either side of  the lifts. Taking a left I stayed close to the 

wall, closer to the darkness. Taking a few corners, I eventually came to the ward.  

Green curtains lined the corridors, hiding the suffering. Nurses with serious faces 

checked on the sick. Beeping machines nurtured people, monitored their frail frames. I 

walked around but none of  the names on the walls said Alice. After I come to a dead 

end, a nurse approached me. She spoke softly. 

“Are you alright there?” 

“I’m looking for Alice Alexander.” 

“Oh, she’s this way.” 
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Turning some more corners in this labyrinth, the nurse pointed to a room at the end 

of  a corridor. The curtains were slightly open, unlike the other rooms. The nurse left me, 

I thanked her and stood alone in the corridor. Her footsteps trailed off  into the distance 

and when they were gone, I could very faintly hear my sister talking. 

Hushed mumbles, they were clearly there for each other, unlike me. I wished so 

much that I could see them. Creeping closer, all I could properly see were their shadowy 

outlines on the curtains, sitting by the bed. How long was I standing there, staring at the 

room at the end of  the hall? I simply couldn’t move. Did I go in and see them? Did I 

leave town? My body was frozen, I had no idea what to do. It would seem that in 

moments of  pivotal choice, I seized up and submitted to fate’s hand. Before I found the 

ability to move my legs, I saw my sister’s shadow rising and heading to the tiny gap in the 

curtains. She saw me but couldn’t see who I was through the dark. 

“Hello?” she said, peeking a little closer. 

Eventually, she came to recognise her brother’s face. It looked as though she was 

experiencing a mixture of  happiness and blind fury, an intense rush of  emotions. 

“Tom? Is that you?” 

It is quite awful when someone you know and love looks right at you and they don’t 

know if  it’s really you. I must’ve looked even worse than I thought. Unknowing how to 

respond to her, my dear sister, I simply reverted back to my one and only survival skill; 

running. Spinning around, I made a beeline for the lifts. 

“Hey, Tom! Wait!” 

I didn’t wait, I ran to the lifts. Pressing the down arrow, I longed for the lift to 

arrive. A bizarre scene then played out in the lift lobby. As I frantically waited, my sister 

simply walked over to me, slow like a villain in a horror movie. Her gaze suggested the 

fury had lingered longer than the happiness. With a piercing look, she scolded me. 

Folding her arms she started by gritting her teeth before the words flew out from behind 

them. 
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“Where the fuck are you going?” she spat. Her venom had a paralysing effect, I 

couldn’t speak, even if  there was something to say. It didn’t really matter, however, as she 

intended to do the speaking. 

“Are you just gonna run off  again? You’re hurting the people who love you. Our 

mother nearly died because you’d rather hang out and get wasted with drug dealers than 

get some of  the best care in the world! You’re a spoiled brat. I’m taking you to the ward 

right now.” 

Just then, the elevator doors opened behind me. Quickly hopping in, I slammed my 

palm on the close-doors button. Despite her best efforts to stop the doors with her 

limbs, my sister couldn’t stop them from closing. 

They shut and I hit ‘B’. A jolt meant the lift was lowering itself  down. Part of  me 

felt as though it wouldn’t stop going down until it reached the hell of  the Middle Ages, 

fire and brimstone. Emma’s calls after me became fainter and fainter until they were 

gone. My heart felt like it was trying to escape my chest by smashing through my ribs, as 

if  it knew it needed help from the doctors on the fourth floor and that I was going the 

wrong way. Pumping blood as hard as it was I felt my head throb with each pulse. 

I guess that answered my question of  what I should do. If  my instincts were going 

to tell me to do something, then I was going to listen. My instincts were all that I had 

left, all my morals, principles, standards, all had been lost along the way. And, right now 

my instincts were telling me to get out of  Wellington and try wait out two and a half  

more months in Auckland. 

Reaching the basement, the lift opened the world back up to me. Wasting no time, I 

strolled over to the pillar where my stuff  was. Collecting everything, I fled the shelter of  

the car park and re-emerged into the thick rain. It was cold. Very cold. I tilted my head 

back to face the sky, hoping the rain would wash my soul clean. Or drown it. 

Alas, there wasn’t enough rain to do either. 
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Looking around the dark, wet main road of  Newtown, I saw a few taxis all the way 

down the other end of  the street. Committing to getting drenched again, I began walking 

towards the rank. Alone on the pavement, I walked through puddles pooling by surging 

gutters. I wanted them to swallow me. 

The taxis in the distance seemed further away than before when a particularly heavy 

downpour started. Needing to cross the road, I looked up and down the four lane street. 

Only one car was coming from my right and I couldn’t tell if  it was a cab or not so I 

waited for it to get closer before waving it down. To my irritation, it drove slowly, and 

unfortunately, when it finally got closer, I could see it wasn’t a cab, it was a beat up hunk 

of  junk. Rolling by me, I couldn’t make out the driver but saw that they were looking at 

me, their rubbernecking rather obvious. 

Did someone just recognise me? No, I was being paranoid again. 

I began to cross the road, eager to get the hell out of  the city, when I noticed that 

the car had come to a stop. It caught my eye as there were no red lights or traffic or any 

other reason to stop. Then it hit me, I must be the reason. 

The drivers door opened and an enormous figure stepped out and eyed me up. 

“I thought I might find you here. You should know I follow all my own news.” 

It was Mouse. 
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R O D E N T I A 

For a moment, neither Mouse nor I moved, albeit for different reasons. He didn’t 

move because he was enjoying terrifying me, I didn’t move because he was doing such a 

good job of  this that it caused my knees to lock up. My body was ridged. I simply stood 

in the middle of  the road, totally aware how vulnerable I was. There were no cars coming 

in either direction on the road, the taxis were so far away that they probably couldn’t 

make out anything and there were no witnesses on the sidewalks. 

There was nowhere else to run. 

He began running towards me like a tank thundering into life. So close did he get 

before I managed to react that I could see the whites of  his eyes and the intricacy of  his 

tattoos. It was too late when I tried dodging him, Mouse’s huge frame slamming into my 

thin one. Tackling me to the concrete with bone crushing force, he used me to break his 

fall. It was like being hit by a truck, or a fright train, like the one that never came when I 

was trying to kill myself. It seemed it had finally arrived. 

Winded, I couldn’t breathe or move, Mouse pinning me down. Kneeling on top of  

me, he was delighted in his fury. 

“You little cunt, I’m going to fucking kill you!” he spat through gritted teeth. 

He raised one of  his fists and pummelled me in the face with it. Two dull sounds 

were heard; my nose breaking and my skull hitting the road. Pain exploded in my head. I 

felt blood trickle out of  my nose and down my face. I could taste it in my mouth, that 

sweet sickly flavour. Through watery eyes, I saw Mouse’s other fist falling into my face. 

Another noise accompanied a blinding pain, telling me my jaw was broken. 
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The ferociousness of  this beating was unlike anything I’d ever experienced. After 

the first two punches I was limp, after the either the sixth or seventh, I was knocked out. 

It was a deep and sudden unconscious blackout, different to the kind booze paints. 

Sometime later on, when I realised I was myself  again, I wasn’t sure if  I was dead or 

not. Everything was still black. Was I dead? It felt like it. Soon, and by that I mean within 

half  a second or so, my question was answered. As though ten knives were lodged in my 

face, an excruciating dose of  pain came in an unending wave. There’s nothing like hurt to 

remind you you’re alive. 

The pain was so overwhelming that it was distracting me form what else was 

happening. Attempting to open my eyes properly and figure out why everything was 

dark, I realised only my left eye was able to open. Panic set in at the thought of  what I 

must look like. Running my tongue over my teeth, apart from tasting more blood, I felt at 

least two missing. 

But none of  this explained why I couldn’t see anything. Other senses came into the 

play. Feeling around with my hands and feet, I realised I was in a space not big enough to 

lie straight or even sit up. A ringing in my ears had been hiding from me the most 

important clue; there was a constant low humming noise and it sounded so familiar. 

Then, when I felt my centre of  gravity shift slightly I realised I was moving. I was in the 

boot of  a car. 

Chances were it was Mouse’s car but that was all I could bet on. From the noise of  

the engine, I guessed we were going fast. Additionally, we weren’t stopping, meaning 

Mouse was either driving through red lights and give ways, or he was on the open road, 

God only knew where. These were both bad options. Where I was and where I was 

headed to, I had no idea. What he must be intending to do to me made me feel ill 

because if  he had wanted to just kill me, he already would’ve. 

I began to shake uncontrollably, white with fear. A few moments after all of  this 

began to sink in, I wet myself. I was too terrified to be ashamed of  myself. 
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I’ll admit, it was a strange time to have a revelation, soaked in rain, piss, and blood, 

but I suppose revelations care not if  you’re in a gangster’s boot, beaten to hell, speeding 

towards torture and nothingness. I realised what my family, friends and doctors had been 

tirelessly trying to get me to see. It was the most crystal clear, lightning-bolt thought that 

I’d ever had: I was worth fighting for and I didn’t want to die. I could see myself  the way 

other people did; I could see I was a nice person who had as much right as anyone else to 

be happy. I was Tom, a decent enough sort of  guy who was suffering because his brain 

wasn’t functioning properly. I was worth fighting for. 

It took the threat of  imminent death for me to come to this insight. Would I have 

gotten to this point if  it were not for everything that had happened over the past few 

weeks? That ‘thing’ was still there, but for the first time in years, I felt stronger than it. 

Had the depression, this ‘thing’, been scared into submission?  

Whatever was happening, I knew I wanted to survive. And not just so I could get 

wasted, but so I could get better and have a future. I wanted to go back to hospital. To 

do that, I had to get the hell out of  this boot before Mouse arrived at his insidious 

destination. I had to focus, my life depended on it. 

“Focus, focus, for fuck sake, focus! Saying focus won’t make you focus, you fucking 

idiot! Holy shit, alright, just try calm down… try harder… a little harder… more… okay 

good”, I thought to myself, taking some deep breaths. My eye was starting to adjust to 

the darkness, gaps in the boot’s metalwork letting pinholes of  taillight in. However, it was 

still too dim to see anyway of  escape. 

Feeling for a lighter in my pockets, I had never been so relieved to find one. The 

smoking habit I picked up in the hospital might just help save me after all. Illuminating 

the boot, however, I almost wished I hadn’t. There was a spade lying next to me, the 

blade covered in dirt. My heart sunk to my stomach, time froze and my body felt as 

though it were disintegrating. I realised that this was probably the day I was going to die. 

Not only that, but I’d probably be forced to dig my own shallow grave. 
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But there was no time to grieve for myself, I had to think and act fast. How the hell 

do you get out of  a boot? I checked to see if  there was an opening through to the back 

seat but there was nothing. It probably wouldn’t have worked anyway as Mouse would’ve 

seen me. Besides, I had no way of  knowing if  there were people in the back seat, tag-

alongs for the Medieval pleasures. I couldn’t hear any voices but I still couldn’t know if  

more of  these animals had jumped in on the bandwagon. 

I turned my efforts to the other end of  the boot where it opened and closed. There 

wasn’t any way to dislodge the brass lock keeping me trapped, no latches, buttons, levers, 

clips, nothing. Why don’t car manufacturers consider abductions? It took all my will, but 

as panic brewed, I resisted the urge to succumb to the spiral of  fear. Instead, I kept 

searching for a way out. 

Thankfully, Mouse’s car wasn’t flash and there were large sections of  rust 

surrounding the interior of  the boot. My fingers got badly cut as I pulled pieces of  the 

rust off. After tearing off  a large section on the left-hand side of  the car, a spare wheel 

compartment was revealed. Suddenly, the fact that the side of  the boot could be removed 

to access the spare tire became obvious. Looking around I saw two clips that I quickly 

undid, releasing the panel. Tossing it aside, I heaved the wheel out of  its compartment 

and discarded it. 

The fragile flame I held then shone on some wires running along the metal skeleton 

of  Mouse’s car. The wires led towards the taillights, so I tugged on them, cutting their 

power and the streaks of  red light they were omitting. I was frustrated, his brake light 

was out, but so what? Peering closer, it seemed that there was no way to get to the lights 

without a screwdriver, a flathead. My thinking, and only plan, was try to and unscrew and 

pop the bulbs out, and, if  I was impossibly lucky, I might be able to stick my hand 

outside the car which (and here’s the really lucky part) might have an external button to 

open the boot. 
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I would have to check both sides of  the car for a button so I scurried over to the 

other corner. There were two more clips, housing a jack and one of  those x-shaped 

wrenches to replace wheels with. Same thing, I yanked the wires, killed the lights, but 

needed a screwdriver. 

I then remembered I had a ten cent coin in my wallet. It was small enough to undo 

the screws and instantly became more valuable than a hundred dollar note or even a gold 

bar. Taking it out, I quickly set to work removing the lamps. Revolving the screws out, 

the right taillight dangled a bit before falling off. I winced, hoping Mouse hadn’t noticed 

it fall away. My frantic hand felt around the rear of  the car for my freedom. There was no 

button to save my life. Disheartened, I moved over to the other taillight, determined not 

to lose hope. Careful not to drop my priceless coin, I removed the light and as the car 

didn’t slow, I figured Mouse mustn’t have noticed. Denial is delusion and I wouldn’t 

accept that there was no release button on this side either. Repeatedly feeling around for 

one desperately, my resolve capitulated once the reality sunk in; there was no escape, I 

was dead. Brutalised, tortured, dead. 

The truth hit me harder than Mouse ever could. At first it struck me as 

tremendously unfair that I only decided I didn’t want to die just because I was assured 

that fate. However, it made sense that an overdose of  irony was my lot, karma for all the 

pain I’d caused my friends and family. My memory of  them made me weep. I forced 

myself  to remember the good times shared, not the misery I had inflicted upon them. 

I would have done anything to see their faces just one more time; mum, dad, 

Emma, James and, yeah, even Jackie. I cried for my life and the pain those close to me 

would experience in the weeks and months after my passing. Would they have a body left 

to bury or cremate? Would they ever find it? My heart bled with sorrow, it was hurting 

more than my demolished face. Time does funny things when you’re alone and as good 

as dead, it seems to speed up exponentially while simultaneously standing still. Cowering 

in the boot preparing to die for what was probably about ten minutes, all I wished was 
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that Mouse would kill me quickly, and if  not, then at least make sure I was dead. Being 

buried alive was not how I wanted to go. 

Resigned to my doom, I just stared blankly at the darkness surrounding me. Void of  

any will to keep trying to escape, I tried to at least make my final moments peaceful and 

calm. It was then that I saw the light. Not in any religious sense, but actual, physical light. 

Spilling through the holes where the taillights used to sit, the yellow-white glow of  some 

vehicle’s headlights lit up the boot. Someone was behind Mouse. 

Not knowing what else to do, I hung my hand out through one of  the holes and 

waved the toe of  my shoe around frantically in the other, signaling for help. I had 

absolutely no way to tell if  the approaching driver could see my mayday, or even if  they 

were friendly. For all I knew, it might’ve been some more Mongrel Mob ‘dogs’, as they 

would call themselves. Still, it was worth a shot. Seeing hands sticking out of  a car boot 

would surely prompt an upright citizen to call the police. 

When the headlights seemed to be getting really close, I had an idea. Reaching into 

my pocket, I pulled out my wallet and dangled it out the boot before dropping it. Even 

though I had lost my drivers licence, I still had my old student ID card from when I tried  

and dropped out of  university. 

It was a tense moment waiting for the brightness of  the headlights to subside, an 

indication that they were pulling back to collect the wallet, an indication that they had 

seen me. When I did see the light dimming, as if  being sucked out of  the boot, I let a 

small part of  me hope that perhaps the driver had noticed me. It was a powerful moment 

of  relief  but it was incomplete. Uncertainty remained over whether or not it was too 

little too late. Would it be enough for the police to rescue me in time? Having accepted 

death, I almost failed to recognise what this feeling was. I wasn’t counting on survival. 

My life now hung on by a single, fraying thread. But hang on it did, nonetheless. Hope. 

Mouse sped on and I was back in my familiar darkness. Where on earth was he 

driving to? I guess he thought he had me in the palm of  his hands, but as the drive went 
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on, I picked up on his mistake. The spade was a perfect weapon. He probably didn’t 

expect me to wake up. That could also mean he wouldn’t be expecting me to jump him 

when he opened the boot. I reached over to it and held it ready. 

Mouse kept driving for what felt like forever. On and on. It was in this anguishing 

stretch of  time that I realised something rather incredible. The spade consisted of  the 

metal blade, the wooden handle, and the dirt from other nights of  grave digging. Three 

of  the five elements that that homeless man had told me about. All you needed to win a 

fight was two elements, right? I wouldn’t normally put my faith in the rants of  drunkard, 

but this wasn’t a normal night. 

After maybe twenty or thirty more minutes, or years, I felt the engine ease and the 

speed drop. Taking a tight corner very quickly, the crunching sound of  gravel matched 

the vibrations of  the car. Were we on a farm? Nowhere to run to even if  I did slip 

through Mouse’s grip? I’d have to steal his car. 

I took a deep breath when I felt the car pull to a stop. The shaking from earlier 

returned, my hands trembling, and my knees knocking. The crank of  the handbrake was 

heard just before the jingling of  keys and the opening and closing of  the driver’s door. I 

didn’t hear any other doors or people. The slam of  the door made me flinch. I felt sick, 

was this really happening? Slow footsteps counted down to the moment.  

I saw Mouse pass by the gap where the taillight was meant to be. He stood by his 

car and noticed the damage I’d done. Sadly, my forth element, that of  surprise, was lost. 

“What the fuck?” he snarled angrily. 

Unlocking the boot with his key, Mouse flung the lid upwards. Stepping backwards 

quickly, he held his infamous rifle at me. I looked up at the man who would kill me. The 

spade in my hands was useless. 

“Drop it and get out.” 
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Fighting through the pain, I hauled my fractured body out of  the boot, dropping 

the spade to the ground. Aching as I stood, Mouse then noticed my wet pants and 

laughed to himself. 

“Poor baby!” 

I said and did nothing. 

“Alright, faggot, before I kill you, you’re going to dig yourself  a hole to rot in. How 

does that sound?” he asked with a grin. Before I found the resolve to say “fuck you” I 

looked around where we were. We were in the middle of  a dirt road that trailed off  

around bends at each end. Surrounded by tall, dark pines, the only sky I could see was 

way above my head. The sky was clear and crisp. The stars were many and bright, it was 

really calming. I looked at Mouse through my one dying eye. I noticed how wide and 

wired his eyes looked and realised he was probably high on something. 

“Fuck you”, I found myself  saying. 

Mouse swiftly drooped his aim and shot me in the foot. The boom rebounded 

around the pines but fell on no ears but ours. Falling to the dirt, I landed on my jaw, 

reigniting the hurt in my face. I yelled in the pain, mud and stones on my lips. My shouts 

slowly became quiet whimpers. Before he could make me get up again, however, Mouse’s 

cellphone rang. Reaching into his pocket, he answered with, “What is it?” 

Unfortunately, I couldn’t hear the voice on the other end of  the phone, my own 

suffering was too noisy. 

“Lee’s farm”, Mouse said, “How much time do I have?” 

A second later, he hung up the phone. It had been bad news and now he was acting 

urgently. 

“Get back in the fucking boot!” he barked at me. There was no way I’d find the 

strength to do this quickly and Mouse was in a hurry, so he rushed forward and picked 

me up. Dumping me back in the darkness of  the boot, he slammed it shut and thrust the 

engine into life. I felt the tires spin for a moment in the gravel before the car sped further 
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into Lee’s farm. He wasn’t messing around. I wondered what had given Mouse the ghost. 

Was it a good thing? 

After a much shorter drive, the car stopped abruptly. Before I knew it, Mouse was 

grabbing me back out of  the boot and dragging me by my leg along the ground. The 

back of  my head got scraped painfully on the stones. He opened the front door to a 

small farmhouse. Pulling me down a hall, we entered a room and he discarded me on the 

floor. He then took out his cellphone again. 

As he dialed a number and waited for whoever he was calling to answer, he paced 

around the room. Looking around this semi-abandoned farmhouse, it suddenly made 

sense why Mouse was so keen to retreat to it. Other than a coffee table and a couch, 

there was nothing homely about this room. It was like the Alamo; bars of  thick iron 

barricaded the windows and a mini arsenal of  firearms lay on the ground. Ammunition 

was strewn across the room, bullets were everywhere. What was this place? Who the hell 

was Lee?  

Because I wasn’t groaning so much this time, I was just able to hear the faint voice 

on the other end of  the phone call. 

“Mouse, I’m sorry–” 

“Donovan, you prick! I don’t pay you so you can give me a fucking two minute 

warning!” Mouse growled angrily. 

“I did the best I could! Listen, they just decided to send an AOS unit your way. Your 

best chance now is to get the hell out of  there as soon as possible. I’m sorry. Take the 

loony with you, you can try use him as a hostage if  you need to.” 

“I better get out of  here, or you’ll end up like Luke, you fucking hear me?” Mouse 

threatened before hanging up. 

If  that was Patrick’s partner Donovan on the other end of  that phone call, then he 

was probably more dangerous than Mouse despite Mouse’s threat to kill him. A mole in 

the police was of  more value to the gang than Mouse. It would explain how the caller 
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knew so much about the police’s movements. He had probably been tipping Mouse off  

these past few weeks, keeping him safe. He could’ve told him about my appearance, 

which would explain how Mouse had no trouble identifying me outside the hospital. 

Putting his phone in his pocket, Mouse then saw me looking at him and stormed 

over, violently booting me in the face. 

“You little fuck!” he shouted as I lay on the floor, enduring the most pain I had ever 

experienced. I just wanted to pass out. 

“I’ll teach you a fucking lesson!” he yelled at me as he reloaded his weapon. He 

loaded a semi-automatic with the same amount of  haste. With the two guns under one 

arm, he grabbed me with his spare hand. Dragging me back to the car, he threw me 

violently into the boot for the third time that night. 

The drive down the gravel road felt a lot faster than before. We must’ve been 

travelling at tremendous speed. Before long, he slammed on the brakes and I slammed 

into the back of  the boot. It hurt like hell. Skidding on the gravel for a moment, the car 

then found smoothened highway under its wheels. Mouse was going fast before, but now 

he was flying. It didn’t last too long, however, as suddenly he hit the brakes even harder 

than before. Again, I was thrown about the boot, tossed painfully like a rag-doll. Turning 

sharply, Mouse came to a complete stop for a moment while he changed gears. In this 

moment, I saw the red and blue flashing lights approaching from the distance that had 

halted Mouse in his tracks. 

He accelerated quickly, making the car scream in the night. The police lights faded 

from view and in virtually no time at all, we were speeding along another dirt road. It was 

probably the same one at Lee’s farm but I couldn’t know for sure. Over the whirring of  

the engine and the crunching of  the gravel, however, I then heard Mouse shouting, 

presumably into his cellphone. He answered my question. 
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“Bro! I’m at Lee’s, fucking pigs up my arse! That Donovan cunt fucked me! If  I 

don’t make it out of  this shit, kill the prick, eat his fucking face off!” Mouse ordered 

loudly. 

A few seconds later and the car had halted violently once more. I remained a 

bruised, battered lump of  pained flesh when Mouse flung the boot open again. Brutally 

dragging me out of  the boot, across the gravel and into the same farmhouse, he then 

dropped me in the same place I was before. 

I remained on the floor in the position that Mouse left me, unable to move any 

more. Mouse quickly loaded a selection of  the guns that were lying around the room. I 

couldn’t be certain, but I figured he had an arsenal of  five or six heavy weapons. 

Through the blood covering my face, I saw him stand at the ready by the window, eager 

to kill anything that moved. 

Just then, however, a distant gunshot was heard. A fraction of  a second later and a 

bullet smashed through the window, hitting Mouse in the shoulder. The force threw him 

back on the floor. Dropping his rifle, he winced in pain before heaving his body up. 

Mouse, amazingly, fought on, picking up his rifle and shooting randomly out the window. 

Sidestepping out of  the window’s view, he dropped his rifle and picked up two sawn-off  

shotguns that were lying on the coffee table. Had I been able to move, I would’ve gotten 

up and grabbed one before he did. Would I have been able to kill a person? I couldn’t kill 

myself  so I wasn’t sure. Crouching by the window, Mouse held his weapons by his side.  

“I’ve got a hostage, fuck off  or I’ll kill him!” he shouted out the window. 

Although I was thankful the Armed Offender Squad had arrived, I was still clearly 

in grave danger. There was no reply from the AOS to Mouse’s threat of  killing me. 

Frustrated, Mouse aimed one of  his stunted guns out the window and pulled the trigger, 

spraying metal in the direction the first shot came from. 

“Fuck off  or this cunt is gonna die!” 
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Peeking over the window sill, Mouse must’ve seen some of  the highly trained unit 

hunting him hiding behind his car. I only know this because he rained shells in that 

direction, pulverising his car with lead and shattering the windows. 

Perhaps feeling his time was up, Mouse decided to tie up some loose ends. He called 

someone on his cellphone and fired off  a few random shots to keep the AOS at bay as 

he waited for his call to be answered. It never was, so he left a message. 

“Yo, its Tui. Ah… yeah, love you, girl. Yeah…”, he said before hanging up and 

tossing his phone to the floor. Was that a sign he didn’t intend to ever use it again? Were 

those his last, heartfelt words to someone special? He then fired some more shots out 

the window before rushing over and picking me up. Dropping one shotgun, he slung his 

other arm around my chest. Using me as his human shield, Mouse then moved over 

towards the window, firing haphazardly as he went. The noise was extreme. 

“I’m coming out with the hostage. If  you fuckers try anything I’ll blow his fucking 

brains out. I’m going to get in my car and drive off. You follow me, this piece of  shit is 

dead.” 

Before they had a chance to respond or Mouse had a chance to take us to his car, 

noises were heard coming from the other end of  the house. Mouse moved us over to the 

door leading to the hallway, his gun pointed down the corridor, firing a warning shot. 

“Back the fuck off!” Mouse ordered increasingly desperately to those encircling 

him. His threats weren’t empty, he just didn’t have the upper hand. Suddenly, a gas 

canister shot through the window, quickly and loudly filling the room with smoke, 

making seeing anything impossible. Dropping me with a thud, Mouse rushed over to the 

gushing canister and tried to throw it out the window. He missed and the smoke 

continued to cloud the room. 

I knew this would be one of  my last chances to get away, so while he was distracted 

with dropping the canister out the window, I slowly crawled a few feet away from where 

he had left me. Surging on through the bone-grinding agony, it was the strongest 
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moment of  willpower I have ever displayed. I had gone this far in the name of  survival 

so I wasn’t going to give up now. If  you can get through a mind disease, you can get 

through anything. 

I slithered slowly along the floor, trying desperately to find some shelter from the 

crossfire, or indeed fire that was meant for me. In some ways, it might’ve hurt less if  

Mouse had tortured me. Finally expelling the canister out the window, Mouse went back 

to fighting his war on two dark, cloudy fronts.  

“Fuck!” he shouted when he realised I had gotten away. I hid behind a couch. 

Assuming the fetal position, I tucked my head in, covering it with my arms. It was here 

that I waited for either the end of  my life or the beginning of  my new life. 

The shooting only intensified, shockwaves pulsing violently throughout the entire 

house. My skeleton shook with each trigger pulled, feeling as though it may shatter. The 

whole skirmish probably only lasted several minutes, but it felt equal to the whole two 

weeks I had spent in the emplacement. 

Splinters flew through the rooms, my heart skipped with each bullet fired and raced 

in-between them. One such round hit the couch and for a moment I wasn’t sure if  I’d 

been shot or not. With the ringing in my ears continuing to pierce my brain, all I could 

assume was that I wasn’t dead. After some sporadic gunfire stopped, footsteps thundered 

through the walls followed by calls of  “Clear!” 

Was it over? Had they got him? My uncertainty was soon obliterated in a 

devastatingly violent flurry of  bullets and shouting. For a moment, there was silence. The 

silence continued and through the smoke I heard an officer shout, “Target is down! 

Repeat, target is down!” 

Mouse, the outlaw, was dead. 

He had been on the run for the exact same amount of  time as me, but now our 

times as fugitives were over. All I could process at the time was how thankful our 
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odysseys hadn’t ended the same way. Mouse had used up all his luck, yet for some reason 

I had been given a second chance. It took a long time for the reality of  all this to sink in. 

I had been saved. 

But there wasn’t time to stop and celebrate, not yet. I realised that Donovan might 

be in danger, which meant Patrick might be too. I shuffled out from behind the couch 

and lay on my back, rigid with pain. Through the sticky blood in my mouth and my 

fractured jaw, I called out for help. My calls started out weak and frail but gradually got 

louder. 

“Help… help… help! Help! Help me! Please! Help!” 

This was truly a cry for help, unlike my suicide attempt. I wanted to be found, to 

start again. A few moments later, I saw beams of  white light waving through the smoke. 

Clad in black, police stormed into the room, guns raised ready to kill. When they saw me 

on the floor, bloody and beaten, they lowered their weapons. 

“Get the ambulance up here!” the cop in the front of  the pack yelled over his 

shoulder, another cop actioning his request. He then walked over and crouched down by 

my side. Lifting his black mask off, he went from looking like a terrorist, to a regular guy 

on the street. 

“Are you Thomas Alexander?” 

“Yes.” 

“Don’t worry, Tom, you’re safe now. My name is Dave, I’ll stay with you, okay? Help 

is on the way, mate.” 

I drew upon my newfound wellspring of  grit and soul to keep talking. 

“There’s something… I need to tell you…” 

“What is it?” Dave asked, wasting no time. 

“Officer … Patrick Robinson … from Wellington … I think his partner Donovan 

… is a mole … I think the Mongrel Mob … are after him”, I eventually said, spluttering 

blood. 
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“Bell, get me Deans on the phone, now!” 

As a cop followed this order and ducked out of  the room, Dave looked down at me 

and nodded. 

“Thank-you, everything will be okay, mate. Paramedics are on their way. Just rest, 

okay?” 

Whether or not everything would be okay like Dave said, well, that was yet to be 

determined, but as far as what I could do to help, there was nothing left. My job was 

over, all I could do now was recover. Before long, the paramedics came and took me to 

the ambulance. As it sped me away from Lee’s forsaken farm, bright lights and faces 

filled my vision. Painkillers were then injected into my veins. Other than my friends and 

family, two people were occupying my thoughts; whoever that mystery driver was who 

had saved my life, and Patrick. Would he survive whatever was currently in motion? 

These thoughts soon gave way to the sweetness of  sleep. 
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T H E  B E G I N N I N G 

“Everything, from my relationship breakup with Jackie and the deaths of  Luke 

Leenders and Tui ‘Mouse’ Harris to the subsequent imprisonment of  Donovan Marks, 

all happened just over two years ago. It feels like a lifetime since that night at Lee’s farm. 

It turns out that five elite officers had put sixteen bullets in Mouse’s body, finally ending 

his violent crime spree. Donovan was arrested later that night after evidence of  his 

disloyalty was recovered from Mouse’s cellphone. He had left enough of  an evidence trail 

that meant I was not required to testify in court, keeping my name out of  the 

proceedings and ensuring the Mongrel Mob would never know that I was the one who 

had blown Donovan’s cover. He had been a mole for just two years after a stellar career 

of  eighteen. The bribe offered was just too tempting and he had succumbed to greed. 

He got ten years in prison. 

“Those weeks were the most surreal of  my life. Oddly, looking back, I wouldn’t 

change anything. Without those bizarre events, those weeks inside and then outside 

hospital, I couldn’t be who I am today. That is, someone I can live with. After two 

months recovering from my injuries, I spent just two further weeks back in the psych 

ward. The doctors let me out after I had shown them my new found lust for life. I 

apologised to Flo for what I had done and I even reconciled with Jackie. We’re still in 

touch and on good terms, but we both firmly agreed to just be friends. My mother made 

a full recovery and our family flourished, my sister marrying and having a baby. As for 

the mystery driver, it turned out to be a sixteen year old kid named Rachel. She had taken 

her dad’s car out for a joy ride and I will forever be in her debt. Her dad only grounded 

her for a week. 
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“I guess, the only question remaining, I suppose, is why did the hospital ask me 

back here today to tell you my story. Other than a shootout, what makes it special? Why 

did they want me to share it with you? There is a surprisingly simple answer. 

“About a year ago, six months or so after I left the hospital, after I was discharged 

from hospital, I was having a beer with James in the city. I try to just stick to one pint 

these days, some occasions with more success than others. I’m still working on that. But 

anyway, after having a pint and a laugh, we decided to call it a night. James is good at 

keeping me to one beer. He’s a good mate. But he had to go one way to get home, and I 

another, so we bid farewell and parted ways. He had visited me most days I was in 

hospital, all the water was well and truly under the old, solid bridge. We were as close as 

ever. 

“So anyway, I found myself  walking through Wellington alone. It was a calm night 

and only a few people were about. Remembering how I couldn’t stay and listen to the 

buskers when I was on Cuba Street that night I had escaped, I decided to right a wrong 

and go hear them. Walking along the red bricks, I heard a busker beyond one of  the 

pubs, sitting by one of  the street gardens. Under a tree in the distance, a young Danish 

tourist was playing a song on her guitar. She was beautiful, the music was too. She didn’t 

sing any lyrics, she just graced the street with her tune. 

“Sitting on a bench across from her, I smiled. She smiled back to me and kept 

playing. I think she was pleased to have an audience other than the drunk homeless guy 

standing near her. He was completely gone, lost in a world of  dead brain cells. He swayed 

on the spot to her music and I couldn’t help but draw some philosophy from him: it was 

amazing that I had once been like this man, when now here I was, totally healthy, happy 

and surrounded by beauty. Yeah, the world was still insane, but I no longer was. 

“I would end up getting talking to this woman singing, getting to know her, care for 

her, love her. I’ve been with her for a year now and it’s been the best year of  my life. And 

so the point of  my story, my ramble, is not to tell you that I hooked up with some hottie 
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who could play guitar, or that I eventually got over my ex-girlfriend. The point of  my 

story is to simply remind you that there is hope for us yet. There is hope for us yet.”
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